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Introduction 

In the spring of 1893, as the Ottawa Golf Club prepared to begin its third season after its founding in 

April of 1891, we learn from the newspapers of the competitions that the club had scheduled for the 

coming months: 

The season’s matches include weekly handicaps with prizes, semi-monthly competitions to 

decide the championship and the holding of the Gilmour Cup, a valuable cup donated by Col. 

Allan Gilmour, and a “Bogey” competition. (Ottawa Free Press, cited in the Montreal Star, 2 

May 1893, p. 5) 

This item appeared in the Montreal Star, but it was reproduced from a report in the Ottawa Free Press. 

And the information contained in this item was no doubt supplied to the Ottawa Free Press by the 

Secretary of the Ottawa Golf Club, Alexander Simpson. 

Simpson was vigilant throughout the 

1890s in keeping the Ottawa 

newspapers informed of developments 

at the Ottawa Golf Club, and in the 

mid-1890s he also communicated club 

news and information to British 

publications such as Golf (London) and 

the Golfing Annual.  

He no doubt put the word “Bogey” in 

quotation marks in acknowledgement 

that the word was a neologism: he was 

indicating that the familiar old word 

“bogey,” which meant “an evil or 

mischievous spirit,” or “a person or 

thing that causes fear or alarm,” was 

being used in an entirely new way in 

relation to golf. Figure 1 Alexander Simpson, Letter to the Editor (inviting British golfers 
visiting the Chicago World’s Fair to play golf in Ottawa), Golf [London], 12 
May 1893, p. 154. 
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The Ottawa Free Press simply presents the information it received from Simpson (perhaps verbatim) and 

offers no explanation of the term. It probably could not do so: this was the first time that the word had 

been used in this way in a North American newspaper.  

Late in 1891 in England, the word had been used for the first time in history to indicate a new form of 

golf. The idea of “’Bogey’ competition” had caught on at several golf clubs in the south of England by the 

spring of 1892. Then it advanced northward through English golf clubs during the 1892 season. It 

reached a golf club in the north of Ireland in mid-summer, and it reached Scotland in the fall. “’Bogey’ 

competition” became known fairly widely in British and Irish golf clubs only by the spring of 1893, when 

the Ottawa Golf Club became the first in North America to make acquaintance with it. 

In the United States, the first use of the word “Bogey” in relation to golf appeared in newspaper and 

magazine reports only late in the summer of 1894, but not – as in the Ottawa newspaper – in relation to 

“a ‘Bogey’ competition.” The word merely referred to scores achieved on golf holes (see Vogue, vol 4 no 

7 [16 August 1894], p. C3 and Outing: An Illustrated Monthly Magazine of Recreation, vol 24 no 6 

[September 1894], p. 173). There is no reference to Bogey competitions being played at American golf 

clubs until 1895, and references to Bogey competitions merely caused confusion, as the editor of Outing 

observed in August of 1895: “The puzzling ‘Bogey’ is exercising the wits of some of our correspondents, 

who fail to find an explanation in the ‘glossary’ of the so-called practical textbooks, one of which is just 

off the press. ‘What is the bogey man?’ is the query we have been called upon to answer” (Outing, vol 

26 no 5 [August 1895], p. 11). 

And yet the word “Bogey” appears in the spring of 1893 in a Canadian newspaper’s account of the 

schedule of competitions for 1893 at the Ottawa Golf Club. The club had introduced an innovation to 

golf in North America. The editor of Outing could have directed his correspondents to the Ottawa Golf 

Club for an answer to their question, “What is the bogey man?” 

The ripples from the invention of Bogey would prove to be among the most far-reaching in the history of 

golf in general, and Ottawa’s introduction of the concept to Canada in 1893 would have far-reaching 

consequences in terms of the golf professionals hired by Quebec and Ontario golf clubs in the 1890s and 

in terms of the improvement of the quality of golf played in Canada during that decade. 

Engaging with the concept of Bogey in the spring of 1893, the Ottawa Golf Club was the first into the 

field in what would become a decades-long battle between Bogey and par for the hearts and minds of 

golfers regarding which term would be chosen to name the perfect round of golf. 
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A Bogey Par? 

As we know, the word “Bogey” had been introduced to golf in England less than two years before it was 

used in Ottawa. And, as we shall soon see, it became associated with one of the most important 

concepts ever developed in golf – the idea of a proper score for a golf hole (and thereby a proper score 

for a complete round of eighteen holes).  

We now call this score “par,” but in the 1890s it was more often called the “Bogey” score than the “par” 

score, and a preference for Bogey over par endured well into the twentieth century. For instance, when 

twenty-year-old amateur Francis Ouimet defeated Harry Vardon and Ted Ray for the U.S. Open 

Championship of 1913 at Brookline, Massachusetts, British golf writer Bernard Darwin marked Ouimet’s 

score on an official scorecard that indicated a Bogey score for each hole, rather than a par score. 

The same preference for Bogey over par endured in Canada well into the 1900s. 

Figure 2 Francis Ouimet’s scorecard in the playoff with Harry Vardon and Ted Ray, 20 September 1913. 
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See below the scorecard for the nine-hole course of the Napanee Golf Club in the early 1900s. 

Although the concept of par preceded the concept of Bogey by twenty years, the latter initially 

prevailed. 

Two decades after its invention in 1870, the concept of “par” had still not caught on with golfers, but 

when the concept of Bogey was invented in 1891 (in support of a new form of competition that it 

enabled), it immediately became more famous and more popular than the concept of par had ever 

been. 

Ironically, however, the elastic way in which the concept of Bogey came to be used differently from one 

golf club to the next soon created problems for golf that only a reinvigorated concept of par could solve. 

Ultimately, during the early decades of the twentieth century, all golf clubs – from the great Country 

Club at Brookline to the modest Napanee Golf and Country Club – would convert to par. The fate of 

Bogey would be to name a score on a golf hole of one more than par.  

Oh, the ignominy! 

 

Figure 3 Undated scorecard for the 1907 design of the nine-hole golf course of the Napanee Golf Club, a course in play from 
1907 to 1926. 
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The Invention of Par 

For the first 500 years of golf history, there was no such thing as a par score for a golf hole or for a golf 

course. The goal of the golfer was simply to take as few strokes as possible to complete a golf hole and, 

in turn, a golf course: for neither a golf hole nor a golf course was there recognized a theoretically 

proper number of strokes that a first-class golfer should take in completing them. 

Note the photograph to the left, for instance, 

which shows the scorecard of Young Tom Morris 

for the 1869 Open Championship on the twelve-

hole links of the Prestwick Golf Club in Scotland: it 

simply lists by number the twelve holes to be 

played, with no par score indicated for any hole.  

Young Tom won the three-round championship by 

eleven strokes, his second win in a row, and in 

doing so he recorded the first hole-in-one in Open 

Championship history on the eighth hole during 

the first round (as recorded on the scorecard 

shown to the left). 

At the next Open Championship in 1870, another 

first occurred in golf history when the word “par” 

was used in reference to a golf score in a 

discussion amongst some of the top competitors 

who had returned to the same Prestwick course to 

battle again for the Championship Belt.  

Top amateur players of the day, Alexander Hamilton Doleman and William Doleman, along with younger 

brother Frank, were sharing a cottage at Prestwick with Scotland’s top three professional golfers: Jaimie 

Anderson, Davie Strath, and Young Tom Morris. It was assumed that one of these three accomplished 

young professionals would win the championship, Young Tom having won the previous two.  

Talk amongst the housemates turned to the question of what the professionals thought the winning 

score would be. American golf writer Charles Quincy Turner summarizes the conversation that ensued: 

Figure 4 Scorecard of Young Tom orris for rounds one and two 
of the 1869 Open Championship at the Prestwick Golf Club in 
Scotland. 
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Davie Strath, Jamie Anderson, Tom Morris, Jr., and the brothers Doleman 

were staying in the same cottage, when naturally they fell to discussing 

what score ought to win on the morrow. Some said one thing, some 

another. At length William Doleman, so says his brother A.H., asked Davie 

Strath and Jamie Anderson what a certain hole should be done in, if played 

correctly.  

Davie Strath gave the required number at once. 

“Ah!” says Jamie Anderson, “that’s a’ very guid, but what about a bad lyin’ 

la’?” 

“Tut! Tut!” says Davie, “that has naethen’ tae dae wi’ it, Jamie; that’s the 

number you should do it in.” 

And Davie laid great stress on the “should.” 

By degrees M[r]. W. Doleman led the professionals on to give the “should” 

for all the other holes. 

And this ideal, or perfect, round was found to be 49 for the twelve holes. 

And then says Davie, “That is the number we should do it in, if we play 

perfect golf, but I know we won’t do it.” 

While Davie was still talking, in walked Tom Morris, Jr. 

And hearing what Strath was saying, he shook his head, smiled, and then 

said, “We’ll hae to try ony how.”  

And Young Tom did try, and made a noble effort, coming within two 

strokes of perfect golf by holing the thirty-six holes in 149 strokes, very 

nearly an average of fours.  

Mr. A.H. Doleman, thinking it would be a good thing to have some word to 

indicate the required number of strokes for a hole, and so for the whole 

round, on an infallible principle, chose the word “par.” (Golf [New York], vol 

14 no 2 [February 1904], p. 100) 

Figure 7 William 
Doleman, 1880. 

Figure 8 Young Tom 
Morris (1851-1874). 

Figure 5 David Strath 
(1849-79). 

Figure 6 James 
Anderson (1842-
1905). 
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A.H. Doleman had chosen the word “par” for the number of strokes that a hole 

should normally take because this number struck him as analogous to the price 

used to indicate the “par” value for a stock certificate. 

A corporate charter indicates the original or nominal value of shares issued for 

purchase. In the stock market, however, shares may sell for a price higher or 

lower than the “par value.” 

Similarly, golfers can make a score on a golf hole higher or lower than its “par 

value.” 
Figure 9 A.H. Doleman, 
circa early 1890s. 
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The Par Brothers Doleman 

William Doleman (1838-1918) had easy and familiar access to Scotland’s top golf professionals because 

he was an elite amateur player who regularly played against the professionals in medal-play 

tournaments or played with them in foursomes match-play competitions.  

He had played against Jamie Anderson and other top professionals in an important tournament in 

Montrose in 1866, and he had defeated them all. He played against Young Tom Morris at another 

important tournament at Carnoustie in 1867 (a tournament open to professionals and amateurs, which 

the precocious sixteen-year-old Morris won in a playoff).  

William Doleman also played against Young Tom, Davie Strath, and Jamie Anderson in the Open 

Championships held at Prestwick from the mid-1860s to 1870. After each of these competitions, all four 

players engaged with various partners in exhibition matches at Prestwick.  

Doleman had learned to play golf at 

Musselburgh. The city’s nine-hole 

course along its main street would 

become one of the most important 

in Scotland, hosting six Open 

Championships between 1874 and 

1889. As it still does today, the golf 

course played into and out of the 

infield of the Musselburgh 

racecourse.  

Doleman’s father, also called 

William, was at first a tailor, but he 

became in 1838 the Race Stand 

Attendant at the Musselburgh 

racecourse, and so he also looked 

after the “boxes” (a form of locker) 

that were rented by club members. 

His sons were allowed to play on the golf course, and they all did so with enthusiasm. 

Figure 10 Contemporary aerial photograph of the Musselburgh Links Golf Course 
located within the Musselburgh racecourse. 
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The youngest brother, Francis (“Frank,” 1848-1929), was the only one to become a golf professional. In 

the 1860s, he worked at both golf clubs on the Wimbledon Common (the London Scottish Club and the 

Royal Wimbledon Club). Then he returned to the Edinburgh area, working a short while as a golf 

professional before becoming manager (and then owner) of a club-making business.  

The oldest brother, John (1926-1916), settled in Nottingham in 1884 and founded 

the Notts Golf Club. He was the only brother not to play in an Open 

Championship. Mind you, he was present at the Open Championship of 1870, 

although not as a competitor. Instead, he played with his three brothers in the 

exhibition matches at Prestwick held the day after Young Tom’s victory: “John 

Doleman and William Doleman played a match of two rounds (24 holes) against A. 

Doleman and F. Doleman. John and William won by one hole” (Glasgow Herald, 

17 September 1870, p. 3). 

By far the best golfer among the brothers was William, but he was also the one 

with the greatest wanderlust: “Willie” became a sailor when he was fifteen, 

determined to see the world.  

And so he did.  

In 1854, he was on a British ship that participated in the 

bombardment of Odesa on the Black Sea at the beginning of 

the Crimean War.  

As he always took his golf clubs with him on his sea voyages, 

during the two weeks he was in port at Quebec in 1859, he set 

up a makeshift golf course on Cove Field on the Plains of 

Abraham and played many a round over it.  

He returned to Scotland in the 1860s. After winning a 

prestigious tournament on the Montrose Links (a tournament 

that included professionals Old Tom Morris, James Anderson, 

and Bob Kirk), he told astonished organizers that he “drives a 

baker’s van in Glasgow every day” (Golfer’s Yearbook for 1866, 

ed. Robert Howie Smith (Ayr, Scotland: Smith & Grant, 1867), 
Figure 12 William Doleman, circa 1898. 

Figure 11 John Doleman, 
Golf Illustrated, vol 2 (20 
October 1899), p. 41. 
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p. 72). He afterwards became a cab driver in Glasgow, eventually owning his own cab hire company.  

As a member of Prestwick’s St. Nicholas Golf Club, he pursued golf with a passion, becoming in 1865 the 

first amateur player to enter the Open Championship. He went on to post the lowest score by an 

amateur every year from 1865 to 1872. Becoming a member of the revived Glasgow Golf Club in the 

mid-1870s, he also posted the lowest score by an amateur in the Open Championships of 1875 and 

1884. His best finishes in the overall standings were third, fifth (twice), sixth (twice), and seventh. In 

1872, only Young Tom Morris and Davie Strath beat him. In an exhibition match at the 1876 Open 

championship at St Andrews, Doleman played against the 1874 champion Mungo Park and beat him by 

one hole (Field, vol 48 no 1241 [7 October 1876], p. 422). He would play in the British Amateur 

Championship until 1912, when he was seventy-three years of age. When he died in 1918, Field 

described him as “the finest amateur golfer of his day” (cited in The Transcript-Telegram [Holyoke, 

Massachusetts], 12 August 1918, p. 5). 

Although William had been the one whose close questioning had elicited the principles of par golf from 

the professional golfers, it was his brother Alexander who became the one most closely associated with 

the articulation and promotion of the concept of par if for no other reason than that he was the one 

who became a writer and contributed essays on the subject of par to the golf journals of the day.  

Alexander Hamilton Doleman (1836-1914) was from the 

beginning the most academically inclined of the four brothers. 

He attended the Bridge Street Academy in Musselburgh, 

graduating as one of the top students. Whereas his younger 

brother William was eager to leave school as soon as possible, 

Alexander could hardly get enough of it. So, the son of 

Musselburgh’s Race Stand Attendant and keeper of the golf 

club lockers took a degree at the University of Cambridge.  

Determined to become a teacher, Alexander moved to 

Blackpool in the late 1850s to set up his own private school.  

Still in love with golf, but finding no golf courses in the area, for 

five years A.H. Doleman played golf alone on the sand dunes 

along the seacoast of the Irish Sea near Blackpool, forced to set 

up his own makeshift golf course.  Figure 13 A.H. Doleman, circa early 1890s. 
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Finally, four local gentlemen joined him, overcome with curiosity about what he was up to, and soon 

thereafter founded with him (along with fifteen others) the (now Royal) Golf Club of Lytham and St 

Anne’s (regular host of the Open Championship). Doleman became perhaps the most important person 

in the club over the next four decades and was honoured in due course as “a Father of Fylde Golf” (as 

seen above in an image from a local publication celebrating his influence on the Borough of Fylde in 

Lancashire) 

In 1870, William Doleman had worked hard to winkle out of the professional golfers at Prestwick the 

principles by which to determine the number of strokes in which a golf hole should be done, and A.H. 

Doleman’s invocation of the word “par” to denote the accomplishment of this feat was inspired.  

Yet progress in the use and understanding of this term was slow and fitful for the next twenty-five years.  
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Early References to Par  

The Doleman brothers continually used the word “par” themselves, working out the par score for every 

golf course they played, and explaining the concept of “par golf” to anyone who showed the slightest 

curiosity about it. And they continued to ask professional golfers what they thought the par score should 

be for various golf holes and golf courses. 

The word “par,” however, appears infrequently in newspapers and golf journals from the 1870s to the 

early 1890s. And we can see that among those who used the term there was not a common 

understanding of what it meant. 

In 1879, we read in The Scotsman a report of a competitor at St Andrews who “was unlucky in running 

up an awkward 6 at the first hole, where 4 is par play” (8 May 1879, p. 7). There is no ambiguity here: 

par is four. Also in 1879, however, we find a report of a match at Musselburgh in which a competitor 

does well, “notwithstanding a very bad seven run up at … [a] hole for which the ‘par’ play was no more 

than four” (The Field, vol 54 no 1,400 [25 October 1879), p. 571). Here there is ambiguity: it seems that 

“‘par’ play” is relatively elastic, as it might be four, or it might be three.  

The phrase “par play” was used more frequently in the 1880s.  

One of Field’s correspondents in 1883 reports on the new golf course of 

the Durham and Yorkshire Golf Club “at Seaton Carew, near Hartlepool,” 

observing that “the green consists of eleven holes only” and that “Par play 

for the eleven holes would be 58” (vol 61 no 1584 [5 May 1883], p. 596). 

And later the same year, a writer in The Newcastle Daily Journal describes 

the golf course at Earlsferry, Scotland, as “a second-class course only … on 

which par play means an average of 3 ½ strokes to each of the twelve 

holes” (4 December 1883, p. 4). 

For these writers, par seems to be a fixed standard of play. 

Still, others continued to use it in a more elastic way.  

In the spring of 1882, for instance, a writer from North Berwick tells of a remarkable round of golf 

played there in windy conditions and suggests that a “par” score should be understood not as a fixed 

standard but rather in relation to the conditions prevailing on the day: 

Figure 14 Early golf at Seaton 
Carew, County Durham, England. 
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The weather on Saturday was not conducive to brilliant work, for, although dry overhead, there 

was a strong east wind, which had an aggravating tendency to materially contribute toward 

heavy totals when cards were handed in…. Strange to say, none of the scratch men were ever 

dangerous, the trophy being carried off by Major Hay with a total of 85, and a net score of 79… 

[T]hat a player who received 6 [strokes] … should, under the wind disadvantages, negotiate it in 

85 strokes is of itself a fact worthy of note. It is undoubtedly a “par” score, and the best 

testimony of its merits is the distance it is ahead of the totals of such experts as Messrs 

Whitecross, Bloxom, and Chambers, all of whom were in good playing form. (The Field, 8 April 

1882, p 474) 

The writer has heard of the concept of “par” scores, but if Davie Strath were to have heard him suggest 

that the day’s windy conditions had anything to do with determining the “par” score for the course, he 

would have said: “Tut! Tut!... That has naethen’ tae dae wi’ … the number you should do it in.” 

In 1887, when A.H. Doleman himself used the phrase “par play” to report in Field on a competition at 

the Lytham and St Anne’s Golf Club, a reader signing his letter “an old golfer” later wrote to the editor to 

ask what on earth was meant by the phrase “par play”: 

I was rather amused on reading an account of the meeting of the Lytham and St. Anne’s Golf 

Club in your issue of Saturday last. Your correspondent speaks of the par play of that green. 

What does he mean by this?  

Is it the lowest score it is possible to do the round in, bar mistakes, bad play, bad luck, etc?  

It is very easy matter to decide what number of strokes a course can be done in when you are 

sitting by the fireside with a pencil and a piece of paper in your hand.  

As an example of what a hole might be done at, take the first hole at Hoylake. Last autumn, my 

partner started with a long drive off the tee and followed this up with another right on the 

putting green within about three club lengths of the hole, but, unfortunately, missed the ‘put’ 

for a three, and also his next, therefore taking five to hole out – a very fair number after all. 

Would your correspondent say that three strokes was the ‘par’ of this hole? (Field, no 1887 [9 

April 1887], p. 478) 

Doleman replied with equal parts incredulity, condescension, and disdain: 
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Where is the “old golfer” who does not know what the par play of a green is?...  

Every good golfer knows what a first-class player ought to do a hole in ….  

[P]ar does not mean what a hole can be done in. As an example, the Rushes hole at Hoylake 

can and is sometimes holed in one stroke, but most certainly that is not the par of the hole. The 

par is three.  

Again, the first hole is seldom driven in two strokes, unless by exceptional drives, consequently 

five must be taken as the par. (Field, no 1792 [30 April 1887], p. 606) 

Doleman is rather hard on the person who signs his letter, “old golfer.” That “Every good golfer knows 

what a first-class player ought to do a hole in” does not mean that every good golfer knows that the 

phrase “par play” was coming to be used to describe the accomplishment of this feat. Doleman’s tone 

perhaps reveals a frustration that, seventeen years after his invention of the term “par,” it is still only 

the golf world’s cognoscenti who understand the term and use it properly. 

Yet the more the word appeared in print, the more occasions there were for readers like “old golfer” to 

enquire of editors just what the word meant. And however slowly, such curiosity helped the use of the 

term to spread. 
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Par? What Is It Good For? 

The most important factor in keeping the concept of par from gaining popularity was that it had no 

practical implications for the playing of the game.  

Golf culture in Scotland had from the beginning understood match-play to represent the essence of the 

game. Contests among members of golf clubs were conducted by match-play. Team contests between 

golf clubs were conducted by match-play. The nineteenth century’s many famous, high-stakes matches 

between the top professionals were conducted by match-play (before hundreds – and sometimes 

thousands – of spectators). 

Match-play required no concept of par, and it gained nothing from it. 

Medal play was regarded as a necessary evil – a departure from match play made necessary by a large 

field of competitors: medal play was merely a practical and convenient way of determining a champion 

from a large number of players in a much shorter time than match-play among them would require. 

Figure 15 Photograph circa 1854-55 commemorating a match-play contest involving Willie Dunn (addressing ball), Willie Park 
(to his right, watching him), Allan Robertson (club on shoulder), and Tom Morris (holding one club, right hand on grip, left hand 
on head). Ranged behind, left to right, are caddies James Wilson, Bob Andrew, D. (“Daw”) Anderson, and Bob Kirk.  
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Obviously, since the winner was the one who completed the course in fewer strokes than any other 

competitor, medal play also required no concept of par, and it gained nothing from it. 

And the idea of using a universal standard of par as the basis for handicapping golfers would not occur 

until the late 1890s and early 1900s, and only then because the concept of Bogey had shown both how 

such a system of handicapping might be possible and why it might be necessary! 

And so, for the first twenty-five years of its existence, the concept of “par” seemed to be literally 

useless. 
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The Relative Uses of Par  

And so, having brought the concept of par into being, the Doleman brothers struggled to find a use for 

it.  

For the better part of three decades, they were happy to argue that it had a “relative” use: that is, it was 

useful in comparing golf courses. One could relate the test posed by a golf course with a par value of x to 

the test posed by another golf course with (say) a par value of x + 2 or, perhaps, a par value of x – 3, etc. 

Although William Doleman became associated with the Glasgow Golf Club for more than four decades 

after its revival in 1870, before that he had been forced to travel to Prestwick to play golf as a member 

of the St. Nicholas Golf Club. In the latter’s club championship in February of 1871, held on the Prestwick 

links one year after Young Tom Morris’s record-setting score there in the Open Championship held in 

September of 1870, Doleman’s fellow club member James Hunter (who would introduce golf to Quebec 

in 1874) shot a score on the newly lengthened links that led to the implicit invocation of the concept of 

par in order to compare the performances of the two young stars:  

The weather was most adverse to good play – a high wind and a 

drenching rain prevailing during the whole game.  

The match consisted of two rounds of the Links, [or] twenty-four 

holes….  

The club medal was gained by Mr. James Hunter, whose scores of 

55 and 58, respectively, have rarely, if ever, been excelled, even 

by professionals. 

 The present round of the Links being four strokes longer than 

that [on] which the champion, [Young] Tom Morris, carried off 

the belt in September last, makes the success of Mr. Hunter all 

the more remarkable. (Glasgow Herald, 21 February 1871, p. 6) 

Although the word “par” was not used in the passage above, the newspaper report noted that the 

course had been made four strokes longer in the five months between the rounds of Morris and Hunter. 

Doleman’s method of using the length of a hole to determine the number of strokes it should take to 

Figure 16 Young Tom Morris, 
1870. 
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complete a hole is responsible for this calculation of precisely how many strokes longer the Prestwick 

links had been made by its redesign.  

Note that Doleman, who had prompted the invention of par through his conversation with the young 

professionals at the Prestwick Open championship the previous September, may have been the only 

club member who knew what the professionals had determined to be the par of the course a few 

months before. And he was probably the only one who knew the distances that they had decided were 

appropriate for par-three, par-four, par-five holes. Furthermore, Doleman was Hunter’s playing partner 

during the round in question. One might suppose that Doleman was the source – if not the author – of 

the newspaper report cited above that compares the two versions of the golf course in terms of their 

relative pars. 

Similarly, when in 1881, Glasgow Golf Club member Andrew Whyte Smith won the Tennant Cup for the 

second year in succession, in a tournament that was effectively the British amateur championship at 

that time, the Glasgow Evening Post indicated the quality of his play relative to par play: 

Last year, the first occasion on which the cup was played for, Mr. A.W. 

Smith was the winner, and Mr. Smith and his partner, Mr. Finlayson, of 

Edinburgh, had a large following on Saturday.  

Mr. Smith was in magnificent form. He started with a couple of threes, 

each of the holes being well taken at four, and the round of nine holes, 

the par of which is 39, he finished at 40.  

The second round was gone over in an almost equally faultless manner 

at 41 …. His total of 81 was an excellent performance…. When all the 

cards had been handed in, it was found that Mr. Smith had carried off 

the cup for a second time. (Glasgow Evening Post, 25 April 1881, p. 4)  

William Doleman was a regular playing partner and personal friend of Smith’s from the moment Smith 

joined the club in 1874 to the day he left for Canada in May of 1881. Doleman was undoubtedly 

responsible for the fact that talk of the par score at the Glasgow course became a commonplace. 

This use of par to assess the relative difficulty of golf courses began to spread.  

In the late 1880s, for instance, discussion of Old Tom Morris’s work at Dornoch occasioned wider 

understanding and use of the word “par”: 

Figure 17 A.W. Smith, 
1880. 
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The present course of eighteen holes was laid out by Tom Morris in the spring of 1886. We all 

know what Old Tom can do in this way, and his skill has not failed him at Dornoch. The par of 

the green is seventy-one strokes, and this will give all golfers an idea of what they could do 

upon it. For those who do not know what par play means, a word of explanation may be given. 

Take a first-class player, and then any hole he can drive in one should be holed in three. If it 

takes him two long shots and an iron stroke to be on the green, then the hole should be finished 

in five, and so on. (Fifeshire Journal, 12 September 1889, p. 2). 

According to the editor of the Fifeshire Journal, after being instructed as to the meaning of par play, 

golfers informed of the par score of a particular golf course should be able to estimate the challenge 

that it will pose for them. 

A year later, in the third volume of the Golfing Annual, which covered 

the years 1889-90, the journal’s new editor, David Scott Duncan, 

noting that the Dornoch golf course was about to be redesigned by 

Old Tom Morris, also observed that “The par of the green is seventy-

one” strokes” (p. 31).  

And, like the editor of the Fifeshire Journal, Duncan knew that he had 

used a word and invoked a concept that even most of the dedicated 

and knowledgeable golfers who read his specialized golf publication 

would find unfamiliar.  

And so, we find him apparently borrowing word-for-word the passage 

above from the Fifeshire Journal: 

For those who do not know what par play means, a word of explanation may be given. Take a 

first-class player, and then any hole that he can drive in one should be holed in three. If it takes 

him two long shots and an iron stroke to reach the green, the hole should be finished in five, 

and so on. I believe this method of calculation was invented by my good friend, Mr. William 

Doleman, one of the best authorities on all points of the game. (Golfing Annual for 1889-90, p. 

31) 

Editor Duncan did not use the word “par” again until he had occasion to discuss the completion of the 

Dornoch redesign two years later: “Following the suggestion of Tom Morris the course was considerably 

Figure 18 D.S. Duncan, early 1900s. 
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lengthened last year …. With this extension, the par of the green is raised from about 72 to 78 strokes” 

(Golfing Annual for 1891-92, p. 135).  

In 1896, William Doleman hit upon the idea of using the concept of par 

play on different golf courses to compare the achievements of great 

golfers of different generations.  

At the Open Championship held at Muirfield in 1896, Doleman had 

objected to claims by journalists and professional golfers alike that the 

play at this tournament had been superior to championship play by 

golfers of previous generations.  

He was convinced that such claims were incorrect. But was there a way 

to disprove them by means of an objective recourse to facts? 

Doleman immediately hit upon the idea of using the score for par play 

on different golf courses as a factual constant against which the play of 

golfers from different generations could be measured and compared.  

He used this strategy to argue that no golfer’s performance relative to 

the par score of Carnoustie in 1896 had matched the performance of 

Young Tom Morris relative to the par score of Prestwick in 1870 (a 

performance that Doleman himself had witnessed): 

There isn’t a man, English or Scotch, in all this field that impresses me with the same sense of 

power, or golfing genius, call it what you like, as Tommy did, the instant he addressed the 

ball….  

But they tell us he had nobody to play against.  

That’s nonsense, for he had Davie Strath, Bob Ferguson, Jamie Anderson and other notable 

golfers; but supposing he hadn’t, he had always the ideal, the “par” score of the green to play 

against.…  

It is there we get at Tommy’s position in the golfing world of today …. (quoted by William Weir 

Tulloch, The Life of Tom Morris [London: T. Werner Laurie, 1909], pp 170-71). 

Figure 19 William Doleman, 
American Golfer, vol 9 no 4 
(February 1913), p. 386. 
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Doleman had appreciated at the Glasgow Golf Club in 1881 his friend A.W. Smith’s record score relative 

to the “the ideal, the ‘par’ score of the green,” but in 1896 he proposed to compare Young Tom’s 1870 

Prestwick score relative to the par score of that links to the best Muirfield scores relative to the par 

score of this new links. 

Doleman proceeded to calculate the par score for Muirfield (“Mr. Doleman’s own calculation, and that 

of some professionals with whom he had discussed the question,” was 74 [cited by Tulloch, p. 172]), and 

then he pointed out that the best score at the relatively new Muirfield course for the thirty-six holes of 

the 1896 Open Championship was seven over par, whereas for the thirty-six holes of the 1870 Open 

Championship at Prestwick, the score of the winner Young Tom Morris was only two over par.  

Doleman was left with one conclusion: “Some of these moderns are grand golfers, no doubt, but the 

more I think out these things, the more I am convinced of Tommy’s surpassing greatness, and the better 

am I able to vindicate his superiority against all comers” (quoted by Tulloch, p. 173). 

Doleman’s vindication of Young Tom as the greatest golfer of all time clearly depended on the concept 

of par. 

Finally, in 1898, A.H. Doleman explained the concept of 

par play in the fullest and clearest terms yet.  

In articles published at the beginning of the year, he 

promoted widespread calculation of par scores for all 

golf courses as the only way for golfers to assess the 

relative challenge they would face at the dozens of 

unfamiliar new layouts that were opening each year in 

the British Isles.  

Twenty-eight years after the invention of par in the 

rented cottage at Prestwick, it was still necessary both to 

rehearse the basic concept and to anticipate the usual 

objection that since a hole could be completed in fewer 

strokes than its par score, then par could hardly be 

called the “ideal” score: 

Figure 20 A.H. Doleman, Golf [London], vol 6 no 50 (28 
July 1893), p. 34. 
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If we take a hole on any green, it may be a long hole, or it may be a short hole, every good 

golfer, when he has played it a few times, can tell what the hole should be done in, if he play it 

without mistake.  

Should he take more than this number, from whatever cause, he knows that one or two 

strokes, as the case may be, have been lost. Should he take less, he knows again that he has 

done something which no amount of practice can give him any tolerable certainty of 

repeating….  

Thus, when one holes a full shot with any club, everybody knows that no amount of practice 

will ever enable any golfer to repeat this with any amount of certainty. But more than this, no 

amount of practice will ever enable any player to hole in two strokes with any amount of 

certainty from a full drive, [and] a cleek or an iron approach.  

Again, no amount of practice will ever enable any golfer to hole putts at any distance within 

twenty yards of the hole. A time may come when these shots will be looked for as what a first-

class player ought to do, but it has not arrived just yet.  

Having seen what is not to be expected from the first-class player, let us see what is expected. 

In approaching a hole, whether it be by a full drive or the ordinary approach, it is expected from 

a first-class player that he shall be somewhere on the green. Being on the green, he ought to be 

dead with his long putt, or so near as to hole in two, thus enabling to hole in three off the 

approach.  

This is the standard now; and, looking back for a period of nearly fifty years, always has been 

the standard for first-class play.  

Whether some of the many patents [for new types of golf clubs] coming out every day will so 

revolutionise the game as to enable us to hole in two off the approach with no more difficulty 

than we do now in three, I cannot say, but “I hae my doots.” 

Seeing that three strokes is the requisite number from the approach, we have only to add the 

number of full drives in a hole before the approach, and the proper number of strokes for the 

hole is known. Thus, if a hole requires one full drive before the approach, it is a four-hole; if two 

drives, a five-hole, and so on. Of course, if the hole consists of only one stroke, be it a full drive 

or ordinary approach, it is a three-hole.  
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The word by which this number is known in the golfing world is called “par”; and when the 

totals of the different holes are added together, we get the par of the links.  

When therefore we see a record from some green, especially if it is not well known, those who 

insert the record should take care to insert the par, for it is only by knowing the par that 

outsiders can judge the quality of the play [that produced the record score]. (Golf [London], vol 

15 no 394 [28 January 1898], p. 354) 

A.H. Doleman could hardly have made things any clearer: calculating par required a simple 

mathematical calculation. And this calculation would allow a relative assessment of the level of difficulty 

of all golf courses. 
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Resisting Par 

In addition to benign neglect of the concept of par, there was also considerable resistance to the way 

the Doleman brothers conceived of par scores and par play.  

First, the Dolemans’ method of determining par required a measurement of golf holes according to an 

implicitly straight line down the middle of a fairway, and then it required the measured distances to be 

divided by increments according to the driving distance of the first-class player (understood from 1870 

to 1890 to be about 170 yards). This mechanical and mathematical approach put off those who saw golf 

as an art.  

Second, the Dolemans’ golf course was implicitly one on which the sun always shone, and no more than 

heavenly breezes ever blew. On actual golf courses, however, drenching rain (or even snow) might fall, a 

gale might blow, and poor light conditions (even darkness itself) might impede scoring conditions. On a 

real golf course, the ground might be waterlogged or baked dry, and it was seldom level or flat: judging 

the distance to hit a shot was made difficult by hills and valleys, and mounds made bounces 

unpredictable. On the Dolemans’ course, furthermore, there seemed to be no hazards to be avoided. A 

par score was relevant only to a golfer sitting in an armchair dreaming of par play on an abstract layout. 

Third, their method seemed to require a good deal of talk. As English golf writer W.L. Watson observed 

in Golf Illustrated in 1899 (a year after A.H. Doleman’s articles promoting par had appeared): 

As for the par score: ah! What is the par score?  

We all remember Mr. [A.H.] Doleman’s attempt to define it, dictated by an admirable spirit and 

having in view the best interest of the game; but it is to be feared that the impression he left 

was that the “par” of the green is only to be arrived at by an involved process of trigonometry 

and dialectics. (Reprinted in Golf [New York], vol 5 no 6 [December 1899], p. 398) 

By “dialectics,” Watson alludes to the way Socrates developed the art of investigating or discussing the 

truth of opinions: Socrates would ask his students for their definitions of beauty, or love, or justice, 

highlighting contradictions and inconsistencies until through a process of corrections and qualifications a 

viable definition was arrived at. In just this way, William Doleman had dialectically elicited a definition of 

par from the professionals at Prestwick in 1870, and he had done so again from the professionals at 

Muirfield in 1896. 
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Should dialectics be required to determine par?  

In 1889, Duncan, the editor of the Golfing Annual, had agreed with the editor of the Fifeshire Journal 

that the par of the Dornoch links that Old Tom Morris was about to redesign was 71, but when he looks 

back at the original course after the completion of Morris’s work in 1891, he says that the old par was 

“about 72” (Golfing Annual for 1891-92, p. 135). As Duncan thinks of the original Dornoch layout, his 

opinion of its par has changed. Similarly, assessing the new links at Muirfield, Duncan suggests in the 

Golfing Annual for 1892-93 that “the par of the round may be placed at about 72,” yet in 1896 William 

Doleman and various golf professionals would say that the par for Muirfield was 74 (Golfing Annual for 

1892-93, p. 58). Opinions of Muirfield’s par differ. 

Can par be a matter of opinion? 

Should a hole on which two perfect shots could reach the green, provided the second shot were to clear 

a ditch immediately in front of the putting surface, be regarded as a par four? If, except under some dire 

necessity in a match, first-class players would seldom attempt such a dangerous second shot, preferring 

instead to play short of the ditch with the second shot and then play onto the green with a third shot, 

should such a hole not be regarded as a par five? 

Is there an elastic element in measuring par? 

In an 1899 article about that year’s early golf events, widely-respected 

English golf writer Henry Sterling Crawford Everard looked ahead to the 

1899 Open Championship at Royal St. George’s Golf Club in Sandwich, 

England, and opined that talk about the par score for the Sandwich golf 

course was neither here nor there: it was interesting only “if we accept 

Mr. A.H. Doleman’s estimate of perfect play” (Badminton Magazine of 

Sports and Pastimes [London], vol 8 no 4 [May 1899], p. 282, emphasis 

added).  

His point was that the actual golf that would win the championship would 

require a mental measurement of actual distances and a mental gauging 

of actual conditions to produce actual physical shots and an actual score. 

What had real golf got to do with an abstract and artificial “estimate” of 

perfect play? 

Figure 21 Henry Stirling Crawfurd 
Everard (1848-1909). Golf 
Illustrated, 1 February 1901. 
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Over the three decades after Bogey was invented in 1891, however, an “estimate” of something like 

perfect play on each club’s golf course increasingly became one of the most practically important 

questions to be decided at virtually every golf club in the world. 
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The Invention of Bogey 

A year after Duncan’s first reference to the Dolemans’ concept of par in the widely read Golfing Annual, 

a similar concept emerged during the winter of 1890-91. 

At this time, as Robert Browning points out in A History of Golf: The Royal and Ancient Game (1955; 

reprinted Pampamoa Press, 2018), the concept of a proper score for the golf ground of the Coventry 

Golf Club was determined by the club’s Secretary, Hugh Rotherham.  

Rotherham had set himself the task of considering whether a 

way might be devised for a large number of club members to 

engage in match-play competition such that a winner might be 

determined after a single eighteen-hole round played by all 

contestants on the same day. As things stood up to 1890, if 

(say) sixty-four club members were to engage in a match-play 

tournament, it would take at least three days of matches, 

comprising two eighteen-hole rounds per day, to determine a 

winner. 

Rotherham recognized that, in theory, were each contestant to 

engage in a match-play competition against the same golfer at 

the same time, their relative performances against this 

common competitor could be measured in terms of how many 

holes each of them had won or lost in battle with this person. In 

theory, the person who won the most holes from (or lost the 

fewest holes to) this common competitor could be declared the 

winner of that day’s competition. 

Rotherham’s ingenious insight was that the common competitor requisite for such a contest need not 

be real:  for each hole, a score could be recorded ahead of time as the score achieved by an imaginary 

person with whom each club member would then compete in the day’s match-play tournament. 

What scores should be recorded ahead of time for this fictitious competitor? 

Figure 22 Hugh Rotherham. Golf Illustrated, vol 
2 (22 December 1899), p. 283 
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Rotherham decided to attribute to this imaginary golfer not necessarily the score represented by what 

the Dolemans called par play, but rather the hole-by-hole scores that the club’s best golfers (who were 

in those days designated the club’s “scratch” players, regardless of whether they scored in the 70s, 80s, 

or 90s) tended to make at each hole, provided they made no serious mistakes. By February of 1891, he 

had worked out such scores for each hole of the Coventry golf ground, thereby determining what he 

regarded as a proper score for a complete round of golf as played by his imaginary golfer. He called this 

the Coventry “ground score.” 

The first tournament that the Coventry Golf Club conducted based on each golfer’s match against the 

hole-by-hole scores recorded on this imaginary person’s scorecard occurred in the middle of May in 

1891: 

An interesting competition was played on the Coventry links on May 13th, for a handsome prize 

given by Mr. Hugh Rotherham. The scratch score of the holes had been fixed, and each player 

played a match against the ground score under handicap. The arrangement was found to be an 

excellent one, enabling a match-play competition to be finished in the day. (Golf [London], vol 2 

no 36 [22 May 1891], p. 173) 

As golf courses in those days were often called a “golf ground,” the phrase “ground score” was 

presumably a short-hand version of the phrase “the Coventry golf ground scratch score.” As a 

theoretically appropriate “score for the ground,” this score was analogous to a par score, and as a score 

against which players could measure their performance in competition, it was the first practical 

application of a concept related to par. 

Less than a week after this innovative form of golf competition occurred, Coventry Golf Club member 

Harold Smith (who had finished third in the inaugural tournament) passed along news of the innovation 

to the Great Yarmouth Golf Club: “I introduced Mr. Rotherham’s system of playing against an imaginary 

fixed score for each hole to several members of the Great Yarmouth Golf Club at their Whitsuntide [i.e., 

mid-May] meeting in 1891” (Golf [London], vol 3 no 78 [11 March 1892], p. 410).  

As was required to enable this system of single-day match-play competition, the club secretary, Dr. 

Thomas Browne (a surgeon in the Royal Navy), worked out the requisite “ground score” for the Great 

Yarmouth golf course and golfers immediately began informally to compare their score at each hole to 

the scores making up the theoretical ground score. The reaction of golfers to the difficulty of achieving 
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these scores soon resulted in the name “Bogey” being given to the imaginary person with whom golfers 

would compete. 

One of Dr. Browne’s regular playing partners became fascinated 

with the Great Yarmouth ground score. He was a good golfer but 

could not match the stipulated score. He enjoyed the challenge 

but found it frustrating. 

One day, he erupted in jocular exasperation at his inability to 

match the “imaginary” ideal player that Dr. Browne had 

summoned into existence: “This player of yours is a regular Bogey 

man!”   

He was alluding to a song popular in the early 1890s, “Hush! 

Hush! Hush! Here comes the Bogeyman!” The lyrics described a 

mischievous, timorous, hard-to-catch goblin: the Bogeyman.  

They ran as follows:  

Children, have you ever met the Bogeyman before? 

No, of course you haven't for 

You're much too good, I'm sure; 

Don't you be afraid of him if he should visit you, 

He's a great big coward, so I'll tell you what to do: 

Hush, hush, hush, here comes the Bogeyman, 

Don't let him come too close to you, 

He'll catch you if he can. 

Just pretend that you're a crocodile 

And you will find that Bogeyman will run away a mile. 

Browne immediately proposed that the imaginary, mistake-free golfer against whom they were 

competing be named “Mr. Bogey.” The name became popular, and soon the “ground score” at Great 

Yarmouth and elsewhere became known instead as the “Bogey” score – an early version of what today 

we call par for the course. 

Then, in the fall, Mr. Bogey joined the armed forces. 

Figure 23 Dr. Thomas Browne, Golf 
Illustrated, 11 July 1902, p. 28. 
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An anonymous member of the United Service Golf Club of Gosport, which was organized for the 

exclusive use of members of the military, wrote to the editor of Golf (London) to explain Mr. Bogey’s 

commission: 

Bogey was introduced to the members of the United Service Golf Club some months ago by the 

well-known secretary of the Great Yarmouth Golf Club, Dr. T. Browne, R.N. The versatile 

sportsmen of the United Service Golf Club were not long in trying a taste of his [i.e. Mr. 

Bogey’s] quality, much to their discomfiture at first, as they did not realise sufficiently that 

“Bogey” is a player who cannot lose his temper, or be in any way demoralized…. “Bogey” 

assumed the designation of Colonel on admission to the United Service Golf Club, as naval or 

military rank is an indispensable qualification for its membership…. 

Joking apart, the advent of “Colonel Bogey” seems likely to introduce a new and permanent 

feature into the game of Golf. By using him as an intermediary, one can compete with the 

whole field simultaneously by match, instead of medal, play….  

It appears to me, then, that the so-called “Colonel Bogey” is destined to take and to hold a 

permanent place in the game of Golf, and to add some fresh and interesting features to the 

noble art. (vol 3 no 76 [26 February 1892], pp. 384-85) 

By 1892, the name “Colonel Bogey” was coming to be used in preference to “Mr. Bogey” by golfers at 

the several golf clubs in the south of England where Bogey competition had gained a foothold. 
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Making the Acquaintance of Colonel Bogey 

In the 1890s, it often took a personal introduction to 

Colonel Bogey for golf clubs to get up the confidence 

to try out the new-fangled system of Bogey 

competition. 

Such was the situation at the second and third golf 

clubs to try out this new form of competition: the 

Great Yarmouth Golf Club and the United Service 

Golf Club, respectively.  

We recall that Coventry Golf Club member Harold 

Smith had carried news of this new form of match 

play to the Great Yarmouth Golf Club one week after 

the first tournament (in which he had finished third). 

And Great Yarmouth’s Club Secretary, Dr. Thomas Browne (a surgeon in the Royal Navy), carried news of 

the fearsome Bogey to fellow military personnel the United Service Club in the fall of 1891, where this 

fictional figure received a commission at the rank of Colonel.  

At every golf club, members needed time to become accustomed to the peculiar features of the 

competition. Although Rotherham had worked out Coventry’s ground score by February of 1891, it was 

not until May that he felt club members were ready for a full-scale competition against the ground 

score. Similarly, although at Great Yarmouth, Browne had learned of the new system of competition in 

May of 1891 and immediately set about working out a ground score for the Great Yarmouth links (a 

score that he shared with certain club members who wished to assess their own play by means of it), he 

reported in Field that the club’s Easter competition in 1892 ten months later “was the first occasion on 

which such a competition had been attempted on a large scale” (no 2052 [23 April 1892], p. 594).  

Although it may be hard for a twenty-first-century golfer to appreciate how difficult it was for golfers in 

the 1890s to understand and become comfortable with Bogey competition, it is simply a fact that it took 

time to introduce club members to Colonel Bogey and to establish a rudimentary Bogey culture at a golf 

club. 

Figure 24 Image of Colonel Bogey, circa 1914. 
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Consider all the things that a club secretary, green committee, handicap committee, and regular club 

members had to work out for the first time. 

First, a club secretary or a green committee would have to work out a ground score for the club’s golf 

course.  This had never been done before. And it is unlikely that anyone had ever worked out even a par 

score for the course. After all, in the early 1890s, it was still the case (much to the frustration of A.H. 

Doleman) that most members of golf clubs had never heard of the concept of par, let alone knew 

anything about the practical measurements and calculations necessary for determining it. So, there was 

a steep learning curve facing those who would for the first time ever work out a ground score for their 

course. 

Remember, too, that a par score was not the score to be attributed to Colonel Bogey. The latter was not 

to be seen as being as good as a golf professional. Instead, he was to be regarded as someone who 

always played the best game that the club’s top players occasionally played. So even if someone had 

worked out a par score for one’s golf course, the question remained for those working out a ground 

score: where would Colonel Bogey take more strokes than a golf professional to reach the green on 

certain of the holes? 

And so, when determining a ground score for their golf course, committee members regularly engaged 

in argument about how many strokes it should take their best golfers to play this hole or that hole. 

There was always debate about whether it was appropriate to allow Colonel Bogey to reach a certain 

green with one shot, or another green with two shots, when it took almost all the club members two 

shots and three shots, respectively, to do so.  

And there was always debate about whether it was appropriate to credit Colonel Bogey with his 

customary two putts per green. After all, what about the club’s most fearsome putting surfaces where 

most members took three putts? The only saving grace in the practice of having Colonel Bogey two-putt 

every green was that he was never allowed to make a two on a three-shot hole, a three on a four-shot 

hole, or a four on a five-shot hole, although some members would inevitably do so in every Bogey 

competition. 

In Golf Illustrated in 1899, golf writer W.L. Watson gave vent to frustrations arising from his long 

experience of these sorts of discussions at the West Middlesex Golf Club where he was a member: 

The bogey score is not a score at all; it is the product of some imaginary player and the 

predilections of the club committee.  
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It is usually arrived at by count of hands.  

If a majority decided that any particular hole is too difficult 

for four, they make it five.  

Approaching the matter from the other point of view, they 

may resolve that it would be too easy in five, and so make it 

four.  

That is bogey: he is really not a bogey at all, but merely a 

mild-mannered abstraction of votes and opinions, ready to 

change his play at any committee’s bidding, and hole out in 

any number of strokes they may suggest….  

A most complacent fellow he is, but certainly no bogey, rather 

a timorous, middle-aged fool.  

(Reprinted in Golf [New York], vol 5 no 6 [December 1899], p. 

398) 

Watson’s West Middlesex committee was used to these sorts of meetings. Golf clubs going through the 

process for the first time would have found it confusing, disorienting, and frustrating. 

And then there was the question of the rules, for in this form 

of match-play competition, medal-play rules often had to be 

used in place of the regular match-play rules. 

For instance, since the two players sent out together in these 

competitions were competing not against each other but 

rather against Colonel Bogey, one player would not be 

allowed to stymie another.  

In regular match play, however, whether occurring by 

accident or design, a stymie occurred when one golfer’s ball 

sat on the green between the other golfer’s ball and the 

hole, such that Golfer A’s ball blocked the hole for Golfer B’s 

putt. As indicated in the original rules of golf formulated in 

Figure 26 In the presence of the match referee, 
two competitors assess a possible stymie occurring 
in a competition circa 1930. 

Figure 25 Colonel Bogey card in the 
Game of Sporting Snap deck of 
playing cards, Major Drapkin & Co., 
1928. 
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1744, unless the two balls were within six inches of each other, Golfer A’s ball was not lifted, and Golfer 

B was said to be stymied.  

In matches against Colonel Bogey, however, the medal-play convention was observed: a ball on the 

green interfering with a player’s putt would have to be played first. 

Similarly, although in match play one had the option of cancelling an opponent’s shot when it was 

played out of turn, since players were not competing against each other in a Bogey competition, a 

stroke played out of turn would not be cancelled: the shot played out of turn was not relevant to a 

playing partner’s match against Colonel Bogey, and it obviously had no effect on Colonel Bogey’s 

performance.  

And since the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews would not get around to formalizing rules for 

Bogey competitions until 1911, there were other questions for all clubs to decide. 

Would a player who lost a ball lose the hole to Colonel Bogey (as the player would according to the 

match-play rules of the day), or would the player be allowed a stroke and distance penalty as in medal 

play – thereby allowing the player the possibility of still competing with Colonel Bogey’s score on the 

hole? 

Playing a wrong ball in match-play resulted in the loss of the hole, but should playing a wrong ball in a 

Bogey competition result in the loss of the hole, or should the player simply be assessed the two-stroke 

penalty imposed in medal play and be allowed to continue to compete with Colonel Bogey’s score on 

the hole?  

In the matter of handicaps, however, the match-play convention was followed rather than the medal-

play convention. In medal-play, club members received the full value of their handicap, but since high 

handicappers generally earned their high handicaps not by a consistent performance on every hole but 

rather by uneven performances on several spectacularly bad holes per round, it was understood that to 

compete by match play against a good player like Colonel Bogey they did not need their full handicap. 

They would lose their worst holes to Colonel Bogey by several strokes, but on the holes they played well, 

their handicap allowance would allow them to be competitive with him.  

Still, the handicap committees would have to decide whether players would be allowed three-quarters 

of their handicap against Colonel Bogey, or just two-thirds. Practices varied in England. 

And there were other questions.  
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How seriously would one take the competitive element of the tournament itself? Most clubs understood 

that competitors wanted to know the Bogey score they had to beat at each hole, but some clubs 

seemed to think that “the ‘Bogey’ score should at times be fixed unknown to the competitors” (Golf 

[London], vol 3 no 75 [19 February 1892], p. 362). For the sake, apparently, of introducing an element of 

surprise into the calculation of results at the end of the tournament, one accepted that players who “did 

not know the score they were playing against … might go on hammering when they had possibly already 

lost the hole” (Golf [London], vol 3 no 75 [19 February 1892], p. 362). 

Would the Bogey score be set for the season, or would it be adjusted for each competition, according to 

prevailing conditions? If the latter, a club would need a diligent committee: “Alter the score according to 

weather and wind if you like; but, as that would have to be done on the morning of the competition, … it 

would give more work to the committee than most of them seem to care about” (Golf [London, vol 3 no 

75 [19 February 1892], p. 362). 

Given the large amount of information that had to be gathered and disseminated, and the large number 

of questions that needed to be addressed and decided, simply to get well-established English golf clubs 

ready for their first Bogey competitions between 1891 and 1893, one can appreciate that the staging of 

the first ever Bogey competition in North America by the Ottawa Golf Club in 1893 would not have been 

easy. 

And given the fact that questions from English golf clubs about how rules should be applied in Bogey 

competitions were regularly directed to the editor of Golf (London) throughout the 1890s, one can 

appreciate that golf clubs often relied on someone with experience of Bogey competitions to bring their 

members up to speed on the nature of this new form of match play and to help them with the 

organization of their first collective battle with the Colonel.  

At the Ottawa Golf Club, that person was its first golf professional, Alfred Ricketts, and he was allowed 

six months to get everything organized. 
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Royal Wimbledon’s Professional Bogey Man Comes to Ottawa 

A year before any other golf club in North America became acquainted with him, Colonel Bogey came to 

Ottawa in March of 1893 when the Ottawa Golf Club hired its first golf professional: Alfred Ricketts, “a 

professional from Wimbledon” (Ottawa Free Press, cited in the Montreal Star, 2 May 1893, p. 5). The 

reference to Ricketts as a “professional from Wimbledon” refers not to his birthplace but rather to the 

golf club where he worked: Royal Wimbledon. 

Laid out in the 1860s, the eighteen-hole golf course on the Wimbledon Common was the third oldest in 

England. It hosted two golf clubs. Located at one end of the course was the London Scottish Golf Club, 

which operated out of the relatively spartan clubhouse known as the “Iron House” (seen below right); at 

the other end of the course was the Royal Wimbledon Golf Club, which operated out of the more 

commodious red-brick clubhouse (seen below left). 

When he arrived in Ottawa, Ricketts was only the second golf professional ever hired in North America. 

Royal Montreal’s Willie Davis had been the first, but he had left in February for Newport, Rhode Island, 

and Royal Montreal’s new golf professional, Bennett Lang, would not arrive until mid-May (Golf 

[London], vol 7 no 170 15 December 1893], p. 218).  

So, in March of 1893, Ricketts was the only golf professional in Canada. 

Alfred Henry Ricketts had been born in Wimbledon (a town about 10 miles south-west of London, 

England) in February of 1869, the third of the six children of Letitia and George Ricketts. A carter by 

trade, George Ricketts seems to have been a successful businessman: he employed several people, 

including a number of family members, and his home was large enough not only to accommodate his 

family of eight, but also to accommodate lodgers – even a family of three at one point.  

Figure 27 Left: Royal Wimbledon clubhouse. Horace Hutchinson, British Golf Links (London: J.S. Virtue, 1897), p. 27. Right: 
London Scottish clubhouse, circa 1890. 
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In 1881, twelve-year-old Alfred was working as an errand boy, but by 1891, he had become a golf 

professional, presumably working as an apprentice to one of the golf professionals at the golf course 

located on the Wimbledon Common.  

Ricketts had sailed to Ottawa in mid-March of 1893, a newspaper reporting the news of his arrival on 

the first day of spring:  

To Boom Golf 

Ricketts, the professional, engaged by the Ottawa Golf Club, has arrived here for the season.  

Under his tuition, it is expected that Golf will boom. (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 21 March 1893) 

Within six weeks of his arrival, Ricketts had persuaded the Ottawa Golf Club’s executive committee to 

include a “’Bogey’ competition” in its fixtures list. 

Ricketts presumably promoted this innovative form of match play in response to the expectation that he 

would help to “boom” the game. He knew how popular Bogey competitions had become in England, and 

he had first-hand knowledge of this form of play at Royal Wimbledon. 

By the end of April of 1892, Bogey was known only in England, and only to members at Coventry, Great 

Yarmouth, “the United Services Golf Club, as well as some other southern clubs” (Field, vol no 2052 [23 

April 1892], p. 594). Fortunately for the Ottawa Golf Club, Royal Wimbledon was one of the “southern 

clubs” of England that had among its members a number who were strong advocates of Bogey 

competition. In fact, one of the members of Royal Wimbledon was promoting Bogey competition at the 

club by late 1891 and wrote to the editor of Golf in January of 1892, calculating a Bogey score for the 

Wimbledon course, and recommending Bogey scores be established everywhere as a way for single 

golfers to play a round of golf without playing out holes on which they were taking far too many strokes: 

I am very pleased to see that the “Bogey” play is coming more into fashion, and to see in your 

interesting paper some competitions played under that system. It savours more of the 

legitimate match play and makes a little change from the long and tedious medal rounds.  

I also strongly recommend it to those players who are so fond of toiling around by themselves, 

keeping their correct scores, thereby blocking up the greens and proving themselves a 

nuisance to many. I do not mean that I advocate single play, but that I think that anyone who 
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prefers that way of practice can get along much faster on the “Bogey” plan, and so help less to 

block up a green. (vol 3 no 71 [22 January 1892], p. 302, emphasis added) 

Wimbledon was one of the busiest golf courses in England, with as many as 40 couples on the course at 

a time, so slow play was always a concern. Since when playing against Colonel Bogey, one would not be 

playing for the sake of a correct medal score, one would pick up one’s ball after the hole had been lost 

to the Colonel. 

Royal Wimbledon also had a thriving women’s club (the Wimbledon Ladies’ Golf Club) with a course that 

was also maintained by the Wimbledon professionals: “The course is one of nine holes … and is about 

1200 yards in length”; it has “a great many hazards in the shape of whins and gravel bunkers” (The 

Golfing Annual 1891-92, p. 222; The Golfing Annual, 1893-94, p. 299). And it was on this course that the 

Wimbledon Ladies’ Golf Club played a well-organized Bogey Competition in mid-November of 1892. It 

drew over forty entrants (twice the number of playing members at the Ottawa Golf Club at this time).  

We can see, then, that during his last two years at Wimbledon, Ricketts would have learned a good deal 

about the new method of golf competition.  

But he would be given a whole season at Ottawa to set up the first Bogey competition to be held in 

North America. 

At the beginning of May, six weeks after Ricketts’ arrival in Ottawa, the club’s Secretary-Treasurer 

Alexander Simpson informed the Ottawa Free Press that there would be a “‘Bogey’ competition” at 

Ottawa during the 1893 season. The tournament was scheduled for a Saturday in November, and it is 

clear that this tournament was Ricketts’ baby, for he offered the winner’s prize himself. The Ottawa 

Daily Citizen and the Ottawa Journal both published the information about the tournament and its prize 

that had been supplied by the club secretary, who continued to put the word “Bogey” in quotation 

marks: “On Saturday next the ‘Bogey’ competition for the handsome prize given by A. Ricketts will take 

place” (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 1 November 1893, p. 5); “The ‘Bogey’ competition for the Ricketts prize will 

take place this afternoon at 2:30 sharp” (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 4 November 1893, p. 5).  

Just as at Coventry Hugh Rotherham was the only one to step up and offer a prize for the new form of 

competition he had invented, so at Ottawa Ricketts was the only one to step up and offer a prize for the 

new form of competition he had introduced. (Note that Ricketts played in many club competitions over 

his three years at the club from 1893 to 1895, yet this was the only one for which he purchased the prize 

himself.) 
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It is also interesting to note that Simpson described the prize offered by Ricketts as “handsome.”  

The most important prize offered in 1893 was described as “a valuable cup” given by “Col. Allan 

Gilmour” for a season-long semi-monthly competition among club members by handicap medal-play 

(Ottawa Daily Citizen, 5 April 1893, p. 5). And then there were a dozen or so other prizes offered for 

more ad hoc tournaments, such as the three organized in mid-November: “On Wednesday afternoon 

next, there will be a competition for a prize offered by the Secretary, on Thursday for one offered by Mr. 

R.C. Douglas, and on Saturday for one offered by Mr. W.L. Marler” (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 13 November 

1893, p. 5). And there were prizes for women’s competitions: “Major St. Aubyn has donated a 

handsome prize to be competed for by the ladies on Friday, 12th May” (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 24 April 

1893, p. 5).  

We can see that not every prize was described as “valuable,” and just two prizes were described as 

“handsome,” so Simpson’s description of Ricketts’ prize as “handsome” signalled that the prize offered 

by the club’s working-class employee was at least comparable to prizes offered by well-heeled members 

(and that it was implicitly more splendid than the prizes that received no descriptor at all). By hyping the 

prize as “handsome,” Simpson perhaps tried to encourage more entries into the strange new 

tournament. 
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The Bogey Score at Sandy Hill 

One of the first things that Ricketts had to do to prepare the Ottawa Golf Club for a “‘Bogey’ 

competition” was to establish a Bogey score for each hole of its two-year-old golf course. 

In 1891, at the end of April, the Montreal golf professional William F. Davis had laid out twelve holes for 

the Ottawa Golf Club in the part of Ottawa known as Sandy Hill. Nine holes were used as the golf course 

proper; three holes were used during 1891 as a beginner’s course and practice area. In the spring of 

1892, however, these three practice holes were probably re-worked into the ladies’ course laid out 

before the beginning of the 1892 season.  

The golf holes were divided between the meadow at the eastern end of the old By Estate (marked below 

as B) and the eastern end of the old Besserer Estate (marked below as A).  

The nine-hole golf course comprised three holes in the meadow west of the Dominion Rifle Range 

(again, the area marked above as B) and five holes on the higher ground north of the Rifle Range (again, 

the area outlined above as A). These holes were linked by a hole that went up the steep hill from the 

meadow to the higher ground.  

This nine-hole course ran from a first tee at the clubhouse, which had been built on a high point of land 

near the junction of Osgoode Avenue and Russell Street, to a green on the flat land across the road from 

the Protestant Hospital on Rideau Street. 

Figure 28 An enlarged and annotated detail from an 1876 map of Ottawa. 
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Although there is no record of the official Bogey score accorded to the Ottawa Golf Club’s nine-hole golf 

course in Sandy Hill, we can make an informed estimate of the approximate score that was attributed to 

Colonel Bogey that day, for we know both the length of each of the nine holes and the nature of a good 

number of the hazards associated with them.  

And for further context, we can take the Bogey score of the Quebec Golf Club’s fourteen-hole Cove Field 

course in 1896: with four holes played twice to provide an eighteen-hole score, the length of the course 

was 4,703 yards: its Bogey score was 87.  

Similarly, Royal Montreal’s nine-hole Dixie course (laid out in the fall of 1896 and brought into play in 

the spring of 1897), when played around twice to produce an eighteen-hole score, had a distance of 

about 4,900 yards: in the spring of 1898, its Bogey score was reduced to 86. It is not known how much 

higher than 86 the Bogey score had been when the course was laid out at the end of 1896, but it must 

have been at least 87. 

The Montreal Star published a description of the Ottawa Golf Club’s golf course on 2 May 1893, the year 

during which the first Ottawa Bogey competition was held: “The links are near the rifle range and form a 

nine-hole course. The longest run is about 360 yards and the shortest 180, while the whole course is 

some 2300 yards” (p. 5). The playing length for an eighteen-hole competition would be 4,600 yards. 

Similarly, sometime during the 1893 season, club member E.C. Grant wrote for Collier’s Once a Week an 

article called “Golf in Ottawa”, which appeared in the issue of 30 September 1893. He observed:  

The ground is admirably situated for golf, there being plenty of space, and quite enough 

hazards in the shape of fences, ditches, hills, sand bunkers, etc. There are only nine holes, which 

are played over twice, but nearly every variety of ground to be found. The longest hole is three 

hundred and sixty yards and the shortest, one hundred and seventy-five yards, while the whole 

course is about twenty-four hundred yards. (Collier’s Once a Week, vol 11 no 45 [30 September 

1893], p. 5). 

And so, we know that the golf course was between 2,300 and 2,400 yards in length. When played 

around twice to produce an eighteen-hole score, the length of the course would have been, at most, 

4,800 yards, which suggests that its Bogey score would have been like those at Quebec and Montreal: 

around 87 strokes. 
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Fortunately, we have information on the kind of scores made on each of the Ottawa golf holes by expert 

players, for on 24 May 1893, a much-publicized match occurred at Ottawa between the newly-arrived 

golf professional Alfred Ricketts and Kingston’s newly-arrived crack amateur Thomas Harley (who would 

win the first amateur Championship of Canada at Ottawa in 1895): Ricketts shot 91; Harley, 100. See 

below their scores for each of the nine holes that they played four times that day: 

 

Hole  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Yards  210 280 200 350 330 300 360 175 175 

Ricketts 4 4 8 5 4 3 6 6 5 45 

  4 4 6 5 5 6 6 6 4 46 

Harley  5 6 4 5 4 8 7 6 4 49 

  5 5 5 6 4 7 6 7 6 51 

Average 4.5 4.75 5.75 5.25 4.25 6 6.25 6.25 4.75 47.75 

 

The high scores made on certain of the relatively short golf holes on this course by two of the top golfers 

in Canada in 1893 indicate how penal certain of the hazards proved to be. Ricketts’ score of 91 was 

probably just a few strokes above what he would have set as the Bogey score for the course. 

In the mid-1890s, Ottawa Golf Club secretary Alexander Simpson (who was also the club’s “scratch” 

player) twice wrote to the editor of Britain’s Golfing Annual to describe these hazards. In his letter for 

the 1893-94 volume, he writes: “The green has at present only nine holes, and is intersected by sand 

bunkers, roads, fences, and patches of rough ground” (p. 351). In his letter for the 1894-95 volume, 

however, he revises this description slightly to warn visitors that the course is harder than he originally 

suggested: “The course of nine holes is an exceedingly difficult one, being intersected in all directions 

by heavy bunkers, hills, roads, and rough ground” (p. 400, emphasis added to show new elements). 

Both the Collier’s and the Montreal Star articles describe the golf course and the disposition of its 

hazards more or less hole-by-hole. Furthermore, Grant also commissioned for his Collier’s article 

detailed sketches of the first, fourth, seventh, and ninth holes. 
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Hole #1 

According to the Montreal Star, “For the first, one has to tee immediately in front of the club house. A 

low swampy rocky piece of ground has to be covered, extending about 150 yards, and woe to the 

luckless wight who gets into it. If this is successfully carried, the player finds himself within about 30 

yards of the hole. And with good ground before him” (2 May 1893, p. 5). An article in the same 

newspaper later in the year similarly observes that “A start is made from a high hill and before reaching 

the first hole a very bad swamp has to be navigated” (7 October 1893, p. 9). Grant describes the hole in 

similar terms: “The first teeing ground is near the clubhouse, and the course to the first hole is from the 

top of a very steep hill over a tract of about one hundred and fifty yards of swampy ground, which, if 

cleared, leaves the player about sixty yards of nice green (i.e., fairway] to finish the hole in” p. 5). The 

various accounts disagree only as to whether the hole was 180 or 210 yards long. 

Given that only very good players of the early 1890s could carry their drives 150 yards – for instance, 

Charles Blair MacDonald, 1895 U.S. Amateur Champion, won the long-drive competition at the 

Figure 29 The view from the first tee of the Ottawa Golf Club's Sandy Hill course. Visible in the distance is the Rideau River, 
(which I have coloured blue) along the eastern edge of the Dominion Rifle Range. Collier's Once a Week, vol 11 no 45 (30 
September 1893, p. 4). 
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International Tournament at Niagara-on-the-Lake in 1895 with a drive of 175 yards (which included 

significant roll out) – one can see why a hole such as the first at Ottawa would probably have been 

accorded a Bogey score of 4. (Ricketts made it twice in 4.) 

The name for the first hole was apparently “Oshkosh.” 

Hole #2 

Grant says, “The next hole is over a stretch of rough common of about two hundred and eighty yards 

covered with long, thick weeds, with the exception of a strip about thirty feet [wide] of cleared space 

extending from the teeing ground to the hole, and which makes it extremely difficult should the player 

wander from the direct line” (p. 5). The writer of the Montreal Star article must have been a straight 

driver: “The second hole is about 280 yards. The ground is rough but presents no other peculiar 

difficulties” (p. 5).  

The Ottawa Golf Club’s scratch player Alexander Simpson would have expected to reach the green of the 

second hole with his second shot (Ricketts made the hole twice in 4).  

The Bogey score would probably have been 4. 

Hole #3 

According to the Montreal Star, “The third hole is over ground of the same [i.e., ‘rough’] character, 

about 200 yards distance” (p. 5). Grant, however, had encountered other hazards on this hole: “Then 

comes another two hundred yards of common, very much similar to the last one, only that it contains 

two or three mudholes, which are most disastrous to the unfortunate” (p. 5). 

Of course, on a 200-yard hole, skilled players might have occasionally scored 3 (or even 2).  

Note, however, that in four attempts at this hole, Ricketts and Harley made scores of 8, 6, 5, and 4 

(averaging 5.75). The hazard of rough ground pitted with mud-holes must have been extremely penal.  

And note Grant’s observation about the distances obtained by the drive of 1893: “if successfully hit, the 

ball can be sent a distance of two hundred yards, though from one hundred and twenty-five to one 

hundred and fifty is a good average drive” (p. 4). The carry over the rough ground and mud-pits of the 

third hole might have required a perfect drive, anything less falling into the penal hazard.  

The Bogey score would have been at least 4, and it might well have been 5. 
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Incidentally, the first recorded hole-in-one in Ottawa was made on this 

hole in 1894: “in playing on the Ottawa Links against the Kingston Club on 

the 2nd of June [1894], Mr. A.Z. Palmer, of the Ottawa Club, made the third 

hole, 193 yards, in one” (Golf [London], vol 8 no 202 [26 June 1894], p. 

350).  

As the word “birdie” would not be introduced to golf until the first decade 

of the next century, and the words “eagle” and “albatross” a while after 

that, is it worthwhile asking whether Palmer scored eagle or albatross? 

We catch a glimpse in the photograph below of the meadow where the first three holes (and the tee for 

the fourth hole) of the Sandy Hill golf course were laid out. 

 

Figure 31 Holes 1 to 3 were laid out in the meadow seen in the background of this circa-1895 photograph of a shooting 
competition at the Rifle Range. The buildings of Davis house mark the end of Theodore Street (today’s Laurier Avenue East) at 
that time. The photographer stands at the future junction of Theodore and Charlotte. I draw on the photograph the approximate 
locations of the first three holes, and the 4th tee. The 1st tee was on the high hill where the clubhouse was built at Russell and 
Osgoode. The 4th tee was in the meadow at the base of the hill to be climbed up to vacant lots along Theodore. 

Figure 30 A.Z. Palmer, circa 1900. 
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Hole # 4 

The Montreal Star observes: “The fourth hole is across rough ground, about 350 yards from the tee. This 

presents several obstacles, including two fences, a rough road, and a high, steep hill. If the top is not 

reached, the player finds himself in difficulties, but when the top is attained, he has only about 180 

yards to the hole over very easy ground” (p. 5).  

The Collier’s article provides a view of the fearsome tee-shot facing golfers on this hole. 

Grant speaks with wisdom born of experience about the potential difficulties encountered on this hole: 

The fourth hole may be either one of the easiest or most difficult of all. The teeing ground is at 

the base of a very steep hill, with two fences and a ditch between, and with a successful drive 

one ought to do the hole in three or four strokes as, once over the hill, it is nice clean common; 

but woe betide the one whose ball strikes the fences or goes only half way up the hill, where it 

Figure 32 Collier's Once a Week, vol 11 no 45 [30 September 1893], p. 4. 
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is sure to roll down, as it is one continuation of swamp and long weeds, and will run one’s 

average beyond redemption should he not play with the utmost precision and coolness. (p. 5) 

Because of the difficulties attending a single mis-played shot on this hole, it would almost certainly have 

been accorded a Bogey score of 5 (the score that Ricketts made both times he played it). 

Hole # 5 

The fourth hole brought golfers up to Theodore Street (today’s Laurier Avenue East), and because a 

number of houses had been built along the north side of Theodore Street as far east as Cobourg Street, 

golfers had to walk a good distance to the fifth tee, where the really difficult part of the course began: 

“This [fourth] hole finished, we cross over about five hundred yards and into the ‘cuss-word’ country, as 

the next four holes are a succession of sand bunkers, some of them being eight and ten feet in depth, 

with steep banks that make the player wish that a lacrosse stick could be included in his outfit” p. 5).  

Strangely, however, given the many occasions for “cuss-words” that Grant must have had on the next 

four holes, he does not describe them individually. 

But the Montreal Star does.  

Of the fifth hole, we read: “The fifth hole crosses a heavy sand bunker immediately in front of the hole, 

which is on a tongue of land surrounded by sand bunkers, which requires straight driving. A pulled or 

sliced ball will land the player in the sand and send his score to pieces. If the bunkers are once carried, it 

is an easy hole to make” (p. 5). 

From the golfer’s point of view, Sandy Hill clearly lived up to the “sandy” part of its name. 

The length of the fifth hole is not given in the Montreal Star article, but if we subtract from the 2300-

yard total that is indicated the 1970 yards of the 8 holes whose yardages are given, we derive a yardage 

for the fifth hole of 330. 

Depending on how far the drive had to carry in the air to get over this hole’s fairway-crossing “heavy 

sand bunker,” the Bogey score would have been 4 or 5 (Ricketts made 4 here twice; Harley made a 4 and 

a 5). 

Hole #6 

According to the Star, “The sixth hole is Hades: bunker after bunker for some 300 yards, gullies, long 

grass, roads, sidewalks, etc., making very careful play necessary” (p. 5). 
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Note that in the 1890s, there was no free relief from a road ort a sidewalk. Perhaps because they were 

in place before the laying out of the golf course, they were regarded as “natural” hazards. One had to 

play the ball as one found it on road or sidewalk – or wedged between them!  

Willie Davis had utilized the same sorts of hazards at Shinnecock Hills (Long Island, New York), where he 

laid out its initial golf course of twelve holes three months after he laid out his twelve holes in Ottawa. 

As the U.S.G.A. explains in “The Evolution of Shinnecock Hills Golf Course,” both the twelve Willie Davis 

holes and the six holes that were added in the mid-1890s by Willie Dunn, Jr, reflected the standard 

design philosophy of the day: 

The Davis/Dunn course … reflected the architecture then prevalent on late Victorian English 

inland courses. The course’s mostly straight holes were traversed by cross hazards in the form 

of “cop” bunkers, ravines, ditches, roads, rail lines or other obstacles. 

Following Victorian design tenets, such hazards were placed so that players were required to 

hit over them and for that reason they were often called “carry” hazards. They could be quite 

severe, on the rationale that the worst miss – the dreaded topped shot – deserved the most 

severe punishment. 

(https://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/history/the-evolution-of-the-shinnecock-

hills-golf-course.html) 

It is no surprise, then, that in 1895, when reviewing the best golf courses in the New York and New 

Jersey area for Scribner’s Magazine, golf writer Henry Howland noted on these links hazards of precisely 

the sort that Davis had utilized in Ottawa four years before: the St Andrews course, “at Yonkers on the 

Hudson …., is an inland course of stone-wall hazards [and] rocky pastures”; the hazards at the Tuxedo 

Club include “hills, stone walls, railroad embankments lined with blast-furnace slag, … brook, boulders, 

and road”; “at the Essex Country Club of Manchester-by-the-Sea,” “the hazards are nearly all natural, 

consisting of fences, barns, roadways …”  (May 1895, vol XVII no 5, pp. 531-33, emphasis added).  

Roads, stone walls, fences, barns, and railroads were treated as “natural” hazards! 

And so, on Ottawa’s sixth hole, if you could not hit over “bunker after bunker …, gullies, long grass, 

roads, sidewalks,” and so on, you were in Hades, and deserved to be so. 
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Taking into consideration the name of this hole, along with the description of its numerous and 

fearsome hazards, one would reasonably expect that it had been accorded a Bogey score of at least 5 in 

1893. 

Given that Ricketts and Harley averaged 6 on this hole (despite the fact that Ricketts once did it in 3!), it 

might have been rated as a Bogey 6. 

Hole #7 

An article in the Montreal Star published in October of 1893 informs us that “near the finish [of the 

Ottawa links] is a sand hill that puzzles the most scientific players” (7 October 1893, p. 9).  

This sand hill was an oblong geographical formation that rose several storeys above the surrounding 

land and ran on a southwest to northeast direction through the area bounded by Theodore Street 

(today’s Laurier Avenue East), Cobourg Street, Besserer Avenue, and the cliffs at the edge of the Rideau 

River, as can be seen below on the 1888 Contour Map of Ottawa. 

Note on this map that green marks the highest land; pink, the next highest; and blue, the lowest. And 

note the three numbers indicating of the elevation of the land shown in this part of Ottawa: I have 

marked with white circles the elevation points that are 75, 85, and 115 feet above the lowest sill of the 

Figure 33 An enlarged and annotated detail from the 1888 Contour Map of Ottawa. 
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Rideau Locks. Much of the area between Rideau Street and Theodore Street (today’s Laurier Avenue 

East) is just above 85 feet of elevation, whereas a large part of the sand hill between Theodore, 

Cobourg, and Rideau rises above 115 feet of elevation. The sand hill marked on this map was high! 

This part of the Ottawa Golf Club’s links up to the word “hill” in the neighbourhood’s name, Sandy Hill, 

for the sixth and seventh holes seem to have been routed over this hilly land that perplexed golfers. The 

Montreal Star tells us that “The seventh hole is back over the same ground [as the sixth] for about 360 

yards, only there are more bunkers and pitfalls” (p. 5). 

There are even “more bunkers and pitfalls” than found on Hades! What was the seventh hole called – 

“Hades, the sequel”? “Hades, forever”? 

Grant noted that although at this part of the golf course one found oneself in Hades, it was also a place 

where heavenly breezes blew: “Though the courses [i.e., holes] over the sand bunkers are most difficult, 

a great thing in their favor is that they are situated on a high piece of land overlooking the river, from 

which there is nearly always a pleasant breeze blowing, which is seldom strong enough to interfere with 

the direction of the ball” (p. 5). Grant commissioned a sketch of the view from the hilltop (seen below). 

We see above both the relaxing view of the Rideau River as seen from the teeing ground of the seventh 

hole and also the more intimidating view in the foreground of the fearsome eight- to ten-foot-deep 

Figure 34 Looking north from the 7th tee on the elevated sand hill in Sandy Hill. The Rideau River is shaded blue. The Protestant 
General Hospital on Rideau Street (today’s Wallis House apartment building) is shaded brown. The 9th green was across the 
street from the hospital. Collier’s Once a Week, vol 11 no 45 (30 September 1893, p. 4). 
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bunkers that had to be carried to reach the fairway. (One can also see some of the buildings along 

Rideau Street.) 

Since the seventh hole was said to go “back over the same ground” as the sixth hole, the former may 

well have paralleled the route of the latter over the notorious sand hill that constituted the club’s “cuss 

country.”  

As the longest hole on the course (sixty yards longer than “Hades”), the seventh hole would probably 

have been accorded a Bogey score of 6 (the lowest score made on it by either Ricketts or Harley).  

Hole #8 

According to the Montreal Star: “The eighth is a short hole, about 175 yards, the only obstacles being a 

road and a fence” (p. 5).  

Given that the best score made on this hole by either Ricketts or Harley was 6 (as was the case on the 

seventh hole, which was twice as long as the eighth), one presumes that the hazards on the eighth 

constituted significant difficulties.  

One would normally see a 175-yard hole accorded a Bogey score of 4 in the early 1890s, but because of 

the “obstacles,” the Bogey score might have been 5. 

Hole #9 

The Star says, “The ninth hole is easy at 175 yards” (p. 5).  

Yet, Ricketts and Harley averaged 4.75 strokes on this “easy” hole.  

Once again, however, perhaps through the experience of what troubles can arise from errant shots on 

this hole, Grant adds an important detail to the Star’s otherwise similar description of the hole: “The 

ninth course [i.e., hole] is an easy one of one hundred and seventy-five yards, with a steep hill near the 

hole which warns the too eager player to put restraint upon his motive power” (p. 5). 

Oh, for the days when a savvy caddie would warn us to “put restraint upon our motive power”! 

The sketch below shows the ninth green of the Sandy Hill course, which was “the finishing point … near 

the Protestant General Hospital” (Ottawa Journal, 10 September 1894, p. 15). Note that the caddie on 

the left side of the green holds a disk on a stick, the device used in the 1890s to mark the location of the  

hole for golfers playing approach shots: “In each hole is placed a white disk, about six inches square, on 
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a pointed stick about eighteen inches long, and which the caddy boy removes and replaces again after 

the hole is played” (Grant, p. 4) 

The person who drew the above sketch seems to be looking from east to west. Out of view to the right 

is Rideau Street and the Protestant General Hospital (on the far side of the street). In the background of 

the sketch is seen the block of houses built many years before on the far (west) side of Charlotte Street 

between Rideau and Besserer. The fence that can be seen in the background had presumably been built 

along Charlotte. 

The Bogey score for the ninth hole was probably 4. 

Total Bogey Score 

According to the standards of 1893, the Ottawa Golf club’s Sandy Hill golf course would have been 

accorded a Bogey score of between 41 and 44, making its Bogey score for eighteen holes between 82 

Figure 35 The ninth green. Collier's Once a Week, vol 11 no 45 (30 September 1893), p. 4. 
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and 88 – roughly comparable to the Bogey score of 87 for the similar courses at Quebec and Montreal in 

1896.  

Note, however, that a golf course such as that in Sandy Hill where wet ground in the spring would have 

added strokes to scores as the mud-pits and swamps in the meadow became larger and deeper, a Bogey 

score for a spring competition might have been several strokes higher than a Bogey score calculated for 

a later competition over a drier landscape.  

Furthermore, in October of 1893, the two best golfers in Canada – amateur Andrew Whyte Smith of the 

Toronto Golf Club and Ottawa’s golf professional Ricketts – jointly set a new course record of 83 for the 

Sandy Hill golf course. Ricketts had shot 91 in May when he played Harley. His improved score in the fall 

probably came from learning how to play the course better as the season progressed and from 

improved playing conditions as his work on the course began to show results. Note that a report in the 

London journal Golf about the state of the Ottawa golf course in October of 1893 observed that “the 

state of the greens reflected great credit upon the Ottawa club’s professional, A. Ricketts” (Golf 

[London], vol 7 no 163 [27 October 1893], p. 108).  

If the play of club members between May and November of 1893 reflected similar improvement in 

scores, not only because of improved playing conditions but also because of Ricketts’ instruction, the 

Bogey score for the November Bogey competition might have been set lower than it would have been in 

May. 
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An October Day of Bogey and Par at Ottawa 

The 1893 interprovincial competition between teams of Ontario and Quebec golfers was scheduled to 

be played on the Sandy Hill golf course of the Ottawa Golf Club on Friday, October 6th, with the first pair 

of match-play competitors teeing off at noon.  

At the last minute, however, because the Royal Montreal and Quebec Golf Club players would be 

competing against each other in Montreal the next day, plans changed: “The interprovincial golf match 

will commence this morning at half past ten instead of in the afternoon, as previously announced, to 

enable the Montreal and Quebec players to catch the 4:30 train” (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 6 October 1893, 

p. 5). 

The Ontario team won the match easily, avenging its loss to the Quebec team the year before. The day 

was a complete success for the young Ottawa club: 

At noon, the whole of the 15 pairs had been started by Col. Irwin, president of the Ottawa club, 

and the few first pairs arrived home shortly after on the first half of their round. (Ottawa 

Journal, 6 October 1893, p. 7).  

The game started at 10:30 and lasted until 3 p.m., when the last pair [of 15] were through. 

(Montreal Star, 7 October 1893, p. 9). 

The local club entertained the two teams to a sumptuous dinner in a special marquee after the 

game and a great deal of enthusiasm was felt at the Ontario team gaining such a good lead. 

(Montreal Star, 7 October 1893, p. 9). 

Shortly before three o’clock the match was concluded, when all sat down to a luncheon 

provided by the Ottawa club. 

President Irwin of the club gave the visitors a most hearty welcome when right keen appetites 

had been satisfied. Col. Irwin proposed the toast of the Queen. He afterwards toasted the 

defeated team, coupling with the toast the name of the captain, Mr. J. Hamilton of Quebec. Mr. 

Hamilton replied and in turn proposed, “The Ontario team.” Captain Hunter responded. He 

thanked the Ottawa club for their kindness and toasted it. 
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Col. Irwin and Secretary-treasurer A. Simpson replied. The latter was given credit for having the 

match played in Ottawa, he having worked hard in the interests of the game. (Ottawa Daily 

Citizen, 7 October 1893, p. 5) 

After the interprovincial game, Messrs. Smith and Scott of Toronto played Mr. Harley of 

Kingston and A. Ricketts (pro) of Ottawa. The Toronto side won by one hole after a fine 

exhibition of the game. (Ottawa Journal, 7 October 1893, p. 8) 

After the big match, Messrs. Graham and Simpson of Ottawa defeated Messrs. Hunter and 

T.M. Scott of Toronto by six holes up and four to play…. Messrs. Cappon and Robinson of 

Kingston also played Messrs. Gordon and Dick of Toronto by nine holes up and six to play. 

(Ottawa Journal, 7 October 1893, p. 1). 

There was such bonhomie associated with interprovincial and interclub matches in the 1880s and 1890s 

that visiting golf teams were escorted by local club members to and from the train station. And so, in 

due course, “the visiting team were given a hearty send off when they left by the afternoon train for 

Montreal” (Montreal Daily Herald, 7 October 1893, p. 5). 

The out-of-town golfers will have arrived at the Ottawa train station throughout the day on Thursday, 

October 5th. Quebec’s team of fifteen golfers comprised four representing the Quebec Golf Club and 

eleven representing the Royal Montreal Golf Club. In addition to four members from the local Ottawa 

club, the Ontario team included seven members from the Toronto Golf Club and four from the Kingston 

Golf Club. 

With just two golf clubs in Quebec and just three in Ontario in 1893 (given that the Niagara and 

Brantford clubs were in the doldrums at this time), at a gathering such as the interprovincial 

championship, members of the different clubs were eager to compare notes about their courses, the 

running of their clubs, and their tournament fixtures and prizes.  

About to play the Sandy Hill course for the first time, the visitors would have been eager to see the 

course and may have arrived early enough to play a practise round over it on Thursday. To a man, 

members of the Ottawa Golf Club would have been eager to go round the course with them. 

It seems inevitable that members of the Ottawa Golf Club would have mentioned – and perhaps even 

boasted about – their upcoming Bogey competition. How could proud members of the progressive 
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young club resist drawing attention to the fact that their club would be the first in North America to 

participate in this innovative form of competition so recently invented in England?  

I believe that the interprovincial championship of 1893 was what epidemiologists call a “super-

spreader” event: by means of it, knowledge of the concept of Bogey scores was disseminated to 

Canada’s existing golf clubs. 

Bogey will have been mentioned in many conversations – conversations between the two playing 

partners during the official matches, conversations among the four players during the exhibition 

matches, and conversations at the dinner tables during the concluding banquet. 

Indeed, Royal Montreal members may have arrived with a question already prepared for their hosts: 

“What, on earth, is a ‘Bogey’ competition?” For, as we recall, it was in May of 1893 that one of their 

city’s main newspapers, the Montreal Star, had listed a “’Bogey’ competition” as among the Ottawa Golf 

Club’s fixtures for the year.  

If the Royal Montreal members had posed this question to their own golf professional, a Scotsman 

named Bennett Lang, when he arrived in Montreal a few weeks later, he is unlikely to have been able to 

provide an informed answer, for, unlike Ricketts, he had acquired no experience of Bogey competitions 

before he left Scotland for Montreal. 

When the interprovincial match was held, Ottawa’s first Bogey competition would not occur for another 

month, but preparations for it had been underway since Ricketts first arrived in Ottawa. In the weeks 

after his arrival, he had explained the idea of a Bogey competition sufficiently well to the executive 

committee for its members to have voted to add such a competition to the club’s fixtures list. Then 

Ottawa members at large were informed of that fixtures list and will no doubt have asked the same 

question that readers of the Montreal Star will have asked: “What is a ‘Bogey’ competition?” 

And so, by the time the out-of-town members of the Quebec and Ontario teams arrived in Ottawa at the 

beginning of October, every Ottawa member would have had at least some information about Bogey 

that they could share with anyone who asked about it. Indeed, as a way of showing how up-to-date the 

new Ottawa club was, the Ottawa members who were enthusiastic about the upcoming Bogey 

competition may well have been eager to tell golfers visiting from Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, and 

Kingston as much as they could about it. 
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An Ambassador of the Dolemans’ Par 

Whether out-of-town golfers who had probably never even heard of the concept of par could have 

quickly or easily understood the concept of Bogey, let alone the idea of a match-play competition in 

which all club members competed simultaneously against an imaginary person, is doubtful. But visitor to 

Ottawa that day who knew of the abstract concept of par would have been curious to learn how Bogey 

compared to par.  

As it turned out, the most important Canadian golfer to have heard of the concept of par before he 

came to Ottawa became the star of the interprovincial matches in Ottawa. 

Leading the Ontario team in 1893 was the leader of the 

Quebec team in 1892, Andrew Whyte Smith (1849-

1901), the best amateur golfer in Canada from 1881 to 

1901, and the person that Toronto’s Saturday Night 

magazine called “the father of golf in Canada” (cited in 

Book of Honour: Portraits of Men and Women Who 

Shaped Our Heritage [Toronto: Toronto Golf Club, 

2019], p. 6).  

Smith was probably the first golfer in Canada with a 

good understanding of par, for he had played golf in 

Scotland throughout the 1870s with Young Tom Morris, 

Davie Strath, Jamie Anderson, and William Doleman – 

precisely the men who had invented par in 1870.  

A member of the Glasgow Golf Club from 1874 to 1881 

(when he immigrated to Canada), he was Doleman’s 

great rival at the club. And in addition to competing as 

an amateur in Open championships in the 1870s, Smith 

won the most prestigious amateur tournaments in 

Scotland in 1878, 1880, and 1881, leading to his 

recognition as one of the best amateur golfers in the world at that time. (For more on his life and times, 

see my essay The Father of Golf in Canada: Andrew Whyte Smith.) 

Figure 36 A.W. Smith, Daily Mail and Empire [Toronto], 
11 July 1896. 
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We recall that when Smith won the Tennant Cup in 1881 on the golf course of the Glasgow Golf Club, his 

score was celebrated in the newspaper as just a few strokes over par (Glasgow Evening Post, 25 April 

1881, p. 4). Smith was both a regular playing partner of William Doleman’s for seven years at the 

Glasgow Golf Club and the club’s Assistant Secretary for five years, so there can be no doubt that he was 

quite familiar with the concept of par in general and with the particular calculation of par for his club’s 

links. 

When he came to Ottawa in October of 1893, he played exhibition matches with Alfred Ricketts. They 

were scheduled to play their first match before the official interprovincial competition began:  

On Friday next, the interprovincial Golf match, Ontario vs. Quebec, the greatest golfing event of 

the year in Canada, will be played on the Ottawa links…. 

In the morning, it is expected an exhibition match between A.W. Smith, of Toronto, the leading 

amateur of Canada, and A. Ricketts, the local club’s professional, will be played. (Ottawa Daily 

Citizen, 4 October 1893, p. 8) 

I have found no newspaper report of the result of this match, mind you.  

We recall that the competition schedule was advanced by an hour 

and a half at the last minute (to allow an early departure on the 

afternoon train by the Quebec team, whose members were 

playing the next day in Montreal for their own clubs in their final 

inter-club competition of the year), so it is possible that this 

exhibition match was cancelled. But the fact that Alexander 

Simpson reported to the Golfing Annual that the record score for 

the Sandy Hill course was 83, held jointly by Smith and Ricketts, 

suggests that they did indeed play their singles match. 

Smith was in excellent form on the day. The item about the 

interprovincial competition published in Britain observed that 

“The play all round was very fair, that of one or two, especially 

Mr. A.W. Smith, being brilliant” (Golf [London], vol 7 no 163 [27 

October 1893], p. 108).  

Figure 37 Alfred Ricketts, shown driving "The 
Lane" hole at the Rochester Country Club, 
late 1890s. Democrat and Chronicle 
[Rochester], 28 October 1923, p. 38. 
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Smith and Ricketts also played against each other in a foursomes match after the official competition 

concluded, Ricketts partnering with the second-best amateur in Canada, Thomas M. Harley (who, we 

recall, had lost handily to Ricketts in an exhibition match at Ottawa in May of 1893, but who would win 

the first amateur championship of Canada in 1895), and Smith partnering with the third-best amateur in 

Canada, Andrew P. Scott (club champion at the Quebec Golf Club in the late 1870s, but now playing 

second fiddle to Smith at the Toronto Golf Club). This was probably the best foursomes match yet 

played in Canada: “After the inter-provincial match was finished … Mr. A.W. Smith and Mr. A.P. Scott 

(Toronto) defeated Mr. T.M. Harley (Kingston) and A. Ricketts (professional, Ottawa), after a fine 

exhibition of the game, by one stroke on the last hole, score 1 hole up” (Golf [London], vol 7 no 163 [27 

October 1893], p. 108). 

Ricketts and Smith were asked 

to play against each other in 

these exhibition matches 

because everyone recognized 

that they were the two best 

golfers in Canada. There would 

have been a mutual respect for 

each other’s golf games from 

the beginning. As their identical 

scores of 83 suggest, Smith was 

likely the equal of Ricketts. If so, 

no one would have been 

surprised by this fact: in Smith’s 

seven recorded matches 

against the only professional 

golfer in North America 

between 1882 and 1892, Willie 

Davis of Montreal, he compiled 

a winning record (three wins, 

two losses, two ties), leading 

Davis to declare after his last 

match against Smith (at the interprovincial contest held at Montreal in October of 1892) that “he was 

Figure 38 Left to right: William F. Davis and A.W. Smith, October 1893. The Golfer, vol 
2 no 2 (December 1895), p. 51. 
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the best man he had ever met” (Gazette [Montreal], 31 October 1892], p. 5). Indeed, the fact that 

Ricketts’ best score after six months of play on the Sandy Hill course was matched by Smith on his first 

round over the course may even suggest that Smith was the superior golfer. 

Smith would have been very curious about the innovative form of match play that Ricketts had brought 

to Canada. In particular, he would have been very interested to understand the relationship between 

Bogey and par. During the hours they spent on the Ottawa course, Smith no doubt asked Ricketts many 

questions. And the two of them no doubt discussed the Ottawa golf course carefully in terms of the 

relationship between the scores for par play over the nine holes of the Sandy Hill course, on the one 

hand, and the slightly different scores that would be credited to Colonel Bogey, on the other. 

Their playing partners, as well as the many spectators (from Ottawa and from out of town) who 

followed this special match, must have been fascinated by these conversations and  will have carried 

news of Bogey (however imperfect) back to their home golf clubs. 
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Bogey’s Birth (Botched?) 

The Ottawa Golf Club’s long-awaited 1893 “‘Bogey’ competition,” announced in the spring, occurred on 

November 4th: “The ‘Bogey’ competition for the Ricketts prize will take place this afternoon at 2:30 

sharp” (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 4 November 1893, p. 5). 

Golf Clubs were often full of excitement at the prospect of their first Bogey competition. In 1896, for 

instance, the Hartford Golf Club of West Hartford, Connecticut, announced its inaugural competition by 

means of a formal invitation from Colonel Bogey: 

Colonel Bogey presents his compliments to the members of the Hartford Golf Club and 

challenges each of them to mortal combat on the green, Saturday, Oct. 3. Clubs will be drawn 

at ten, and eighteen passes will settle the question. The colonel will take pleasure in presenting 

a souvenir to the player who beats him the best. The colonel hopes to have the pleasure of the 

player’s company at dinner that night. (Boston Evening Transcript, 26 September 1896, p. 6) 

Newspaper reports regarding the Ottawa competition, however, were few, and the information 

contained in them was minimal.  

Alas, there is reason to think that the inaugural Bogey competition may have been mishandled. 

Newspaper reports on the results of the Bogey competition are simultaneously mysterious and 

revealing:  

Saturday Golf 

The golfers played for the Ricketts prize on Saturday last, and it was won by Mr. C. Magee with 

a score of 60. 

The nearest scorers to him were J.A. Grant 79, T.W. Pugsley 85, C.J. Jones 87, and S.H. Fleming 

93. (Ottawa Journal, 6 November 1893, p. 7)  

In a handicap competition determined by match-play against Colonel Bogey’s hole-by-hole scores, it is 

perplexingly irrelevant to be told only the medal scores, for the winner is not the player with the lowest 

medal score, but rather the player who wins the most holes against Colonel Bogey or loses the fewest 

holes to him.  

Medal scores are irrelevant to Bogey competitions. 
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In fact, medal scores can be downright misleading with regard to match-play results. That the person 

listed third, Pugsley, scored 85 and that the man listed fourth, Jones, scored 87, for instance, does not 

necessarily mean that Pugsley did better against Colonel Bogey than Jones, for Jones may well have 

accumulated a medal score two strokes higher than Pugsley’s because of a very high score on a single 

hole, allowing him nonetheless to have performed better against Colonel Bogey than Pugsley did on the 

other seventeen holes. 

In the spring of 1892, the Great Yarmouth Golf Club had invented the system that came to be the 

standard one used in scoring Bogey competitions: 

On the scoring card is printed, opposite each hole, the number of strokes in which the hole is 

made by “Col. Bogey,” and on this card the secretary also marks the holes at which strokes are 

to be awarded to the player. The scoring is thus easy. If the player wins a hole, it is marked +; if 

he loses, -; if halved, 0; and the difference between + and – gives the result, with far less trouble 

than adding up a medal score. (Field, no 2052 [23 April 1892], p. 594) 

Generally, the score on a hole lost to Colonel Bogey was not even recorded, and often golfers stopped 

playing a hole when they had exceeded the score credited to the Colonel and so would have no score to 

record for such a hole, so a player’s medal score was often unknown. The only information published in 

the newspapers and magazines was the number of holes up or down that a player finished in relation to 

Colonel Bogey. 

Whatever information that Secretary Simpson had passed along to Ottawa newspapers, the only 

newspaper to report on the Bogey competition was the Ottawa Journal, and its writer did not know how 

to interpret what he had been told. Simpson will have explained the results with numbers and terms 

other than those reported in the newspaper. It is likely that the Journal’s writer reported only the 

numbers he understood. Perhaps editors at the other newspapers, the Ottawa Daily Citizen and the 

Ottawa Free Press, could make no sense of Simpson’s report and simply set it aside. 

That newspaper editors in 1893 would not understand the reported results of a golf competition 

(especially a new form of competition) would not be surprising, for neither editors nor run-of-the-mill 

newspaper writers in Canada knew much – if anything – about golf.  

Newspaper writers who knew nothing of golf assumed that scoring in golf was analogous to scoring in 

other sports: the winner was the one with the highest score! For instance, when the Montreal Gazette 

reported the result of the exhibition match in Ottawa between Harley and Ricketts that took place 
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before the official team match between Kingston (“the Limestone city”) and Ottawa in May of 1893, its 

writer misinterpreted what it meant for Ricketts to have shot 91 and Harley to have shot 100: “Great 

interest was taken in an exhibition match between Harley … and Ricketts. It was beautifully contested, 

but the Limestone city representative proved too strong an opponent and won by 100 to 91” (25 May 

1893, p. 8). 

Huh? 

And consider the attempt by a writer in the Ottawa Daily Citizen to convey to readers what he had been 

told about the game at the time of the interprovincial match in Ottawa in the fall of 1893: 

Golf is a game that probably very few people in Ottawa know much about, except those who 

play the game …. At the present time, the club has a membership of nearly 100. 

Golf may be played on any solid land, but that on which hills and hollows abound is preferable. 

The local club’s grounds are on the Rideau bluff and are about the best in Canada because of 

the extra science they call for to “hole the ball.” The golf ground is called the “link.” The 

starting point is the “tee.” There are eighteen small holes at distances ranging from 109 to 350 

yards from each other and into these the players have to puck a small ball with clubs made 

similar to hockey sticks. First in the hole counts one. Players must not touch the ball with their 

hands. If they do, the opposing player counts one. The number of holes a player is ahead of his 

opponent counts points to his opponent’s “0.” (7 October 1893, p. 5) 

This writer struggled to understand what he had been told about golf by members of the Ottawa Golf 

Club. Confused by talk of eighteen-hole scores, the writer did not recognize that the course had just nine 

holes. When told that the golf course was called a “links,” he somehow heard “link,” a word that no one 

at the golf club had used. When he was shown a golf club, he saw it as like a hockey stick – which 

suggests he had paid attention only to the long-nosed wooden clubs of the day and had paid no 

attention to the clubs with iron heads. And he obviously had no idea what he was saying when he 

reported that “extra science” was required to play golf in Ottawa. 

Oh dear. If this guy was one of the newspaper editors to whom Secretary Simpson four weeks later 

communicated the results of North America’s first “’Bogey’ competition, it is no wonder that not much 

was made of what will have seemed a jumble of terms and numbers: medal scores, handicaps, a special 

score for an unknown person named Bogey, a list of the number of holes that club members were up or 

down versus the mysterious Bogey. 
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Whatever the case may be, the low net scores reported in the newspaper suggest that the handicap 

committee had got things terribly wrong. 

In the fortnightly handicap medal competitions throughout the 1893 season at the Ottawa Golf Club for 

the Gilmour Cup, handicapping was calculated according to the scratch scores of Alexander Simpson. 

This was the handicapping practice generally at golf clubs in the 1890s. Although Simpson occasionally 

scored over 100, he generally scored in the 90s. His best score on the course in 1893 was 91 (the same 

score Ricketts had shot in his match against Harley in May). At the end of the year, the Ottawa Journal 

reported that “In all the contests of the season, his average scoring was 94” (Ottawa Journal, 27 

November 1893, p. 7). 

So, the Ottawa Golf Club’s handicap committee awarded handicaps with the intention of allowing club 

members to produce net scores around 94 after their handicap had been deducted from their gross 

scores. A half-hour before each handicap competition was to begin, “the committee” met to determine 

handicaps for the day’s play, tweaking a member’s handicap when improving or deteriorating 

performances suggested a new calculation was required. And so, we read: “The ‘Bogey’ competition for 

the Ricketts prize will take place this afternoon at 2:30 sharp. Committee meeting at two o’clock” 

(Ottawa Daily Citizen, 4 November 1893, p. 5, emphasis added). 

Adjustments to handicaps were frequently necessary in 1893. The level of play among members was 

improving quickly. On the one hand, many people were new to the game at the beginning of the year 

and inevitably improved as they gained more experience over the season (some beginners were 

awarded a handicap of 75 in May of 1893 but were down to 36 by the beginning of the next year). On 

the other hand, “The play of members had very much improved … largely due to the excellent coaching 

of Ricketts” (Montreal Star, 4 April 1894, p. 3). Ricketts was an excellent instructor, celebrated as such 

(after leaving Ottawa) at Albany and then Rochester (where he taught Walter Hagen how to play golf).  

It is instructive to consider the handicapping during the 1893 season of E.C. Grant (the author that year 

of the article on “Ottawa Golf” for Collier’s cited above). He was awarded a handicap of 36 for an 

eighteen-hole competition in the spring, but for a thirteen-hole competition at the end of the year he 

was awarded a handicap of 7 (equivalent to a handicap of 10 for eighteen holes). Grant had improved so 

much from spring to fall, in fact, that he was chosen to represent Ontario in the interprovincial match! 

(He drew his match against the Secretary-Treasurer of Royal Montreal, E.G. Penney.) 
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And then there was Walter Arthur Fleming (a son of Sir Sandford Fleming).  

In April, playing off a handicap of 18, he shot an eighteen-hole score of 154, 

producing a net score of 136. And yet three weeks later, when his handicap 

was adjusted to 24, his net score tied Alexander Simpson’s mid-90s scratch 

score. W.A. Fleming’s handicap was next set at 15, at which point his net 

score beat Simpson’s scratch score by four strokes over just thirteen holes! 

How could one expect the committee to handicap such an erratic player 

accurately? 

The case of third-place finisher J.W. Pugsley is also interesting.  

In the club handicap medal-play competition one week before the Bogey competition, Pugsley was 

accorded a handicap of 75. He completed eighteen holes in 171 strokes, which, with his handicap 

deducted, produced a net score of 96: approximately what the handicap committee intended. Was it 

with the same handicap of 75 that duffer Pugsley played against Colonel Bogey a week later, when his 

net score was 85?  

Pugsley may have been improving at a rate that the handicap committee was unable to appreciate on 

the day of the Bogey competition. Two weeks after it, the committee reduced his handicap by 21 

strokes to 54. Even so, however, his first net score with his new lower handicap was still much lower 

than the committee desired: 74 (128 – 54). In the three weeks that passed after he shot 171 at the end 

of October, he had knocked 43 strokes off his gross score. Not surprisingly, perhaps, at the beginning of 

the next season, his handicap was further reduced to 36. In his first tournament of 1894, he shot 121 – 

50 strokes lower than his gross score at the end of October the year before. 

Pity the poor handicap committee having to cope with the erratic play of W.A. Fleming and the rapid 

improvement of J.W. Pugsley.  

Under such difficult circumstances, the handicap committee usually did a commendable job. In one of its 

biggest competitions ever, with 24 members playing (the largest turn-out in 1893 for a club competition 

at Ottawa), and with handicaps ranging from scratch to 54, the results must have been gratifying to the 

handicap committee: the top nine net scores ranged from 88 to 98, all reasonably ranged around 

scratch player Simpson’s average score of 94. And it is also worth noting that Simpson won more 

Gilmour Cup competitions – a season-long handicap medal-play tournament – with his scratch scores 

Figure 39 Walter Arthur 
Fleming, 1888. Kingston Whig-
Standard, 20 March 1928, p. 9. 
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than anyone else did with their net scores, which indicates that generally the committee was not erring 

on the side of generosity in its handicapping calculations. 

Given that the handicap committee aimed to produce net scores in the low- to mid-90s, how does one 

explain the top five net scores reported for the Bogey competition: 60, 79, 85, 87, 93? 

The man who was listed as finishing with the fifth best net medal 

score, Sandford Hall Fleming (another of Sir Sandford Fleming’s 

sons), regularly produced gross scores in the high 90s and low 

100s. He was awarded a handicap of from 12 to 15, which during 

the 1893 season produced net results for him from the high 80s to 

low 90s, which seem to have been the sorts of scores the handicap 

committee sought. In a club competition one week before the 

Bogey competition, he was awarded a handicap of 15: his net 

score was 94. In the Bogey competition itself, Fleming scored a net 

93 – virtually the same score from the week before and about 

what he scored in the club’s regular handicap medal competitions. 

And so, it may be that S.H. Fleming’s net score of 93 in the Bogey competition indicates that he played 

off his full handicap of 15 against Colonel Bogey, rather than the three-quarters or two-thirds of his 

handicap that was conventional for match-play events in general, and especially Bogey competitions. 

That the inaugural Bogey competition at the Ottawa Golf Club had indeed been conducted with players 

allowed their full handicap seems to be confirmed by Alexander Simpson’s score: 98 (Ottawa Daily 

Citizen, 6 November 1893, p. 5). This number would seem to represent his scratch score. 

Had the inaugural Bogey competition been botched by unconventional and unavoidably inaccurate 

handicapping? 

The winner of the Bogey competition, club vice-president Charles Magee, was generally accorded a 

handicap of 36 during the 1893 season. He usually scored in the 130s and 140s for eighteen holes, 

regularly producing a net score in the low 100s. Yet in the Bogey competition, his net score was 60: at 

least 48 strokes lower than his usual net medal-play scores, 38 strokes lower than the best net score for 

18 holes so far reported for club competitions in 1893 (88), and 23 strokes lower than the course record 

set by Smith and Ricketts four weeks before (83).  

Figure 40 Left: Sandford Hall Fleming 
(1858-1949), with daughter and father, 
circa 1895. 
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That’s not right! 

The committee certainly did not intend for anyone to shoot a net score of 60 in the Bogey competition. 

Even the second-place score of 79 was far too low. 

Did the record score of 83 shot in October by Smith and Ricketts lead the committee to credit Colonel 

Bogey with such a score? If so, did club members intimidated by such a score petition for their full 

handicap allowances against Colonel Bogey – or perhaps petition for even higher handicaps than usual, 

since their handicaps had previously been calculated against Simpson’s average score of 94? 

Whatever the case may be in this regard, it is clear that the handicap accorded to Magee, producing the 

outrageous score of 60, meant that duffer Magee defeated Colonel Bogey by an absurd number of 

holes: even if the bogey score had been set at 83 (probably the lowest Bogey score conceivable in 

November of 1893), a person producing a medal score of 60 in a match-play contest against Colonel 

Bogey’s steady 83 would have won most of the holes, and perhaps all of them. 

That is not how bogey competitions worked. As Horace G. Hutchinson explains: 

The score of Colonel Bogey, as settled by the committee of the club, is usually not a prohibitive 

score, so to speak – not an impossible score. Rather, it is such a score as may be made by the 

ordinary scratch player, playing not ideally well, but without a single big mistake. Sometimes, 

therefore, Bogey will be beaten; but he will never be beaten badly, and he will win a great 

majority of his matches. (Golf [1890; new edition, London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1895], p. 

280) 

As Great Yarmouth’s Secretary Browne observed in the summer of 1892: “‘Colonel Bogey’ plays a steady 

match-game – nothing brilliant, but ever steady. On this course, he never makes a two-hole, and only 

two 3’s in the round of eighteen holes. He is hard to beat, is still undefeated, and challenges the world 

to a match under handicap” (Golf [London], vol 4 no 91 [10 June 1892], p. 218).  

When Ricketts was still at Wimbledon in the fall of 1892, the women’s competition against a Bogey 

score produced winners in both the first-class field and the second-class field who lost to Colonel Bogey. 

This result at Wimbledon was typical of the results for Bogey competitions wherever they were played in 

England. 

Every committee charged with setting Bogey’s score tried to make sure that he would not be 

embarrassed. At Hoylake, for instance, the great amateur player John Ball, jr. (many times a winner of 
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the Amateur Championship, first in 1888, and a winner also of the Open Championship of 1890), was 

forced to give six strokes to Colonel Bogey to ensure a competitive match: 

Mr. John Ball, jun., has been to the full as successful as ever [during the 1892 season], some of 

his feats over his own green at Hoylake being really marvellous…. In one of the “Colonel Bogey” 

competitions now fashionable, wherein a more or less ideal score is set, representing first-class 

play against which the field pit themselves hole by hole, Mr. Ball had to give his ghostly 

adversary … six strokes. Although 86 was the number fixed upon [for Colonel Bogey], he 

conceded these odds and was victorious by one hole. (Saturday Review of Politics and 

Literature, vol 75 no 1942 [14 January 1893], p. 36) 

The committee got it right. 

Furthermore, experienced handicap committees at English golf clubs usually arranged things so 

accurately in terms of handicapping that often two or more members tied each other in the number of 

holes they won or lost against Colonel Bogey, leading to playoffs. No one ever finished as far out in front 

of others as the top competitor did at Ottawa in the fall of 1893. 

One wonders how club members reacted to Magee’s victory. 
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Ottawa Reactions to Colonel Bogey? 

On the first Saturday of November in 1893, “A large field of golfers turned out … to compete for the 

Ricketts prize” (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 6 November 1893, p. 5). About twenty-two players entered the 

competition (just two fewer than entered the most popular tournament of the year). 

What was the reaction to a lop-sided win by Charles Magee?  

Was Colonel Bogey defeated in more ways than one by this man’s score? That is, was the idea of Bogey 

competition itself discredited in the opinion of Ottawa Golf Club members because of this peculiar 

result? 

Or, recognizing that the committee had made a grotesque handicapping mistake, were club members 

able to look past the anomalous result and recognize an interesting potential in this new form of 

competition? 

Perhaps the reaction to Bogey competition at Great Yarmouth, after its first two large-scale 

tournaments in the spring of 1892, can give us an idea of what the range of reaction at Ottawa might 

have been in the fall of 1893: 

 As to whether “Colonel Bogey” was an interesting opponent, with whom it was a pleasure to 

compete, opinion varied.  

Some were enthusiastic, and declared it was the finest system of Golf competition ever 

invented.  

Others, more cautious, … [declared it] an agreeable variety and a relief to the monotony of the 

everlasting medal round, and the terrible total apt to be run up.  

A few said they could see nothing in it, or [could not] get up an interest in the match, having a 

feeling they were playing against nobody.  

The great bulk of feeling was, however, clearly in favour of these new match competitions 

which seem to have been established on numerous links with increasing popularity. (Golf 

[London], vol. 4 no 91 [10 June 1892], p. 218) 

One can imagine that the same range of opinion would have been expressed at the Ottawa Golf Club, 

but that “the bulk of feeling” at Ottawa was also “in favour of these new match competitions” is perhaps 
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less likely, for Bogey competition by no means experienced “increasing popularity” among the members. 

In fact, Bogey competitions did not become a part of the regular fixtures list at the Ottawa Golf Club 

until the early 1900s.  

In fact, so far as I can tell, there was just one more Bogey competition held at the Ottawa Golf Club in 

the nineteenth century. 
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“A Handicap Match by Holes” 

By the early 1900s, the Ottawa Golf Club’s Bogey competitions produced the kind of results that were 

expected.  Saturday Night reported in the spring of 1902 that “The Ladies’ Golf Club played a match 

against bogey for a prize given by Mrs. St. Denis Lemoine. Mrs. Sidney Smith was the winner, 8 down to 

bogey” (31 May 1902, p. 6). And in 1913, a year after the club had been designated Royal, there was a 

men’s Bogey competition: “None of the competitors managed to defeat Bogey”: “Messrs. A.B. Broderick 

and R.H. Fraser tied for the trophy, and both were one down with Col. Bogey” (Ottawa Journal, 29 

September 1913, p. 4). 

Coincidentally, Molson’s Bank manager A.B. Broderick, who finished one down to Bogey in 1913, had in 

1894 played in the last of the early Bogey competitions staged on the Sandy Hill golf course. 

In October of 1894, eleven months after the inaugural Bogey competition, there was an interesting 

announcement in the Ottawa newspapers: 

Golf 

The Ottawa Golf Club play the Kingston club next Saturday over the latter’s course. 

This week, the members of the Ottawa club will compete for the Palmer prize, a handicap 

match by holes.  

Entries must be handed in to the secretary by this afternoon [Tuesday]. Play will commence 

tomorrow. (Ottawa Daily Citizen, 9 October 1894, p. 5). 

This mysterious “handicap match by holes” was a competition to be played on a weekday, leaving the 

weekend free so that Secretary Alexander Simpson could lead seven members of the men’s team (more 

than ¼ of the club’s regular playing members) down to Kingston on Friday afternoon for its Saturday 

match against the Kingston Golf Club. 

According to the newspaper report, the “Palmer prize” was to be awarded “this week” to the winner of 

the handicap competition arranged for Wednesday afternoon. With play beginning at the end of the 

workday, there was no way that a conventional handicap competition could produce a champion in such 

a short space of time. Only the Bogey competition format (with all contestants playing a handicap match 

by holes simultaneously against Colonel Bogey) could produce a prize winner in the time available.  
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Note also that the peculiar phrase “handicap match by holes” may have been Alfred Ricketts’ way of 

describing a Bogey competition, for when he introduced Bogey competition to the Country Club of 

Rochester in the spring of 1898, we find the club secretary using virtually the same phrase – “hole 

handicap play” – to explain the peculiar new competitive format to the local newspaper: 

The play yesterday was hole handicap, considerably different from medal handicap play, which 

is more fully understood in this portion of the state, perhaps. In medal play, a participant is 

allowed a certain number of strokes as against Colonel Bogey, the mythical gentleman who is 

supposed to play exceptionally good golf always and whose nerves are never on edge.  

In hole handicap play, the Colonel is supposed to make the different holes in certain numbers of 

strokes called the Bogey score, and each individual player plays against him and is allowed 

strokes at certain holes as against the Bogey, according to the ability of the player. The strokes 

are taken at holes designated by the greens committee of the club. (Democrat and Chronicle, 2 

July 1898, p. 14) 

I can find no report in newspapers or magazines of the results of the 1894 “handicap match by holes” at 

Ottawa. 

It is interesting to note, however, that the prize for this competition was 

provided not by Ricketts, but by Armory Alfred Zouch Palmer (elected president 

of the Ottawa Golf Club three years later).  

A.Z. Palmer (as he was known) had spent part of the summer of 1893 in 

England, returning to Ottawa late in September and resuming his play at the 

Ottawa Golf Club. One wonders if he had played golf in England and perhaps 

experienced the enthusiasm for Bogey competition there. 

In any event, Palmer seems to be proof that there was at least one convert to 

Bogey competition at the Ottawa Golf Club: moved to offer the prize for the 

1894 version of the event, he seems to have been like those at Great Yarmouth 

who, having played in their first Bogey competition, “were enthusiastic, and 

declared it was the finest system of Golf competition ever invented” (Golf 

[London], vol. 4 no 91 [10 June 1892], p. 218).  

Figure 41 A.Z. Palmer, 
Ottawa Citizen, 1 July 
1912, p. 8. 
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After this 1894 contest, however, it would be many years before anyone at the Ottawa Golf Club played 

again over the club’s links in an official Bogey competition. But this does not mean that the experiment 

with Bogey competitions at Ottawa was not productive: Colonel Bogey had made friends while in 

Ottawa, and was soon invited to Montreal, Quebec, and Toronto.  
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Montreal’s Bogey Committee 

I suspect that widespread talk of Bogey at the interprovincial golf competition at Ottawa in October of 

1893 had an important impact on the members of Royal Montreal’s executive committee: it made them 

curious about the concept of Bogey scores and led them to hire a golf professional who knew more 

about Bogey than even Ricketts. 

The club’s need for a new golf professional at this time arose from the fact that the man they had 

brought over in the spring of 1893 to replace Willie Davis soon proved unable to do the job. 

Initially, however, optimism had reigned when the Montreal Star announced in March of 1893 that in 

the wake of Davis’s departure, there would soon be two new golf professionals in Canada: “There are 

two new professional golf players to come from Great Britain to Canada. One is to play with the Ottawa 

Club, which intends to do great things this year, and the other with the Royal Montreal Golf Club” (25 

March 1893, p. 8). The timeline suggested in this item was inaccurate: the Ottawa Golf Club’s 

professional, Alfred Ricketts, had already arrived in Ottawa almost a week before this item appeared in 

the Montreal newspaper, and the new Montreal golf professional had not even been hired yet. It was 

only at the end of April that readers learned of the outcome of the hiring process: “For a long time the 

club has cast about for a suitable man and at last Mr. Bennett Lang, of Scotland, was recommended to 

them as a man who knew his business and a first-class club-maker” (Montreal Star, 27 April 1893, p. 5).  

Lang arrived in Montreal on 11 May 1893.  

Did he bring knowledge of Bogey to Montreal as Ricketts brought knowledge of Bogey to Ottawa?  

Probably not. 

Lang was working as a green superintendent in Perth when Bogey was invented in England. According to 

his friend Peter Baxter, Lang remained in Perth until 1892, and then “a desire to see more of the world 

caused him to accept an engagement in Ireland with the County Down Club at Newcastle [now Royal 

County Down], where he acted as professional during the summer season” (Peter Baxter, Golf in Perth 

and Perthshire [Perth: Thomas Hunter, 1899], p. 35). He thereby avoided the earliest incursions of 

Colonel Bogey into Scotland. And County Down Golf Club did not play Bogey competitions in the 

summer of 1892. In fact, the first Irish club to do so was the Royal County Golf Club of Portrush, Antrim 

(now known as Royal Portrush), where we read at the end of June that later that summer “there will be 
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a match against Colonel Bogey, which will be a novelty on Irish links” (Northern Whig [Antrim, Ireland], 

28 June 1892, p. 7).  

Lang left Ireland before Bogey competition became known there and returned to Scotland. At the end of 

the summer of 1892, he accepted an invitation to work exclusively as a club-maker for Sir Walter 

Hamilton-Dalrymple (1854-1920), the owner of a large estate at North Berwick. The latter was not only 

the lord of the grand manor on which a couple of local golf courses were laid out, but also an 

enthusiastic devotee of the royal and ancient game and a designer of patented golf clubs – some of 

them of a rather eccentric nature.  

Lang was hired to make Dalrymple’s revolutionary two-

sided club, designed to function as both a putter and a 

cleek. In the patent awarded in September of 1892, it 

was referred to as “The amble-faced or hammer-

headed Golf club,” but it was often also called “The 

Duplex” (Golf [London], vol 5 no 105 [16 September 

1892], p. 6). Dalrymple had patented other golf clubs, 

but the “hammer-headed club brought him into fame 

as a Golf patentee” (Golf [London], vol 9 no 226 [9 

November 1894], p. 160). And so, Lang built “the 

wonder” that “burst on the season” of 1892 (Golf 

[London], vol 5 no 124 (27 January 1893], p. 315).  

But he was not employed as a golf professional on any 

of the links at North Berwick, and he was not involved 

with any of the various golf clubs that played on the North Berwick links in 1892-93. So, he remained 

insulated from any first-hand knowledge of Bogey competition until he set out for Montreal in May.  

It is not surprising, then, to see no hint of an awareness of Bogey at Royal Montreal in 1893. The club 

fixtures for 1893, which were announced in the spring (when the Ottawa Golf Club announced its Bogey 

competition), were all medal-play events, except for the contest for the Drummond Cup, which required 

a two-month-long knock-out match-play competition. 

At Royal Montreal, Lang was very successful as a golf instructor, and he demonstrated his prowess as a 

golfer by setting the scoring record on Fletcher’s Field, but he became most famous in golf history as an 

Figure 42 The Dalrymple "Hammer," built by Bennett 
Lang from 1892-93. 
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excellent maker of golf clubs. To everyone’s disappointment, including his own, Lang was unexpectedly 

afflicted with sciatica before the end of his first year at the club. He was still able to make golf clubs after 

the onset of this illness, but he was not able to fulfil his other duties: the keeping of the green, 

instructing club members, and playing rounds of golf with members. 

It was known at least by January or early February of 1894 that Lang’s illness would make him incapable 

of fulfilling the majority of his duties, for in February the club placed an advertisement to run in two 

consecutive March issues of Britain’s Golf newspaper. The first one appeared on March 2nd: 

There is reason, however, to suspect that Lang may have been incapacitated by sciatica, effectively 

unable to play golf, even earlier, for it is notable that in October of 1893 he did not come to Ottawa 

during the interprovincial competition to play an exhibition match against the new golf professional 

Alfred Ricketts.  

Since Canada’s golfers were rarely able to see the game played at its highest level in the 1880s and early 

1890s, exhibition matches involving the nation’s top golfers were staged whenever possible. As we 

know, Montreal’s previous golf professional, Willie Davis, had played against Canada’s top amateur 

golfer, A.W. Smith, at interprovincial contests (in 1882, 1891, and 1892, for instance). Also, when the 

Royal Montreal team travelled to Quebec in 1890 for the annual Victoria Day competition against the 

Quebec Golf Club, Davis came along as coach and after the official matches played another exhibition 

match against Smith, who had just moved to Quebec from Toronto.  

Similarly, in Ottawa’s match against Kingston in October of 1894, Ricketts would go along to Kingston as 

Ottawa’s coach and, after the official matches, play in a foursomes match alongside Alexander Simpson 

against Thomas Harley and Professor A.J. Cappon.  

Ricketts, we know, had been eager to test himself against Canada’s top golfers as soon as he arrived in 

Canada. In the spring of 1893, he had played Kingston’s new import, Harley. But at the interprovincial 

Figure 43 Golf [London], vol 7 no 181 (2 March 1894), p. 398 
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championship in Ottawa in October of 1893, Ricketts played A.W. Smith. Where was Lang, the coach of 

the Royal Montreal team and the course record holder at Montreal? Davis had accompanied the Royal 

Montreal team to Quebec, yet Lang had not accompanied the Montreal members of the Quebec team 

to Ottawa. Why? 

So, Royal Montreal may have been aware by the time of the interprovincial match in Ottawa in October 

of 1893 that it would need a new golf professional for the next season. If so, they will have been very 

interested to speak to Ottawa Golf Club members about their experience with their new English 

professional and they will have heard about the knowledge he brought to them of the yet-to-be-tried 

innovation called “‘Bogey’ competition.” 

Notably, the committee in charge of finding a replacement for Lang 

consisted largely of Royal Montreal representatives who had 

played on the Quebec team at the interprovincial competition in 

Ottawa. Of the seven committee members elected in December of 

1893 for the 1894 season, five had been in Ottawa in October, 

including the two most important committee members: “Captain, 

Mr. J.L. Morris, Q.C.; secretary-treasurer, Mr. E. Goff Penny” 

(Montreal Star, 13 December 1893, p. 3). 

The latter, Edward Goff Penny, placed the club’s advertisement in 

Golf, and he subsequently conducted the voluminous 

correspondence with the more than three dozen applicants for the 

position of golf professional at the Royal Montreal Golf Club. 

 

Figure 44 Edward Goff Penny, Montreal 
Star, 16 January 1894, p. 6. 
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More News of Bogey at Montreal 

One presumes that the editor of Golf (London) sent to the Royal Montreal Golf Club copies of the March 

2nd and March 9th issues in which the club’s advertisement appeared. Members of the hiring committee 

are likely to have inspected at least the March 2nd issue before they began to receive and review 

applications from golf professionals. 

On the first page of this issue, they found a list of fixtures soon to be played at golf clubs all over 

England, and these fixtures included many Bogey competitions: a “’Bogey’ Tournament” at West 

Middlesex, a “’Bogey’ Competition” at Crookham, a “’Bogey’ competition” at King’s Norton, a “’Bogey’ 

competition” at Minchinhampton, and the “’Bogey’ Cup at Caernarvonshire” (p. 385). And committee 

members will also have found an account of Bogey competitions played the previous week by various 

other golf clubs. At “West Herts Golf Club,” there had been “The usual monthly medal ‘Bogey’ 

competition” (p. 397). And just a few lines above the Royal Montreal advertisement itself, there was a 

report on the Hartley Wintney Golf Club’s “monthly ‘Bogey’ competition” (p. 398).  

As was the case in the Ottawa Free Press and the Montreal Star in May of 1893 when the Ottawa Golf 

Club’s fixture list was published, all references to “Bogey” in Golf put the word in quotation marks to 

indicate that it was a neologism. 

Supplementing whatever they had been told at Ottawa in October of 1893, members of the hiring 

committee would have found that some of the reports in Golf hinted at how Bogey competitions 

worked. At the Wakefield Golf Club, for instance, there had been a Bogey Competition for the “Leatham 

cup”: “fourteen competitors entered for this cup, and the winner was Mr. B. Waterhouse, who in 

tempestuous weather returned a card of 8 holes down against a round of 82 by ‘Col. Bogey’” (p. 397). At 

the “Cambridge University Golf Club,” there had been a Bogey competition for the “Barrow medal, 

played for by ‘Bogey’ score. The score was fixed at 81. Day fine and cold. Two-thirds usual handicap. 

Result: -- Mr. H. Glasier (3 [handicap]), halved; Mr. G. R. Bastow (13), 3 down; Mr. J.H.J. Webb (13), 3 

down …” (p. 393). This report on the Cambridge scoring went through a list of twenty more players, the 

last of which finished “12 down” to Colonel Bogey.  

Having learned just a few months before of a Bogey competition introduced to the Ottawa Golf Club by 

its new golf professional, and having learned from Golf of the increasing popularity of this innovative 

form of competition at golf clubs throughout Britain, how could members of the Royal Montreal 
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committee not have wanted to get up to date regarding Colonel Bogey by means of the golf professional 

it would hire?  
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A Bogey Man for Montreal in 1894 

The Royal Montreal Golf Club had cast a wide net with its advertisements and subsequently received 

applications from golf professionals working at British clubs great and small, young and old. 

Just thirteen days after the first advertisement appeared in Britain, the Montreal Gazette noted that “A 

meeting of the committee of the Montreal Golf Club was held … when applications from new 

professionals were read, and the secretary was instructed to reply to them” (Gazette [Montreal], 16 

March 1894, p. 8). A week later, the Montreal Star boasted about the quality of the top applicants: “The 

club has advertised for a new professional and club maker, and already there are half a dozen 

applications from some of the best men in the Old Country” (Montreal Star, 22 March 1894, p. 3). The 

winning candidate was later told that the advertisement had produced a total of forty applications from 

Scotland and England (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 8 November 1920, p 18). 

By what criterion would the “committee of the Montreal Golf Club” choose the best candidate from 

among such a stellar field? 

In the context of the contemporary buzz about Bogey in Britain and Ottawa, how could committee 

members not find their interest piqued by a job candidate who had apprenticed at the Great Yarmouth 

Golf Club, which had become well-known by the spring of 1894 as the most important centre in the 

promulgation and popularization of Bogey competition? 
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Thomas Smith 

The Royal Montreal committee hired Thomas Smith, a twenty-one-year-old golf professional from the 

Royal West Norfolk Golf Club.  

This new golf club in Brancaster, Norfolk, had opened its new 

links course in January of 1892 and had hired Tom Smith as a 

greenkeeper during its first months of operation.  

The course had been laid out on the Brancaster Common by the 

1886 and 1887 Amateur Champion Horace G. Hutchinson (1859-

1932), who was also the Captain of the club (the captain of a golf 

club functioned in the nineteenth century as what we would 

today call a president). So, Tom Smith was associating with golf 

royalty in the early 1890s. 

Having a membership of over 200 by the summer of 1892, the 

Royal West Norfolk Golf Club seems to have maintained several 

golf professionals on staff at the same time (they served as 

greenkeepers, instructors, and club makers). The club 

announced high standards in this regard: “The committee are 

about to engage the services of the very best professional they can secure for the post of greenkeeper” 

(Golf [London], vol 3 no 78 [11 March 1892, p. 408). 

In Smith’s opinion, this new links course in Norfolk was “the finest course to be found in England for first 

class golf” (Pittsburgh Weekly Gazette, 10 February 1902, p. 7). He soon held the course record: “The 

record of the green is 85, made by Aveston, the Cromer [Golf Club] professional, and also by the present 

green-keeper at Brancaster, Thomas Smith, of Yarmouth” (Golf [London], vol 4 no 100 [12 August 1892], 

p. 357).  

Tom Smith may have been the golf professional who demonstrated (shortly after this new club officially 

opened) how to hit a golf ball for the first chairman of the new club, who confessed that “he knew little 

or nothing of the game” and “had seen it played for the first time that [February] afternoon”:  

I had the pleasure of watching a ball struck by their professional this afternoon. 

Figure 45 Thomas Smith (1873-1967?). 
Pittsburgh weekly Gazette, 10 February 1902, 
p. 7. Photograph modified and enhanced. 
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I saw it leave the ground, watched it till it became a speck in the air, but whether it came down 

in this county [Norfolk] or in Suffolk I cannot really say. 

From the satisfied manner of the players, I suppose it fell on the [Brancaster] common. (Golf 

[London], vol 3 no 75 [19 February 1892, p. 358).  

Smith would also hold the course record at Royal Montreal. It is no wonder that when Smith later left 

Montreal for Pittsburgh, his references – which may have included one from Royal West Norfolk captain 

Hutchinson himself (who had come to be regarded by the mid-1890s as one of the greatest living 

authorities on golf) – described him as a “a strong player” and as “a good groundskeeper” (Pittsburgh 

Weekly Gazette, 10 February 1902, p. 7).  

Before Smith arrived at Pittsburgh’s Westmoreland Country 

Club in April of 1902, the Pittsburgh Weekly Gazette 

reported that “Tom Smith learned the game at Great 

Yarmouth, Eng., under the noted professionals, Tom and 

George Honie” (10 February 1902, p. 7). “Honie” is a 

typographical error for the name of one of the most famous 

Scottish golfing families of the late 1800s and early 1900s: 

Fernie.  

Born in St. Andrews, the sons of school master William 

Fernie, brothers Thomas (1853-1911), William (1855-1924), 

and George (1860-1915) all became golf professionals. As 

the winner of the Open Championship in 1883, and the golf 

professional at Troon from 1887 to 1924, Willie became the 

most famous, but he had honed his game on the Old Course 

at St. Andrews in competition with his two brothers. 

Graduating from service as a caddie at Great Yarmouth Golf 

Club, Tom Smith apprenticed from about 1885 to 1887 under Thomas Fernie, who greatly improved 

conditions at the relatively new course. This was Fernie’s first appointment as professional after playing 

golf as an amateur until the early 1880s at the course of the Dumfries and Galloway Golf Club where he 

lived with his brother Willie, who served as the golf professional there when he won the Open 

championship in 1883. Tom left Great Yarmouth in 1888 for the Ardeer Golf Club in Scotland, becoming 

Figure 46 Willie Fernie, circa 1890. 
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the greenkeeper in replacement of his brother Willie who had just moved to Troon. Before he left Great 

Yarmouth, he married Mary Elizabeth Vince in April of 1888. He later served as golf professional 

successively in the 1890s at the City of Newcastle Golf Club, the Bentley Green Golf Club (Great Bentley, 

East Essex), and Aldeburgh Golf Club (Suffolk), where he set the course record in the late 1890s. He 

retired to Great Yarmouth in the early 1900s, where he was a property owner and golf club maker 

unaffiliated with any golf club. He died in October of 1911. 

Smith continued his apprenticeship at Great Yarmouth from 1888 to 

1890 under George Hood Fernie, who had come from Dumfries, where 

he had served as the golf professional after Willie left. George left Great 

Yarmouth in 1890 and moved to Troon to become Willie’s assistant. In 

the mid 1890s, he became the golf professional once more at Dumfries 

(where in 1894 he set the course record on the club’s new course laid 

out by his brother Willie). He later worked as a golf professional in 

Ireland, first at County Down Golf Club in Newcastle (1898), then the 

Ormeau Golf Club in Belfast (1899-1901), where he set the course record 

of 65. He also held course records at the County Louth Colf Club in 

Drogheda and Athlone (Garrison) Golf Club.  

George Fernie earned his lasting place in golf history through his experiments with golf ball technology 

in 1893. Attempting that year to replace the solid gutta-percha golf ball (which had been in use for more 

than forty years) by wrapping thin strips of rubber around a core of cork, and adding a gutta-percha 

cover, he was eventually ruled by the House of Lords in 1907 to have anticipated the technology of the 

rubber-wound ball of the American inventor Coburn Haskell, and so the attempt by the latter’s company 

to enforce its patent in Britain was prevented, allowing British manufacturers to use the same 

technique. 

Both Tom and George Fernie will have taught Smith how to make and repair golf clubs and golf balls, 

how to keep a golf course, and how to instruct golfers in the art of the golf swing. Smith later told a 

reporter in New Jersey that he had, “as a boy, learned the game of golf under the tutelage of the well-

known Scotch professional, Tom Fernie” (The Record [North Jersey], 20 April 1916, p. 5).  

But since Smith was just twelve to fourteen years of age when learning how to play golf from Tom, but 

was fifteen to seventeen years of age when working under George, I presume that the latter had a very 

Figure 47 George Fernie, early 
1900s. 
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significant role in refining a variety of the young apprentice’s skills as he prepared to seek a job: 

especially the art of giving lessons in the golf swing, making golf clubs, and laying out a golf course.  

Newspapers observed of George Fernie that “He was an excellent instructor” (Evening Despatch 

[Warwickshire, England], 6 September 1915, p. 6).  

Not a great golfer like his older brother Willie, but better than his oldest brother Tom, George Fernie 

was a very good golfer: “George Fernie, the newly-appointed custodian of the Great Yarmouth links, 

recently made the round of eighteen holes in 72 strokes – the lowest on record” (Golfing Annual: 1888-

89, p. 158). A year later, he reduced the record by two more strokes. He also played in several Open 

Championships before and after his time at Great Yarmouth (his best finish being seventh place in 1884, 

the year after his brother’s victory). In the mid-1880s at Dumfries, he held the nine-hole course record 

of 33. 

He had also become a well-

established golf course 

architect, laying out at least 

two courses in Norfolk – 

Royal Cromer in 1887 and 

Hunstanton in 1891 (where 

Fernie held the course 

record) – as well as several 

courses in Scotland. Smith 

may well have accompanied 

Fernie when the latter 

designed the course at 

Cromer. Golf professionals 

often took their apprentices 

along on such work to teach them the rudiments of laying out a golf course. And Fernie also stayed in 

the area during the spring of 1891 while working at Hunstanton and could also have invited Smith to 

work with him there. Smith himself would subsequently lay out a well-received nine-hole golf course for 

a summer resort on Lake Champlain in 1898, and he probably laid out Royal Montreal’s new nine-hole 

course at Dixie in late 1896.  

Figure 48 Links of the Royal Cromer Golf Club circa 1900. The first tee is in front of the 
lighthouse, top left. 
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George Fernie was also esteemed as a clubmaker. When he was at Great Yarmouth, and golfers began 

writing letters to the editor of Field nominating the best clubmakers in the country, one of his old 

Dumfries patrons sang his praises:  

Everyone has his particular favourite. I have played golf for a quarter of a century, and had 

nearly all makers through my hands, but I must give the palm to George Fernie, Great 

Yarmouth. I have played with his driver for a number of years; it was made from beech from 

Lettercairn Forest, and is indestructible. – J. Leitch (Dumfries and Galloway Golf Club). (Field, no 

1893 [6 April 1889], p. 477) 

After all his travels, and after the great rubber-wound golf ball trial of 1905, George Fernie settled to 

club making back in Dumfries. He was found guilty of a breach of the peace in 1907 and sentenced to a 

fine of seven shillings and six pence or five days in jail. He spent five days in Maxwelltown Prison near 

Dumfries.  

He eventually returned to Troon, where esteemed brother Willie remained the golf professional and 

presumably put club making work his brother’s way. 

When he was originally in Troon in 1890, he had married Flora Struthers Richardson, with whom he had 

a son and three daughters. The boy, George William Fernie, born in 1891, also became a golf 

professional, listing his occupation as that of club maker. Flora died of liver cancer in 1915, and George 

himself died of stomach cancer in August of the same year. Eight days before his father’s death, the son 

enlisted in the Royal Navy. He, too, was dead within a year, collapsing from the administration of an 

anaesthetic before surgery (in a military hospital in England) to treat wounds suffered to back, right 

hand, and face by a grenade explosion while he was serving in Stavros, Greece.  

All are buried at Troon.  

George Fernie had left Tom Smith’s life in 1890, however, when he returned to Troon just before Bogey 

competition was promulgated and popularized at Great Yarmouth. And so, his apprentice Tom Smith 

may well have been one of the club’s golf professionals consulted by Secretary Browne as he sought 

opinion and advice during his work on calculating a ground score for the Great Yarmouth links during 

the summer and fall of 1891 – the score that would soon earn the name Bogey score when one of 

Brown’s friends made a joke that the score was as elusive as a Bogeyman. 
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The Captain of the Great Yarmouth 

Golf Club in 1890-91 was Horace G. 

Hutchinson, who, as we know, became 

Captain of the new Royal West Norfolk 

Golf Club when it opened in January of 

1892. Tom Smith was hired at Royal 

West Norfolk at the same time. I 

suspect that Hutchinson knew Smith 

well from their time together at Great 

Yarmouth and respected his work, 

leading him to invite the young golf 

professional to join him at Royal West 

Norfolk.  

Since new greens were laid out on the Brancaster links in the spring of 1893, one presumes that in 

addition to whatever George Fernie had taught Tom Smith about architectural theory, the twenty-year-

old greenkeeper also acquired a good deal of practical experience of green construction while at Royal 

West Norfolk (Field, no 2106 [6 May 1893], p. 666). Seen below is Royal Norfolk’s sixth green as it 

appeared in March of 1893. 

 

Figure 49 General Dixon and club Captain A.H. Mathison, and caddies, in 
front of the clubhouse of the Great Yarmouth Golf Club, circa 1896. 

Figure 50 Royal West Norfolk’s 6th green. Golf [London], vol 6 no 133 (31 March 1893), p. 42. The man with his bag of clubs at 
his feet may be young golf professional Tom Smith playing with three members, whose bags are carried by the young caddies. 
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Colonel Bogey’s Birds of a Feather 

When Secretary Brown began working out appropriate Bogey scores for the Great Yarmouth golf course 

in the spring of 1891, Tom Smith was not the only young golf professional with whom he might have 

consulted about Bogey scores: there was Tom’s older brother Harry and there was his younger brother 

Arthur, both of whom had also apprenticed under the Fernies at Great Yarmouth.  

Arthur (photograph on the far left) would come to 

Montreal with Tom in the spring of 1894 and would 

become in the spring of 1895 the first golf 

professional hired by the Toronto Golf Club.  

Harry (photograph on the near left) would cross the 

Atlantic in the spring of 1897 to replace his brother 

Arthur at the Rochester Country Club and then 

become in the spring of 1898 the first golf 

professional of the Hamilton Golf and Country Club. 

The boys’ relatives must have been surprised at 

their career choices, for there had been no one in 

the family connected to golf before them.  

George Smith (1844 -1916) and Cecilia (also spelled Celicia) Davie (1846-1878) had three girls and three 

boys between the time of their marriage in 1866 and the time of Cecilia’s death shortly after the birth of 

their last child in 1877. All three boys became caddies at the Great Yarmouth Golf Club at a young age 

and then as teenagers became apprenticed to the Fernies as greenkeepers, club-makers, and 

instructors.  

Such a career choice for young Thomas Smith was not a sure thing even in 1891. In that year’s Census of 

England and Wales, his father seems to have told the census taker that the occupation of his eighteen-

year-old son, who was apprenticed at the golf club, was nonetheless actually that of “Naturalist.” It 

seems that Tom Smith was expected to follow in the footsteps of his father George, and perhaps even 

those of his paternal grandfather Thomas, who were also “Naturalists” – of a sort.  

Figure 51 Left: Arthur W. Smith (1874-1944), Akron Beacon 
Journal, 21 July 1933, p. 26. Right: Harry William Smith (1871-
1962), Akron Beacon Journal, 6 June 1938, p. 15. 
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George Smith was a bookbinder by trade, but he had by the mid-1870s also become “a purveyor of rare 

birds” who was well-known by wealthy collectors throughout England.  

Although his son would not become the “Naturalist” that George Smith 

expected him to be, the father passed his interest in birds on to Thomas, 

who never lost it.  

Indeed, thirty years into his career as a golf professional, wherever Thomas 

Smith went, he was also always known to golf club members as an expert 

on birds.  

As the pro at the Brantford Golf Club in 1920, for instance, playing in a 

foursomes match against Ralph Reville (the editor of Canadian Golfer 

magazine), Smith made so many birdies (and thereby won so much money) 

in defeating Reville and his partner that Reville erupted on the subject of birdies: 

As the editor passed over a roll [of dollar bills] big enough to choke a hungry caddie, his partner 

exclaimed: “Who’d ever have thought that Smith would get all those birdies?” 

“Well, why shouldn’t he?” snapped the editor, as he noted the lightness of his pocketbook. 

“Isn’t he an ornithologist?” (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 8 November 1920, p. 18) 

Similarly, William Everett Hicks, the popular golf writer for the Brooklyn Daily Eagle and the Brooklyn 

Times,” said that “Any club that has members given to collecting ‘birds’ would find Smith very valuable, 

as he is a trained ornithologist” (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 8 November 1920, p. 18). 

In Great Yarmouth, George Smith was “in his way quite a character and a celebrity”: a long-time 

employee of a local bookbinding company who was also politically active (being described as “an out 

and out socialist”), he was more celebrated as a “well-known local naturalist and bird dealer” (Yarmouth 

Independent, 6 January 1917, p. 2). The magazine Caged Birds described him as “a character widely 

known for his knowledge of British bird-life”: “he did some useful work for the science of ornithology; he 

is said to have noticed the first appearance in England of the Mediterranean Black-headed Gull, … and 

he is also credited with being the first to record in Norfolk the White Wagtail, Tawny Pipit, Iceland Gull, 

Greater Shearwater, and some others” (13 January 1917, p. 8). 

Figure 52 Ralph Reville (1867-
1957), circa 1920. 
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Today, “naturalists” would be astonished at the application of the term to George Smith, for he dealt in 

the skins of dead birds, eggs pilfered from nests, and even the nests themselves. These birds, eggs, and 

nests were found on the North Denes, an extensive area of beach along the North Sea (on the east side 

of Great Yarmouth) where all varieties of known types of dune and most varieties of dune vegetation 

species were found and where a great variety of birds lived.  

The North Denes is today a specially protected nature conservation site, but in the 1800s it was a 

hunting area.  

Arthur H. Patterson, another eccentric local naturalist who wrote a regular nature diary for Norfolk’s 

Eastern Daily Press (he also wrote books and poems, sometimes using the self-deprecating pseudonym 

“John Knowlittle”), once wrote a sketch of George Smith: 

George Smith was one of the old school of local 

naturalists who, like its contemporaries, the punt 

gunners, are becoming themselves an obsolete 

fraternity.  

Smith’s father was an old walking gunner, whom the 

writer often passed on his rambles to and from the 

North Denes, when that noted bird and rabbit resort 

was still in its virginal state: a series of rolling sand 

dunes, clothed with many hundred acres of fane and 

sand-sedge … and rest-harrow, when French partridges 

nested there, and linnets …. 

Old Mr. Smith was keen on land dotterel and slew 

more than most men of this fast-vanishing bird.  

No wonder the son George grew – no, not exactly as gun-man – but enthusiastic bird-man, 

noting the habits and plumages of the birds he came in contact with, launching out later as a 

dealer in eggs and rare birds. A bookbinder by trade, he spent all spare hours hobnobbing with 

gunners and ornithologists, his circle of acquaintances and clients being scattered all over the 

country. He was a henchman of the late Lord Lilford, piles of letters testifying to frequent 

correspondence….  

Figure 53 Arthur H. Patterson (1857-1935), in 
his own punt, circa 1900. 
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Many bird collectors enriched their museums with birds that passed through Smith’s hands, 

Booth (once named Burcher Booth) of Brighton found him helper and advisor when on his 

periodical spring excursions after the red-knot and godwits, the black-breasted grey plover, and 

many others on their vernal migrations. (Yarmouth Independent, 6 January 1917, p. 2). 

When George Smith died at the end of 1916, the editor of Caged Birds lamented that Smith’s expert 

knowledge of “British bird-life” had been gained “in his pursuit of collecting rare specimens of birds and 

eggs” (13 January 1917, p. 8). During his lifetime, Smith became an increasingly controversial figure, as 

Patterson notes: “Smith, it is believed, overdid the egg business somewhat and got to loggerheads with 

those who were keen on preserving the bearded tits [also known as the “bearded reedling” or “reed 

pheasant”], with other rare Norfolk breeders, having handled more reed pheasants’ nests in situ 

probably than any other dealer” (Yarmouth Independent, 6 January 1917, p. 2).  

Patterson had pulled his punches; the editor of Caged Birds did not: “He was responsible more than any 

one person who could be named for the scarcity of the Bearded Reedlings in Norfolk” (13 January 1917, 

p. 8). Smith was still notorious in the 1930s for his predation of this bird’s eggs: “Today the reed 

pheasant, once in danger of extinction, is fairly plentiful … and gradually extending its breeding range …. 

It is scarcely surprising that it almost became extinct, for … George Smith, the Yarmouth dealer, received 

the incredible total of 113 eggs between April 10th and 25th, 1876” (Field, vol 156, no 4066 (29 November 

1930), p. 777). 

George Smith’s reputation has continued to decline. With regard to his claims to have been the first to 

have documented sightings of birds regarded as rare in Norfolk, he has come to be regarded by 

contemporary experts in the area as unreliable. 

The Smith boys had a front-row seat to view the passions and compulsions that were part of their 

father’s bird dealing. On the one hand, they lived in a space full of birds: “The small front room was 

adorned by cases of interesting species” (Yarmouth Independent, 6 January 1917, p. 2). On the other 

hand, important and unusual people came to talk birds with their father.  

Lord Lilford (1833-1896), who maintained a large museum displaying his collection of dead birds, as well 

as extensive aviaries containing exotic birds from around the world, was one of Smith’s birding friends. 

And so was Robert Chase (1852-1927), the wealthy Birmingham manufacturer of brushes who also 

served as president of the Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical Society: “Robert Chase, 

Birmingham, and many other noted collectors, were frequent visitors to Larne House to view rare bird 
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skins and to discuss birds” (Yarmouth Independent, 6 January 1917, p. 2). Some of Smith’s birds are now 

owned by the Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery through its acquisition of the Robert Chase 

collections. 

In addition to hobnobbing vicariously with the gunners and ornithologists who visited their father, the 

boys accompanied him when, “On Saturday mornings, he ransacked the market and poultry stalls 

searching for rare and interesting birds” (Yarmouth Independent, 6 January 1917, p. 2). It is no wonder 

that the family’s fascination with birds and “birders” affected son Thomas so profoundly that his own 

love of ornithology became known wherever he lived and worked. 

Because their father was a well-known local celebrity, his sons enjoyed an echo of his celebrity. In the 

fall of 1901, the local newspapers reported on “the golfing successes achieved in America by the sons of 

Mr. G. Smith of Larne House, Yarmouth” (Eastern Daily Press, 9 November 1901, p. 3).  Several weeks 

later, there was more news: “Arthur Smith, son of Mr. George Smith, of Larne House, New Town, has 

won the open championship of Western Pennsylvania” (Yarmouth Independent, 28 December 1901, p. 

7). The same son made his father proud again seven years later: “Arthur Smith, son of Mr. George Smith 

of Great Yarmouth, who was last year’s professional golf champion in Ohio state, U.S.A., has just carried 

off the honours a second time” (Yarmouth Independent, 17 October 1908, p. 8). And there was good 

news again in 1913: “For the fourth time, Mr. Arthur Smith, son of our well-known townsman, Mr. 

George Smith, won the golf championship and gold medal of the state of Ohio” (Yarmouth Independent, 

1 November 1913, p. 8). 

Before George Smith died, therefore, his sons had become well-known locally as golf’s birds of a feather 

from the links of Great Yarmouth. 
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Royal Montreal’s First Year of Bogey 

By June of 1894, Tom Smith was living at 75 ½ Aylmer Street, within walking distance of the Fletcher’s 

Field golf course. After being awarded the job of Royal Montreal’s golf professional, he had probably 

arrived in Montreal sometime in May.  

Since only six of the forty applications that were received for the job had arrived by March 22nd, and 

since in the case of applications of interest, “the secretary was instructed to write asking further 

particulars” (adding weeks to the hiring process as letters were sent back and forth by boat across the 

Atlantic Ocean), the Royal Montreal committee cannot have completed the selection process much 

before the end of April (Montreal Daily Herald, 16 March 1894, p. 1). The timeline had been similar the 

year before, when Bennett Lang was hired near the end of April and arrived in Montreal just before mid-

May. 

But the Royal Montreal Golf Club’s fixture list for 1894 was announced during the second week of April. 

Unlike Ricketts, who had arrived in Ottawa in mid-March of 1893, Smith will not have been able to 

propose adding a Bogey competition to the club’s schedule of events during his first year at the club. 

And so, the fixtures list for 1894 was the same as that for 1893: all competitions were medal-play 

events, except for the months-long knock-out match-play competition for the Drummond Cup (the 

fixtures are discussed in some detail in the Montreal Daily Herald, 13 April 1894, p. 2). 

How soon after arriving in Montreal might Tom Smith have worked out a Bogey score for the Fletcher’s 

Field nine-hole golf course?  

In May, there was a report from London printed in both the Montreal Star and Montreal Daily Herald 

that reminded Royal Montreal members that in England, people who knew golf were presumed to know 

what a Bogey score was:  

GOLF 

Results of the English Parliamentary Handicap 

London, May 11 – In the Parliamentary Handicap at Furzedown, on Saturday, the Hon. A.J. 

Balfour, M.P., giving a stroke, halved his match with Mr. C.L. Anstruther, Clerk to the House of 

Lords. Mr. Anstruther was two holes up at the turn, but Mr. Balfour won the 10th and 11th holes, 
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thus bringing the match “all square.” From that point every hole was halved in “Bogey” score. 

(Montreal Star, 12 May 1894, p. 8) 

Most Royal Montreal club members would have noticed this newspaper item. In early conversations 

with their new golf professional, Royal Montreal members who had not been to Ottawa the previous fall 

must have asked Tom Smith what a Bogey score was, how it was determined, and what the Bogey 

scores for the nine holes of the Fletcher’s Field course would be. 

Still, whatever knowledge of Bogey scores Smith imparted to club members during his first season in 

Montreal, a description of the golf course published in the Montreal Star in the fall of 1894 shows that 

he had made no headway with the writer who used the pseudonym “Putter” when writing about the 

Royal Montreal Golf Club. A member of the Ladies’ Golf Club, “Putter” wrote a hole-by-hole account of 

what the golfer faced on the Fletcher’s Field course but showed no hint of an awareness of Bogey scores 

(in fact, she does not even hint at the yardage of any holes): 

Fore [Caddie] and [Bag] Caddie having been selected, the “teeing Ground” for the “First Hole” 

is reached…. Stroke after stroke is made till the “Putting Green” is reached….  

The next we reach is the “Elm,” a beautiful sweep of green, and standing majestically in the 

centre, in solitary grandeur, is the old elm tree which only too often has been struck by the 

swiftly flying balls. 

Then the “Cemetery” driver is given, a most difficult one, as the two roads leading to the 

cemetery must be crossed. However, with patience and perseverance the difficulties are 

overcome, and we look for better things after these first three holes are played out. 

The next is called the “Mountain” drive, and rightly christened, the ascent being steep and 

rocky. 

“Gibraltar” teeing ground [comes next], a very favorite one, owing to the picturesqueness of 

the surroundings …. Having driven from this height, they rapidly descend the steep hill, in 

pursuit of the balls, to feel the soft grass of the meadow beneath their feet…. This being an 

easy hole, the fair players need but one hand to count their number of strokes. 

The charms we leave behind us rival those we next approach, “The Meadow,” the teeing 

ground hidden behind the Sumacs. One hears only the report of the club, or driver, as it strikes 
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the ball …. Again the ball is addressed, and with a few clear strokes, the putting green number 

six is reached and played out. 

Still another hill must here be climbed where … the drive is taken through the “Hall” property 

…. 

Next comes the “Orchard” … a short and easy hole – the ambition of old and young to 

accomplish it in three strokes. 

Number nine brings them “Home,” and … they count up their strokes to see who has taken the 

fewest number of strokes ….  

(Montreal Star, 10 November 1894, p. 9, emphasis added to highlight the names of the golf 

holes) 

When H. Stanley Smith assessed the course for Horace G. Hutchinson around 1890, he provided at least 

a hint as to the length of the holes and he also implied the scores that might be expected on them: 

The weak point … is the short distance between the holes – a good drive and an iron shot will, 

in most cases, bring you to the putting-green; on the other hand, there are no links in the old 

country where a topped ball, off either the drive or iron, is more invariably and unmercifully 

punished … A Willie Park or John Ball, junior, would cover … these links in an average of four 

with little trouble, but the moderate player finds no difficulty in running up an average of six 

and even getting beyond it. (H. Stanley Smith, “Golf in Canada,” in Famous Golf Links, ed. 

Horace G. Hutchinson [London: Longman, Green, and Co., 1891], pp 191-92) 

H. Stanley Smith implies a vague awareness of the concept of par, insofar as he suggests that top 

professional and amateur golfers would shoot 36 on the nine-hole Fletcher’s Field by getting on most 

putting greens with “a good drive and iron shot,” and taking two putts per green. He was writing before 

the invention of Bogey. “Putter” was writing in November of 1894 – after the invention of Bogey, but 

apparently without awareness of it. By October of the next year, however, she had played in a number 

of Bogey competitions. 

The first newspaper account of a Bogey competition at Montreal involves the Ladies Golf Club, whose 

members engaged in such a competition in the fall of 1895 before one of their weekly teas: “The usual 

Thursday tea given by the members of the Ladies’ Golf Club took place yesterday at the club house on 
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Fletcher’s Field…. Prior to the tea a match was played … against a ‘Col. Bogey’ score for golf balls” 

(Montreal Daily Herald, 5 October 1895, p. 2).  

This report might have been supplied to the newspaper by the club’s secretary, Edward Goff Penny, who 

had led the hiring process that brought Tom Smith to Royal Montreal. This report’s casual reference to 

“a ‘Col. Bogey’ score” indicates that the club was familiar with the phantom named “Colonel Bogey.” 

Furthermore, it seems that by October of 1895 the concept of “a “Col. Bogey’ score” required no 

explanation. Even the relatively mundane prize – “golf balls” – suggests that this bogey competition was 

just another of the regular intramural events of the Ladies’ Golf Club (Montreal Daily Herald, 5 October 

1895, p. 2). To attract interest, the Bogey competition required no such “handsome prize” as Ricketts 

had had to put up in Ottawa to attract entrants: “golf balls” did the trick.  

Familiarity with the nature of Bogey competitions would seem to have been established at Royal 

Montreal much earlier than this October competition. Recalling that at English golf clubs it often took 

months to introduce a club’s first Bogey competition, the matter-of-fact report about the Bogey 

competition amongst women in October suggests that there had been a sufficient number of Bogey 

competitions played previously amongst the women for this particular competition to be brought off in 

an easy – almost off-hand – manner.  

As at Ottawa, so at Royal Montreal, this form of competition had presumably been explained and 

introduced by the club’s new golf professional. And just as Ricketts had no doubt helped club secretary 

Alexander Smith work out a Bogey score for the Sandy Hill golf course, so Smith had probably helped 

club secretary E.G. Penny work out a Bogey score for the Fletcher’s Field course – “a ‘Col. Bogey’ score” 

for the men and another one for the women. 

It is also important to note that Royal Montreal had acquired a new member at the start of the 1895 

season: Walter A. Fleming. This early member of the Ottawa Golf Club had become a good golfer over 

the previous two years, his handicap dropping to 6 at Ottawa by the end of the 1894 golf season. 

Representing Ontario in the interprovincial match against Quebec in October of 1893, Fleming had 

played against one of Royal Montreal’s best golfers, Fred Stancliffe, beating him by one hole. Fleming 

quickly established himself as a stalwart of the Royal Montreal team, being responsible for more than 

25% of the eighteen-man team’s points in its one-point victory over the Quebec Golf Club team at 

Quebec in May of 1895. A few weeks later, he further burnished his credentials at Royal Montreal by 

finishing third in the handicap competition at Ottawa in the first Canadian Amateur Golf Championship. 
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From the point of view of this essay, however, the thing to note is that Fleming had played in the Ottawa 

Golf Club’s Bogey competitions of 1893 and 1894 and so brought to his new club experience of Bogey 

culture that may have been useful in establishing a Bogey culture at Royal Montreal. 
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Another Use of Bogey at Montreal 

Although women seem to have played Bogey competitions fairly often at Royal Montrel by 1895, Bogey 

competitions for men seem not to have become a feature of play at Royal Montreal until 1898: “The 

Bogey score of Dixie has lately been fixed at 86, and for bringing all players to this mark, at least, the 

green committee has resolved to introduce bogey competition from time to time” (Montreal Herald, 30 

May 1898, p. 6). We can see that up to the end of the 1897 season at Royal Montreal, “the green 

committee” had not introduced a regular “bogey competition” for men – and perhaps not even “from 

time to time.” 

At Royal Montreal from 1894 to 1897, that is, Bogey competitions were not part of the club’s official 

fixture list for men. But just as the women decided every now and again to play a competition against “a 

‘Col. Bogey’ score,” so groups of men may also have occasionally done so – perhaps not for grand 

trophies with club members’ names attached to them, but rather for golf balls. 

But that the men did not play official bogey competitions between 1894 and 1897 does not mean that 

they did not compete against Colonel Bogey. We can see from the newspaper item quoted above that 

“the green committee” regarded “the Bogey score” as the standard of proper golf on its golf course and 

saw competition against this score as a means “for bringing all players to this mark, at least.” And so, 

although Colonel Bogey seems not to have featured before 1898 as an opponent for a field of all-

comers, he nonetheless functioned as a personal opponent for individual club members during their 

practice rounds. 

The introduction of Bogey scores served an educational purpose. Colonel Bogey became a surrogate for 

the kind of golf displayed in the exhibition matches between Willie Davis and A.W. Smith and between 

Alfred Ricketts and Tom Harley. Davis, Smith, Ricketts, and Harley showed how the game ought to be 

played, and the green committee’s calculation of Colonel Bogey’s scores reminded club golfers of how 

Canada’s best golfers played the game: the initial drive should place the ball on fair grass here; the 

second shot should place the ball on fair grass there; the approach shot should place the ball on the 

putting green; two putts (at most) should see the ball into the hole.  

Like the great golfers of the day mentioned above, Colonel Bogey helped to raise a player’s golf IQ. He 

was a means of education. 
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And so, Colonel Bogey performed a great service in suggesting to Royal Montreal golfers a standard of 

golf play that was more than just respectable: it was proper. 
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Royal Montreal’s Bogey Layout 

As we know, when the Royal Montreal Golf Club left Fletcher’s Field and laid out a new golf course on its 

own property at Dixie in the fall of 1896, the Bogey score was a factor in encouraging improved play 

amongst the men: an important goal of the green committee in calibrating the Bogey score was to bring 

members to the mark of that score.  

But it also seems to be the case that the new nine-hole course was laid out according to what the 

architect thought it was reasonable to expect Colonel Bogey to do on each hole. That is, the golf course 

was designed to accommodate the play of Colonel Bogey. 

At the beginning of 1896, after several years of fruitless attempts to lease Fletcher’s Field on terms that 

would allow the club to make worthwhile financial investments in improvement of its golf course and 

clubhouse, the Royal Montreal Golf Club purchased its own land in Lachine: “the Meloche property … 

known as Summerlee” (Montreal Daily Herald, 28 January 1896, p. 2). It was not far from the Dixie train 

station, and so club members referred to their new property as Dixie.  

Work on the new Dixie layout was underway by the end of the year, but play continued on the Fletcher’s 

Field course until the end of the season. 

The club had apparently let it be known known that it had enough land for an 18-hole golf course, and 

that it ultimately planned to lay out such course, which led the Montreal Herald to report in the fall of 

1896 that at Dixie there is “a good eighteen-hole links laid out under the supervision of a committee 

formed from the club’s most active members” (23 November 1896, p. 5).  But only nine holes were laid 

out in 1896 and more land would be purchased before Willie Dunn, jr., was hired in the spring of 1899 to 

lay out the club’s first eighteen-hole golf course.  

The reference above to “links laid out under the supervision of a committee formed from the club’s 

most active members” may be misleading: it probably means that the committee in question was 

supervising the work of the club’s golf professional, Tom Smith. With such an expert on hand, the club 

would not have had its “most active members” design the new course. 

A review of this new nine-hole layout appeared in the Montreal Gazette in the spring of 1897 (before 

play on the new course had properly begun), and it was probably written by a member of the 

supervising committee who was privy to discussions with Smith about his design philosophy. In the 
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review’s description of the way to play the sixth and seventh holes, for instance, I suspect that we can 

hear Smith’s explanation to the committee supervising his work of how he had conceived these two 

holes: “The sixth and seventh holes measure together nearly 600 yards, and if they are to be taken in 

five a piece, the player must get a far sure drive, a bold iron, and a cautious approach” (17 May 1897, p. 

2).  

We find evidence here that the two holes in 

question were laid out in terms of 

expectations for how many strokes “are to 

be taken” in proper play – but not proper 

play as defined by the play of a golf 

professional such as Tom Smith, but rather 

proper play as defined by the play of the 

more limited Colonel Bogey.  

The sixth hole (“Elm”) was 320 yards long 

and the seventh hole (“Lower Brook”) was 

260 yards long.  

These were hole distances that the Doleman 

brothers (and golf professionals, generally, 

including Tom Smith) had always defined as 

having a par of four: two shots being 

required to reach the green and two putts 

being allowed to hole the ball.  

At Royal Montreal, however, we can see 

that the holes in question were conceived in 

terms of a Bogey score of five: two putts to 

hole the ball after “a far sure drive, a bold 

iron, and a cautious approach” to reach the 

putting surface.  Figure 54 Scorecard for the 9-hole golf course of the Royal Montreal 
Golf Club from 1897 to 1899. 
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And the Bogey score was clearly understood as representing the standard of play that should be each 

club member’s target: implicitly, that is, the sixth and seventh holes “are to be taken in five a piece.” 

Note that the scorecard for this course (which was used until Willie Dunn, Jr, laid out his eighteen-hole 

course in 1899) does not list the Bogey scores for the nine holes. We know, however, that Royal 

Montreal had been designating Bogey scores for the nine holes at Fletcher’s Field since at least 1895 

(when women members occasionally played competitions against “a ‘Col. Bogey’ score”). And we know 

that in the spring of 1898 the Bogey score for the Dixie course was adjusted downward to 86, which 

means that there had been a Bogey score for the 1897 season that was higher (Montreal Herald, 12 

September 1898, p. 7). 

We can infer from the late 1890s scorecard shown above that although there was a fixed Bogey score of 

86 in 1898 (and a fixed Bogey score a stroke or two higher the year before) it was not practical to print 

fixed Bogey scores on Royal Montreal scorecards at this time because, unlike the par scores with which 

we are familiar today, Bogey scores were elastic. They might be changed not only from year to year, but 

also from competition to competition: we recall that in October of 1895, the women played not against 

the Colonel Bogey score, but rather against “a ‘Col. Bogey’ score” (emphasis added). 

For competitions played on a course so wet in the spring as to inhibit the rolling out of the ball, a Bogey 

score might be set higher than a Bogey score set for a course so dry in the late summer that the ball was 

rolling out a very long way. In the spring of 1898, for instance, at the Rosedale Golf Club in Toronto, 

where the Bogey score had been set at 82 when the course was laid out three years before, “The 

Colonel’s score was raised to 84, owing to play being [on] temporary greens” (The Globe [Toronto], 21 

April 1898, p. 10).  

Or it might have been the practice at Royal Montreal to set a bogey score on the day of play: a Bogey 

score for a cold, rainy, windy day being higher than a Bogey score for the very next day if the latter 

turned out to be warm, dry, and calm. In the Bogey competitions that the Ladies’ Golf Club organized at 

Royal Montreal during the 1895 season, it may well be that “a ‘Col Bogey’ score” was calculated anew 

for each match. 

And a Bogey score might be adjusted downward as play by the members of a golf club improved over 

time. In the late 1800s and early 1900s, it was expected that a golf course would become easier to play 

the more traffic there was upon it: foot traffic would compress the soil of fairways and putting greens, 

producing more predictable bounces and rolls over time. Furthermore, as players got to know their new 
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golf course better, they produced better scores on it through what we call “local knowledge” – in other 

words, proper course management. And players often improved quickly and drastically through 

professional instruction, producing much lower scores over the course of even a single season.  

For example, when Frederick Stancliffe joined Royal Montreal in the 

spring of 1893, he was accorded the maximum handicap that the club 

allowed (as was the convention with regard to all new members who 

were new to golf). As he intended to become proficient in the game, 

he immediately received a course of instruction from the new golf 

professional, Bennett Lang, who would later boast that with this Royal 

Montreal member (who had taken up the game only in his mid-40s), he 

had “proved that a golfer can be made out of a middle-aged 

gentleman” (Baxter, p. 36).  

Stancliffe soon won competition after competition at the club, his 

handicap reduced after each victory until, by the end of the year, 

playing as a scratch player, he won one of the club’s top prizes with a 

score of 80.  

Thereafter, he regularly represented Royal Montreal in its matches 

with the Quebec Golf Club, and he regularly represented Quebec in the 

interprovincial matches between Ontario and Quebec. 

All sorts of factors, then, might have been responsible for the 

reduction of the 1897 Bogey score at Dixie to 86 in 1898. 

Note that the Royal Montreal Golf Club also refrained from printing a 

Bogey score on the scorecard for its new golf course laid out at the end 

of the century. Even after the formal opening in 1900 of the full 

eighteen-hole course at Dixie designed by Willie Dunn, jr., provision 

was made on the new scorecard for writing in a Bogey score for each 

of the eighteen holes. 

One can see on the photograph of the early 1900s scorecard shown 

below that a column has been left in the centre for writing in the 

“Bogie” score of the day beside each hole. 

Figure 55 Fred Stancliffe, Official Golf 
Guide for 1899, ed. Josiah Newman 
(New York: privately printed, 1899), p. 
312. 
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One notes also that there was still 

no need to indicate on the 

scorecard a par score. 

Royal Montreal retained the 

names of eight of the holes on the 

nine-hole Dixie course laid out in 

1896, which reinforces the idea 

suggested by the Montreal 

Gazette that Dunn had added nine 

holes to the existing nine-hole 

course:  

Likely as many as five hundred cart 

loads of sand will be spread over 

the present course …. The other 

nine-hole course, now being added 

to the links, was under survey last 

week for laying out …. When the 

full course is in working shape, it 

will be one of the longest courses 

in America. Mr. W. Dunn, of New 

York, said last week that there was 

nothing to hinder it becoming also 

one of the best. (Gazette 

[Montreal], 4 May 1899, p. 2). 

Although the names of eight of 

the holes on the nine-hole Tom 

Smith course were used for names 

of holes on the eighteen-hole 

Willie Dunn course, the distances of many were changed dramatically (the length of “Orchard” was 

halved; “Lower Brook” had almost 200 yards added to it). Remaining unchanged on the Dunn course, 

however, was “Hawthorn” (seen below). 

Figure 56 Scorecard for the first 18-hole golf course of the Royal Montreal Golf 
Club, laid out by Willie Dunn, jr., in April of 1899, full course opened for play in 
1900. 
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The Bogey score for “Hawthorn” would have been three. 

Figure 57 "Hawthorn," Dixie course, Royal Montreal Golf club. Golf [New York], vol 9 no 5 [November 1901], p. 348.In 1897, the 
hole was 110 yards long; in 1900, it was 105 yards long. The clubhouse appears in the background. One player has removed the 
wicker basket marking the hole while the other woman putts. 
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Quebec’s Ubiquitous Bogey 

Given the regular matches between the Quebec Golf Club and the Royal Montreal Golf Club, one is not 

surprised to find that Colonel Bogey had established himself at Quebec by the spring of 1896. He was 

probably in place at Quebec even before this. 

In the spring of 1896, the Quebec Golf Club seems to have been ambitious to publicize the seriousness 

and respectability of its golf culture. The secretary wrote regular contributions to the Quebec Morning 

Chronicle, promoting the game in general, the golf course, and certain members’ scoring 

accomplishments against Colonel Bogey.  

The club had undertaken to measure its golf course precisely and to publish the numbers.  

On the one hand, the club intended explicitly to suggest that its length was comparable to that of the 

Old Course at St Andrews. On the other hand, implicitly anticipating A.H. Doleman’s argument that 

publishing the par scores of golf courses would allow golfers to gauge each course’s level of difficulty, it 

intended to provide a context for its Bogey score of 87: 

One can form some slight idea of the skill necessary to accomplish a full round of our 

(unrivalled in America) links in, say, 100 strokes, by glancing at the subjoined table of distances 

between each teeing ground and hole, as established recently by Messrs. Brodie and 

d’Eschambault, the Club’s efficient Green Committee. 

Figure 58 Left: Players tee off on the 1st tee of the Quebec Golf Club's course on Cove Field circa 1900. The wall of Quebec City's 
Citadel is visible on the right side of the photograph. Right: In the bottom left foreground of the photograph is the 7th tee at the 
base of Cove Field’s Martello Tower closest to the St. Lawrence River. A chalk line marks the forward edge of the tee and a 
marker like the one in the photograph to the left marks the right edge of the tee. The Citadel’s walls appear on the horizon at 
the top of the photo. 
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The full course is 4,700 yards long, as the crow flies, and when one considers the devious routes 

which the gutta percha globe takes, with or against the player’s desire, it will be apparent that 

a distance of at least 3 ½ miles must be covered to make a complete round, the actual distance 

between tees and holes totalling 2 2/3 miles. 

Name of Hole  Distance from Tee Name of Hole Distance from Tee 

Citadel 400 yds   Stevenson 175 yds 

Old-Forts 280   “   Plateau  320   “ 

Tip-top 140   “   Drill Hall 240   “ 

French 276   “   *Home  225   “ 

Cliff  220   “   *Citadel 400   “ 

Tower  271   “   *Old-Forts 280   “ 

Chimney 240   “   *Tip-top 140   “ 

Swamp 285   “   Old Home 400   “ 

Ridge  186   “   Home  225   “ 

*Played twice. 

N.B. – St Andrews links, Scotland, is about 3 1/3 miles in length. (Quebec Morning Chronicle, 6 

June 1896, p. 4) 

At the same time, probably encouraged by the golf club to do so, several Quebec City newspapers 

published a long list titled: “TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN THE GAME OF GOLF.” Included was: “Bogey – 

Usually given the title of Colonel. A phantom who is credited with a certain score for each hole, against 

which score each player is competing” (Quebec Morning Chronicle, 6 June 1896, p. 4) 

A few weeks later, we find an article in the Quebec Morning Chronicle both announcing and celebrating 

the fact that a club member has finally beaten the Cove Field Bogey score – an announcement that 

implies that club members have been suffering defeat at the hands of Colonel Bogey for quite a while: 

To Major Sheppard is due the honor of being the first member of the Club to claim a victory 

over the ghostly Colonel, and with it breaking the record of the links for the season to date….  
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Appended is Major Sheppard’s score [87] compared with Colonel Bogey’s [87], which shows the 

former to be one up in holes, and even as regards strokes ….  

Had the Major played the 5th hole as he generally does his opponent would have been defeated 

in strokes as well as holes. (29 June 1896, p. 1) 

Colonel Bogey was nearly defeated again just a few days later: 

Major Sheppard and Col. Bogey narrowly escaped defeat by Mr. R.C. Patton, two or three days 

after the former achieved his victory over the Colonel.  

Curiously enough, it was the Cliff hole that spoilt both scores … as far as defeating the Colonel 

by strokes is concerned….  

Mr. Patton [finished] one stroke more, but holes all even. (Quebec Morning Chronicle, 6 July 

1896, p. 4) 

It seems that when these scores were made, neither Sheppard nor Patton had been engaged in an 

official Bogey competition. At Quebec, as at Royal Montreal, the practice had developed of members 

playing against Colonel Bogey even when not playing in a competition – and even, in fact, when playing 

a round on one’s own.  

This practice had also become popular in England. It was welcomed by many as an antidote to the loss 

of interest in a round that might occur when early on one suffered a high score: playing for a good 

eighteen-hole score, one despaired that because of a bad score on one or two holes the chance of a 

good overall score was gone, whereas in a match against Colonel Bogey, one knew that since but a 

single hole had been lost to a bad score on that hole, much remained to play for. 

Such had been the case in the rounds at Quebec played by Sheppard and Patton, who had each scored 7 

on “The Cliff” – a hole that was just 220 yards long. They had seriously impaired their medal score for 

the day, but they had only lost one hole to Colonel Bogey, so there was still everything to play for. 

At the end of 1896, the journal Outlook recommended that American golfers adopt “Bogey play” for the 

same reason – as an antidote to the round lost “once the score is ruined by that one unlucky hole”: 

Bogey play, which is only a relentless form of match play, against an imperturbable opponent, 

who never talks back, is far more general in Great Britain than here.  
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At this style of game, the player looks forward to each hole as almost another game. He leaves 

behind him at each tee his discouragements and mistakes and sets out anew to retrieve his 

fortunes.  

It were well for us if, when our next season opens, we plan for more match play and less medal 

play. (cited in Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 2 January 1897, p. 14) 
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A Psychological Use of Bogey 

As we have seen, after the introduction of Bogey competition at the Ottawa Golf Club in 1893, the 

practice at Montreal and Quebec was apparently not so much to organize Bogey competitions 

themselves as to use the Bogey scores determined for their courses as an invitation for golfers playing 

practice rounds to improve their games until their medal scores matched Colonel Bogey’s score. 

At Montreal, Bogey scores were revised bearing in mind precisely the strategy of using the Bogey score 

to incite better play, and at Quebec, individual medal score achievements were clearly measured against 

Colonel Bogey’s score. 

Considering these facts, it is interesting to note that Young Tom Morris had in 1870 reacted to the 

invention of a par score for the Prestwick golf course in the same way. When, at the conclusion of the 

conversation between William Doleman and Davie Strath (about how many strokes it would take to play 

the Prestwick links), the “ideal, or perfect, round was found to be 49” (for the twelve holes), “then says 

Davie, “That is the number we should do it in, if we play perfect golf, but I know we won’t do it.’ While 

Davie was still talking, in walked Tom Morris, Jr., and hearing what Strath was saying, he shook his head, 

smiled, and then said, ‘We’ll hae to try ony how’” (Golf [New York], vol 14 no 2 [February 1904], p. 100). 

He recognized the concept of par as a standard by which to measure achievement in a round of golf, and 

he responded to the par score for Prestwick as an incitement to try to match it or better it. 

The practice of playing a golf hole with its Bogey score in mind, however, seems also to have had an 

unintended but quite noticeable consequence: to the chagrin of some, it installed Colonel Bogey as a 

psychological presence in the mind of golfers – a place where traditionalists were sure that he did not 

belong.  

That is, Bogey scores came to be used by golfers in the 1890s as a way of maintaining equanimity during 

difficult competitive matches. In Golf Illustrated in 1899, W.L. Watson observed this new aspect of golf 

culture – and he did not approve of it: 

How often in these days does one hear a player say when he has lost a hole, “I don’t mind; he 

[the opponent] did it in one less than bogey.”  

We have even heard this counsel given to a player in a club match, “Never mind what your 

opponent does, you just work steadily for bogey all the way round.”  
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A man who did that would certainly not be playing golf; but it illustrates the extent to which 

the local bogey score is assumed as a standard of play. (reprinted in Golf [New York], vol 5 no 6 

[December 1899], p. 399). 

The concept of a Bogey score clearly had practical implications for golf culture beyond the question of 

whether or not a golf club added official Bogey competitions to its fixtures list (as the Ottawa Golf Club 

had done in 1893 an 1894): architects laid out courses to provide a proper challenge for Colonel Bogey, 

golfers practised their games in an effort to match Colonel Bogey, and golfers kept their wits about them 

in competition against others by trying to match the imaginary Colonel Bogey no matter what their  

living and breathing opponent might do. 
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Toronto’s Bogey Man 

Tom Smith’s younger brother Arthur, who had also become a golf professional via caddying at Great 

Yarmouth, followed Tom to Canada – perhaps travelling with him in 1894.  

Ten years later, when Arthur won the Western Open (which was in those days considered a “Major”), 

the Chicago Tribune provided its readers with a brief biography of this unexpected champion: “He went 

originally to Montreal, and from there came to Pennsylvania. Later, he was professional at Washington 

[D.C.], and this year is located at Columbus [Ohio]” (1 July 1905, p. 10).  

Arthur Smith no doubt welcomed this write-up in one of the most important American newspapers, but 

he would have been surprised that his brief sojourn in Montreal was acknowledged whereas the fact 

that he had served for five years as the golf professional of the Toronto Golf Club from 1895 to 1899 was 

omitted entirely. 

Montreal seems to have been Arthur’s base of operation for 

perhaps a year. Confirmation of the Chicago Tribune’s association 

of Smith with Montreal comes from the Yarmouth Independent in 

1895: “A. Smith, of Montreal, has been appointed professional 

player to the [Toronto] club” (17 August 1895, p. 2, emphasis 

added).  

Given that the Montreal club had refused to hire an assistant for 

its original golf professional, Willie Davis, several years before 

Tom Smith was hired, I doubt that Royal Montreal had hired 

Arthur to serve as an assistant to his brother. It may be that 

Arthur made a living in Montreal for a year as a freelance club-

maker and instructor.  

Whatever his situation in relation to Royal Montreal, however, he was certainly allowed (and perhaps 

even encouraged) to play golf on Fletcher’s Field, for, as the Yarmouth Independent observed of its local 

boy made good in Canada: “He is a fine player, and holds the record for Montreal” (17 August 1895, p. 

2). Apparently, Tom had first set the course record with a score of 74; Arthur shortly thereafter reduced 

the record to 72 (Montreal Herald, 17 June 1898, p. 6). 

Figure 59 Arthur Smith (1875-1944), 
Pittsburgh Daily Post, 1 September 1901, p. 
6. 
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In Canada and Britain in those days, club members paid their golf professional a fee specified in his 

contract to accompany them during a round of golf (there was a fee agreed for nine holes and a fee 

agreed for eighteen holes). During such a round, those playing with the professional could observe his 

play and he could offer instruction. So, in addition to whatever work Arthur was able to get making and 

repairing golf clubs and golf balls, he is likely also to have had opportunities to play with Royal Montreal 

members for fees similar to those his brother would have earned. 

Given Arthur’s prowess at the game, one is not surprised to learn that after just a few months at the 

Toronto Golf Club, he “beat all previous records at Toronto” on its new eighteen-hole course; the report 

sent to Great Yarmouth (probably sent by Arthur himself) noted that “His best drive was 238 yards” 

(Yarmouth Independent, 17 August 1895, p. 2).  

Arthur Smith was also a golf course designer. In fact, I believe that he was hired by the Toronto Golf Club 

at the beginning of 1895 to lay out a new golf course on land it had recently acquired: this layout would 

become the first eighteen-hole golf course in Canada. 

To come up with the funds necessary to hire Arthur Smith for the spring of 1895, the Toronto Golf Club 

had inaugurated a creative subscription plan: “Application for membership will have to be accompanied 

with the annual subscription” (Toronto Evening Star, 28 March 1895, p. 2, emphasis added). For the first 

time in the club’s history, one had to pay the membership fee up front. Why? According to the 

newspaper: “It is not intended that anyone shall reap the benefits of the professional services who has 

not paid for the same” (Toronto Evening Star, 28 March 1895, p. 2). But the more important reason was 

to get the cash on hand to pay Smith’s salary in the early months of the year. 

Since the newspaper report about “this rule” designed to enable the hiring of a golf professional comes 

at the end of March in 1895, and since it is also said at that time that this rule “has been adopted with 

great success by the Toronto Golf Club,” one can see that this whole matter was thought through 

months before it was mentioned in the newspaper (Toronto Evening Star, 28 March 1895, p. 2). 

Reference to the “great success” of the new rule means that lots of money has already come in. To have 

born such fruit by March, the new rule must have been passed by the Committee of Management well 

before March. Of course, the brainstorming that produced the new rule occurred well before the new 

rule was ready to be submitted to the Committee of Management, and the brainstorming about this 

money-raising new rule occurred subsequent to the emergence of a desire on the part of certain club 

members to hire a golf professional. 
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I suspect that Arthur Smith was a glint in the eye of certain members of the Toronto Golf Club by the fall 

of 1894. 

Club secretary-treasurer A.W. Smith would have been the person in charge of this 

plan, and he would have been the club official communicating news of the plan to 

Toronto’s newspapers. 

If the idea of hiring a golf professional for the 1895 season was indeed in the 

Toronto Golf Club’s mind before the end of the 1894 golf season, it is interesting 

to note that influential club members, led by its best golfer A.W. Smith and 

including five members of the club’s “Committee of Management,” played for the 

Ontario team against Quebec in the interprovincial competition at Royal Montreal 

in October of 1894.  

Here, they would have been able to observe how Fletcher’s Field was faring under 

the stewardship of the one Smith trained at Great Yarmouth, and they would have 

been able to discuss with members of Royal Montreal their impressions of the 

other Smith – the one who had probably been playing golf with Royal Montreal members and making 

golf clubs and golf balls for them, and who had perhaps also been assisting his brother in greenkeeping. 

Toronto committee members might have had occasion to interview the young man himself. They may 

even have returned to Toronto with creative plans for financing his hiring dancing in their heads. 

By the end of 1894, the Toronto Golf Club was well along in its planning for laying out its first eighteen-

hole golf course. At its annual meeting in March of 1894, “The opinion was expressed that it would be 

advisable to purchase permanent links for the club, and a special committee was appointed to take up 

the matter” (Toronto Empire, cited in Montreal Daily Herald, 26 March 1894, p. 2). Five weeks later, we 

learn that “The Toronto Golf Club have about completed the purchase of 30 acres of the Fernhill estate 

which the club has leased for a number of years” (Canadian Contract Record, vol 5 no 13 [3 May 1894]). 

In July, it was revealed that club secretary A.W. Smith was one of thirteen members who had 

incorporated as the Fernhill Land Company, Limited, and the Toronto Golf Association, Limited (the 

incorporators of the two companies were identical and all were all members of the 1894 Committee of 

Management of the Toronto Golf Club). At this time, the Fernhill property (on which the club’s nine-hole 

course had been laid out in 1893 by “old golfers … A.W. Smith, A.P. Scott, and F.W. Phillips”) was 

purchased (Montreal Star, 30 March 1893, p. 5). And then the club “acquired the right to play on certain 

Figure 60 A.W. Smith, 
Official Golf Guide for 
1899, p. 312. 
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fields to the east of the present links” along both sides of Gerrard Street (in those days, it was still a 

sandy road) when “the captain W.G.P. Cassels deeded this property to it” (The Globe [Toronto], 18 April 

1895, p. 10).  

The laying out of the golf course seems to have occurred in the early spring of 1895, precisely when 

Arthur Smith arrived. We can see that the course was not built in the fall of 1894, for the club’s nine-

hole course was still in play on 25 December 1894, when many members of the Toronto Golf Club 

played a tournament on their frozen links:  

Golf on the Christmas Green 

On Christmas Day, quite a number of the Toronto Golf Club enjoyed themselves over the green 

at Norway Heights. During the morning a cold wind prevailed, but what at one time looked like 

a threatening snowstorm soon died away. The green was hard and keen, and as a few of the 

putting greens are slightly on the incline, no little amusement was caused when a putt very 

cautiously played would wriggle away a dozen feet beyond the hole. After luncheon … 

gentlemen engaged in a sweepstake competition, the conditions being one round of the course, 

or nine holes. (The Globe [Toronto], 26 December 1894, p. 6) 

Although we read in the Globe’s review of the new eighteen-hole course in April of 1895 that “the Green 

Committee have laid out a number of new holes and changed some of the old ones, bringing the course 

up to the full eighteen holes,” such a way of writing about the design of a golf course in the 1890s is 

consistent with the green committee’s merely having supervised a golf professional’s design work 

(rather than having gone out as a committee and staked the course) (The Globe [Toronto], 18 April 1895, 

p. 5).  

On the one hand, a club’s green committee was understood to have charge of the links. On the other 

hand, in the 1890s (and well into the early twentieth century), golf professionals tended to be regarded 

as tradesmen whose services did not necessarily need to be acknowledged in a newspaper anymore 

than those of a house builder: the gentlemen who hired a golf professional to build their golf course and 

the gentlemen who hired builders to raise their mansions often got the credit in the newspapers for 

what was built in their name. 

Having more experience of championship golf than any other golfer in North America, and interested as 

the main instructor of Toronto’s newest members to have a golf course that would develop proper golf 
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skills (both physically and mentally), A.W. Smith would have been very interested to discuss with Arthur 

Smith the Toronto Golf Club’s requirements and expectations with regard it its new course.  

On the one hand, Smith had by this point seen links laid out from scratch or remodelled at Brantford, 

Toronto, Quebec, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ottawa, and Montreal. He knew what was possible for golf-

course designs in Ontario and Quebec in terms of constraints posed by climate, soil, grasses, and natural 

hazards. He would have wanted to assure himself on behalf of the club that Arthur Smith was alert both 

to the club’s general requirements and to the particular challenges of designing a good inland golf 

course on the property that the club owned. 

And in the wake of his encounter at Ottawa in October of 1893 with the concept of Bogey scores, and 

with the practical consequence of Bogey scores both for a new form of competition and for educating 

golfers as to the proper standard of play on any particular golf course, Smith will have been interested 

to discuss with Arthur Smith how he thought holes should be laid out in relation to Bogey scores. 

In the mid-1890s, it took only a few weeks to lay out a golf course and bring it into play. By the second 

week of April in 1895, the club was holding competitions on the new course. On Good Friday, A.W. 

Smith made “a record score of 85 strokes over the newly-laid-out course of 18 holes” (The Globe 

[Toronto], 23 April 1895, p. 8). Shortly afterwards, he reduced the record to 84, and in May he shot 81. 

By mid-summer, however, Arthur Smith had reduced the record to 77. 

The Bogey score of the 1895 course was probably somewhere between 77 and 81, although after 

certain holes were re-designed and certain others were eliminated, leading to the lengthening of the 

course by several hundred yards, the Bogey score in 1898 was 82. 

And it seems likely that the new golf course was indeed accorded a Bogey score as soon as it was 

opened for play in April of 1895. After all, the new eighteen-hole course laid out in Rosedale for the 

Deer Park Golf Club just three months later was accorded a Bogey score (82). So, by the spring of 1895, 

knowledge of Bogey scores had clearly arrived in Toronto and implicitly become a standard by which to 

convey information about the challenge represented by a golf course. 

It is likely that the bearer of Bogey scoring standards to Toronto in 1895 was the city’s first golf 

professional: Arthur Smith. 
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Who Was Rosedale’s Bogey Man? 

The Deer Park Golf Club of Toronto (which was founded in 1893 and played at Moore Park on St Clair 

Avenue, where the club had secured a lease on its golf grounds and made “a special effort to get them 

in good shape for the [1894] season), suddenly decided during the 1895 golf season to re-locate to a 

new property in Rosedale (The Globe [Toronto], 11 April 1894, p. 6).  

Poor John Moore, who owned the land on which the links of the Deer Park Golf Club had been laid out, 

ended up with a golf course but no golfers: 

Moore Park Golf Links 

In the prettiest suburb of the city, Mr. John T. Moore, an enthusiast in golf, has laid out a 

splendid course, which presents many attractions to the player. It consists of nine holes and has 

just enough hazards to make the game interesting without rendering it disheartening and 

exhausting to the amateur. Mr. Moore has generously thrown open these links for public use, 

so that the royal game may be encouraged. (The Globe [Toronto], 21 October 1895, p. 6) 

And so was born Toronto’s first public golf course. 

Concerning the Deer Park Golf Club’s new “full 18-hole links” in Rosedale, the New York editor of Golf 

(Josiah Newman) tells readers that it “was laid out in June, 1894” (Golf [New York], vol 2 no 4 [April 

1898], pp. 13-14).  But he must have meant 1895, for it was only in March of 1895 that plans had been 

initiated for the Deer Park Golf Club to amalgamate with a sports club whose grounds were in Rosedale 

(see The Globe [Toronto], 30 March 1895, p. 17). It was reported in June of 1895 that “A golf club has 

been formed in connection with the Toronto Lacrosse Club, and links will be laid out in the grounds” 

(Toronto Evening Star, 22 June 1895, p. 8). September brought news of success: “The Deer Park Golf 

Club has amalgamated with the Toronto Lacrosse & Athletic Association, and links have been laid out at 

Rosedale” (Toronto Evening Star, 12 September 1895, p. 3).  

From the point of view of the golf club, access to the Lacrosse Club’s ground was perhaps the most 

important immediate advantage of this amalgamation, but the greatest benefit in the long run was that 

it brought into the golf club the cricket-mad secretary-treasurer of the Toronto Lacrosse Club who 

handled the amalgamation and who would soon be on his way to becoming Canada’s greatest amateur 

golfer: George S. Lyon. 
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And so, the Deer Park Golf Club’s new course was laid out in Rosedale in June of 1895 (not 1894), and by 

mid-September of 1895, it was reported that “Several well-known members of the club who have 

recently played over the course have expressed themselves as well pleased with it” (Toronto Evening 

Star, 12 September 1895, p. 3).  The golf course was deemed not yet ready for club competitions, which 

would not begin until the 28th of September; in fact, we learn that in mid-September the links still “are 

receiving every attention of the groundman, who hopes to have them second to none in the country in a 

short time” (Toronto Evening Star, 12 September 1895, p. 3). Even so, no more than 14 holes seem to 

have been available for play even when the club started to use the course at the end of September, for 

we learn in the spring of 1896 that “The links at present consist of 14 holes, but four more will be added, 

which will make everything complete” (Toronto Evening Star, 2 April 1896, p. 3). 

From the point of view of this essay, what is interesting about the golf course as of September of 1895 is 

that it had been assigned a Bogey score even before all eighteen holes were completed: that is, the 

designer seems to have planned it with a Bogey score in mind from the beginning (rather than leaving 

this matter for a green committee to determine for a Bogey competition to be played at some future 

point after the opening of the course). 

Note the following account of the first competition on the course on 28 September 1895, which 

happened to be a competition by medal play: 

DEER PARK CLUB’S HANDICAP 

The first handicap of the season was played on Saturday over the new links at Rosedale, 18 

holes. The grounds were found to be in first-rate order, and about twenty members took part in 

the competition.  

Mr. J.E. Baillie won the medal, with a fine score of 97 strokes, less 15, net 82, which equals 

Colonel Bogey’s score over the course. (The Globe [Toronto], 1 October 1895, p. 6) 

Since four holes would not be completed until the next spring, the club presumably had competitors 

play four holes twice to make up the eighteen-hole score or allowed the four holes yet to be completed 

to be played nonetheless, perhaps with temporary greens. Interestingly, although the competition was 

by medal play, the club’s secretary felt it was important to report to the newspapers the Bogey score for 

its new golf course. 
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This emphasis on the Bogey score suggests that the Deer Park Golf Club wanted to establish a Bogey 

culture like the ones we have observed in place at the Quebec Golf Club and Royal Montreal around the 

same time: by evaluating the winner’s net score in terms of the Bogey standard, that is, the club 

secretary was implicitly using the Bogey score as a way of informing both the public and club members 

about the score that proper golf should produce on the new golf course.  

And this announcement of a Bogey score for the golf course before significant play had even begun on it 

and before the last four holes had been completed indicates that calculation of a Bogey score had not 

awaited news of members’ actual experience on the course. The kind of negotiating and voting in 

committee to establish a Bogey score (of which W.L. Watson complains above) seems not to have been 

necessary. The Bogey score had presumably been determined before any golf had been played on the 

course by a simple mathematical analysis: a knowledge of the length of each hole and a calculation of 

how many strokes it would take Colonel Bogey to cover the distance in question yielded the Bogey 

score. 

I suspect that just as Bogey was apparently in the mind of architect Tom Smith and the supervising 

committee at Royal Montreal when the Dixie course was laid out in 1896 (in terms of which holes were 

to be taken in five, which were to be taken in four, and which were to be taken in three), so it was in the 

mind of the architect who laid out the Rosedale course in June of 1895. And it seems to me quite likely 

that the person who laid out this course with awareness of the Bogey scores appropriate for holes of 

certain lengths was not “the captain” (as reported by Josiah Newman), but rather the latest of the Great 

Yarmouth Bogey brothers to get an appointment at a Canadian golf club: Arthur Smith (Golf [New York], 

vol 2 no 4 [April 1898], pp. 13-14). 

But it was probably the captain of the Deer Park Golf Club who arranged for Arthur Smith to lay out the 

Rosedale course, and the two of them probably walked the grounds together as this work was done, 

leading the captain retrospectively to be credited with the layout in the item about Rosedale in the 1898 

issue of Golf (New York) cited above. 

There were close connections between the Deer Park Golf Club and the Toronto Golf Club at this time. 

For instance, Francis Gordon Osler, the son of Edmund Boyd Osler (Toronto Golf Club president from 

1892 to 1893, and donor of the Osler Trophy to the club in 1894), was a member of the Deer Park green 

committee (The Globe [Toronto], 26 October 1895, p. 13). More interestingly, in May of 1895, the 

captain of the Deer Park Golf Club, James Ferrier Kirk, was listed in the Globe as one of “the members of 
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the Toronto Golf Club [who] competed in a handicap sweepstakes” on “the Queen’s Birthday” (28 May 

1895, p. 6).  

I suspect that Kirk was not 

actually a member of the 

Toronto Golf Club, but 

rather a guest that day. 

Although he was listed by 

the Toronto Golf Club as 

one of the players in the 

“Queen’s Birthday” 

competition, he did not 

submit a scorecard. And 

he is never mentioned in 

the newspapers before or 

after this competition as a 

member of the Toronto 

Golf Club. 

In the fall of 1894, not yet having been named Deer Park Captain, Kirk had established himself as one of 

the best golfers at the club when he won the October Handicap Medal as a scratch player (The Globe 

[Toronto], 30 October 1894, p. 8). At the Toronto Golf Club in May of 1895, however, he was accorded a 

handicap of nine.  

As Deer Park’s best player, Kirk was well known to members of the Toronto Golf Club from the previous 

fall when the first two matches ever played between the clubs were held. He had played on Toronto’s 

nine-hole course at the end of 1894 when the Rosedale team was defeated by the Toronto team in a 

home-and-away pair of matches begun on the Deer Park Golf Club’s nine-hole course at Moore Park at 

the beginning of November and concluded on the Norway Heights course of the Toronto club at the 

beginning of December. 

On Victoria Day in May of 1895, Kirk was playing the Toronto club’s new eighteen-hole layout for the 

first time. My guess is that he had been invited to play the new Arthur-Smith-designed golf course in 

Figure 61 James Ferrier Kirk on the golf course of the Rosedale Golf Club. The Globe 
[Toronto], 28 November 1896, p. 1. 
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connection with the idea that Smith would also lay out the Rosedale course with Kirk a week or two 

later in June. 

Kirk knew nothing of Bogey. 

He had been born in St Andrews in 1848, immigrating to Canada in the late 1860s to take a position in 

the Bank of British North America. From the late 1870s, however, he was employed by the London and 

Canadian Loan and Agency Company, becoming its manager in the late 1880s. He was widely known as a 

“Canadian sportsman” (The Globe [Toronto], 5 September 1898, p. 2). In addition to his support of the 

Deer Park Golf Club and the Rosedale Golf Club, he supported the flourishing North American culture of 

dog shows as a widely respected judge in great demand at events throughout Canada and the United 

States. When he died unexpectedly in 1898 (at fifty years of age), at his funeral, “Many friends of the 

deceased among dog fanciers and golf enthusiasts were in the congregation” (The Globe [Toronto], 6 

September 1898, p. 12).   

Kirk was named to the founding executive committee of the Royal Canadian Golf Association in 1895. 

And he not only represented Rosedale in its matches with the Toronto Golf Club, but he was also named 

to the Ontario team to compete against Quebec in the 1895 Interprovincial Competition (although he 

did not play) (The Globe [Toronto], 26 September 1895, p. 8). Two years later, along with fellow 

Rosedale members George S. Lyon and Vere Brown (winners of the Canadian amateur Championship 

before the end of the nineteenth century), he was also named to the 1897 Ontario Interprovincial Team. 

Returning to the game in his mid-forties for the first time since leaving St Andrews when he was hardly 

out of his teens, Kirk’s golf game was improving each year, so much so that, shortly after Toronto Golf 

Club member W.A.H. Kerr won the Canadian Amateur Championship of 1897, Rosedale designated Kirk 

to take on Kerr in the club match between Rosedale and Toronto: “The play between Mr. J.F. Kirk, the 

Rosedale Captain, and Mr. W.A.H. Kerr, the Canadian champion, was exceedingly interesting, Mr. Kirk 

finishing in the lead” by two holes (The Globe [Toronto], 26 October 1897, p. 8). 

Having finished second at the Third International Golf Championship at Niagara-on-the-Lake in 1897, 

Kirk spent most of the first week of September of 1898 in the town preparing to compete in that year’s 

tournament. But the surprisingly extreme heat of late summer made him feel unwell: 

Early last week Mr. Kirk went to Niagara-on-the-Lake to participate in the golf tournament. For 

a time, Mr. Kirk had been a sufferer to some extent from a cardiac affection, and the excessive 

heat compelled his return to the city on Friday night. He visited Dr. Tyrrell and, after taking 
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some restoratives, felt considerably better. Later on, he became very weak, and Dr. Tyrrel 

advised Mrs. Kirk to send for Rev, Father Walsh, who administered the last rites of the Catholic 

Church…. On Saturday morning, Mr. Kirk expired. (The Globe [Toronto], 5 September 1898, p. 2) 

In addition to his golf legacy, Kirk left a widow and ten children. 
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And Who Was the Niagara Bogey Man? 

The golf tournament in which Kirk was preparing to compete in 1898 had first been proposed by the 

Queen’s Royal Hotel of Niagara-on-the-Lake in May of 1893. At the time, since there were so few 

American golf clubs, the hotel had proposed a grand tournament for Canadian golf clubs only. But by 

1895, there were so many more well-established American clubs that an international committee of 

expert golfers was formed to organize the first International Golf Championship for September. 

The women’s championship, won by Mary Madeline 

Geale of Niagara-on-the-Lake, would be conducted over 

the nine holes of the links on the Mississauga Common, 

but the Niagara-on-the-Lake Golf Club wanted an 

eighteen-hole course for the men’s championship and so 

it hurriedly prepared a second nine-hole course on the 

Fort George Common on the other side of town so that 

the two nine-hole courses could be used to make an 

eighteen-hole circuit. 

The newness of the one course, where the greens were 

not all that they should have been when the tournament 

opened, and the fact that cattle grazed on the other 

course up to the day before the competition (even 

during the women’s practice rounds), led to widespread 

complaints that the quality of the golf had been 

compromised by such poor conditions. The Niagara-on-

the-Lake Golf Club immediately resolved that there should be no such complaints at the 1896 

tournament. As the editor of the Boston journal The Golfer observed in November of 1895: 

The links at present are certainly not in good condition, but the soil to the south of the town on 

the Niagara River is excellent, and with a reasonable amount of money expended, there can be 

made a fine golfing course. The ground is owned by the Dominion government and steps are 

being taken to secure control of the [Fort George] common, so that the course can be properly 

laid out and improved without fear of being ruined by the grazing cattle. (vol 2 no 1 [November 

1985], p. 7) 

Figure 62 Madeline Mary Geale (1865 -1923), circa 
1895. 
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And under the supervision of club secretary-treasurer Madeline Mary Geale, the laying-out of the new 

course was undertaken in mid-June of 1896: 

The Niagara tournament … promises to be better in every way than that of last September. The 

new links [of nine holes on the Fort George common last year] had only just been laid out at 

that time, and although all the players equally shared the disadvantages, it was perhaps a little 

difficult for everyone. This year, at the annual meeting of the 13th inst., several hundred dollars 

were voted towards having the course put in the best possible order – a resolution which the 

executive committee lost no time in setting in motion. The Fort Mississauga links have been 

given up, and a very beautiful eighteen-hole course completed on the Fort George common. 

(The Buffalo Commercial, 20 June 1896, p. 13) 

The executive committee meeting took place on Saturday, June 13th, and the Buffalo Commercial 

reported on Friday, June 19th, that “A fine new, 18-hole course has been laid out on the Fort George 

common, and the greens are being put into the best of condition” (19 June 1896, p. 9). 

We can see, then, that the course was laid out between Monday, June 15th, and Thursday, June 18th. The 

work seems to have been accomplished swiftly and surely – dare one say, professionally?  

Recall that The Golfer expressed an interest that the new course “be properly laid out” (The Golfer, vol 2 

no 1 [November 1895], p. 7). Was there a suggestion that the nine-hole course laid out on the Fort 

George common in the summer of 1895 had not been properly laid out? Is this why it was not in proper 

condition for the championship? Was The Golfer suggesting that a golf professional be commissioned to 

lay out the new eighteen-hole course? 

There were few golf professionals in Canada, and only one of them had laid out eighteen-hole golf 

courses. 

Golf indicates in 1898 that the new Niagara-on-the-Lake 

course had been laid out by the club president at the time, 

Charles Hunter, and the club captain at the time, Captain 

Robert Geale Dickson (the first cousin of the secretary-

treasurer, Madeline Geale). But we recall that Golf (New 

York) also indicated in the same issue that the Rosedale 

course was laid out by Captain Kirk. As at Rosedale, so at Figure 63 Left, Charles Hunter, c. 1895. Right: 
Captain R.G. Dickson, c. 1890. 
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Niagara-on-the-Lake, I suspect that the designer was Arthur Smith. 

We know that the new course had been accorded a Bogey score in 1896 because the achievement of 

the winner of the tournament’s handicap contest was measured against it: “The winner of the handicap 

turned up in Mr. Stewart Gordon of Cobourg, a gentleman who has been playing on the old country links 

during the summer and who was let in easily at a handicap of eight. He went around in ninety-five, and 

with eight less, had a bogey score to his credit” (Buffalo Courier, 3 September 1896, p. 7). The Bogey 

score, then, was 87. 

In this regard, it is interesting to note that in August of 1895 the Niagara-on-the-Lake Golf Club 

published a detailed description of the two nine-hole courses to be used for the inaugural International 

Golf Championship, and there seems to have been no awareness then of the proper Bogey score for the 

golf holes. In the detailed, hole-buy-hole analysis of the Fort Mississauga course, the emphasis is on the 

hazards faced here and there rather than on the number of strokes it should take to complete a hole – 

which is a question raised with regard to just one hole: “No 5, 250 yards. If a road hazard is cleared in 

the drive, this should easily be made in four” (cited in Buffalo Courier, 18 august 1895, p. 9). 

Just two other holes are discussed in terms of the score to be made: 

No. 2 hole, 165 yards, may be driven, but as this hole is in Fort Mississauga, surrounded by a 

deep dry moat and high grassy embankments, not to mention some old rifle pits in the line of 

play, the player may think himself lucky who makes it in four…. 

No. 6, 540 yards, is the most difficult, as well as the longest hole in the course, furnishing a 

variety of hazards, and is not likely to be done in under seven. (cited in Buffalo Courier, 18 

august 1895, p. 9)  

The club mentions what these two holes might be done in, but there is no indication – to quote Davie 

Strath – of what they “should” be done in.  

The description of another hole more vaguely implies what it might be done in: “No. 9 is a long hole and 

not of a highly sporting character. A good shot from the tee will carry a sand bunker, while a good brassy 

stroke will give you a good lie on grass over a rutty road. A long cleek or brassy stroke will land on 

green” (cited in Buffalo Courier, 18 august 1895, p. 9). 

Again, however, it is not clear whether the three long shots required to reach the green are to be 

expected of golfers as part of proper play or instead represent mere heroic possibilities. As. A.H. 
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Doleman pointed out in the 1880s regarding the first hole at Hoylake, the fact that its putting green can 

be reached in two strokes does not make the par of the hole four, and so the fact that the ninth green of 

the Fort Mississauga course can be reached in the three long shots mentioned does not indicate the 

number of strokes it should take to reach the green. 

Of only one hole do we find a description that implies the kind of thinking that founds conceptions of 

Bogey and par: “No 4, 400 yards. A long drive over rough ground lands on a grassy slope, with a … 

bunker [to be carried[ in the shape of rifle butts about 150 yards away and in direct line for the hole. A 

successful brassy shot will land on level turf, with good approach” remaining from there (cited in Buffalo 

Courier, 18 august 1895, p. 9). If the club assumed that two putts per green was to be expected, this 

description implies the proper score for the hole: five. 

The design of the eighteen-hole course on the Fort George common in June of 1896, however, had the 

hallmarks of the Smith brothers’ Bogey design principles: 

The length of the holes has been so arranged that a fair drive, followed by a good brassy, cleek, 

or iron play, is required to reach the green in the proper number of strokes. Mistakes in driving 

are especially punished, but the “tee” stroke being well played, the ball is either on the putting 

greens or lying in good ground for the next stroke. (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 26 

August 1896, p. 15) 

This paragraph was supplied by a Toronto Mail and Empire reporter who had never played golf before 

and confessed to knowing nothing at all about the game until being taken out on the course by Charles 

Hunter, whose information he was clearly channelling in his article.  

Occurring in less than a year, the conceptual differences between the club’s descriptions of its golf 

courses is remarkable, and the extraordinary increase in the sophistication of its understanding of “the 

proper number of strokes” it should take to complete a golf hole is a sure sign that Charles Hunter and 

his fellow executive committee members at Niagara-on-the-Lake now know what a Bogey score is. 

Hunter, that is, the prime mover in golf culture in Niagara-on-the-Lake since he established a summer 

home in the town in the mid-1870s, conveyed clearly to the reporter the concept of Bogey scores: 

according to Bogey theory, each hole should be completed in “the proper number of strokes,” and so, 

the architectural practice on the Fort George common was to design each hole with a Bogey score in 

mind. Unlike British and Canadian golf courses designed before either the concept of Bogey or the 
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concept of par became known, the Niagara-on-the-Lake course would have no holes about which 

committees would debate the proper bogey score: the Bogey score was established by the architect.  

Through Hunter, the Toronto and Niagara-on-the-Lake golf clubs had long been intertwined. Madeline 

Geale’s older cousin John Geale Dickson had laid out the first golf holes in Niagara-on-the-Lake on the 

Fort George common in the mid-1870s, and his twin brother Captain Robert Geale Dickson had been 

named the club captain (that is, president) when the first golf club was officially organized in 1882, but 

Hunter was the one who kept the club going. When, between 1885 and 1886, “In consequence of 

several of the members leaving Niagara, it was found impossible to keep up the club,” Hunter stepped 

forward to retrieve the situation. At the beginning of 1889, as incoming president of the Toronto Golf 

Club, Hunter determined to bring its resources to bear on the problem: “owing to the efforts of Mr. C. 

Hunter, … there is every prospect of Niagara becoming a golfing ground again. The Toronto Golf Club 

intend having the links put in good shape, and to play twice a week if possible” (Golfing Annual: 1888-

89, p. 157). 

The Niagara-on-the-Lake golf course had always attracted players from Toronto during the summer, 

who found it easy of access because of the timely and efficient regular ferry service between city and 

town. And Hunter enjoyed hosting his fellow Toronto golfers in his stately summer residence, as well as 

beating them on the Fort Mississauga links. Hunter’s clear explanation of the Bogey principle of golf hole 

design to the Toronto Mail and Empire reporter suggests that he knew well the architectural theory 

behind Arthur Smith’s work at Toronto and Rosedale in laying out Canada’s first eighteen-hole golf 

courses. Hunter, furthermore, was the chairman of the Toronto Golf Club’s green committee in 1896, 

meaning that he would have had a very close working relationship that year with Arthur Smith, so I think 

it is likely that he “borrowed” Arthur Smith to lay out the eighteen-hole Fort George course in June of 

1896 (The Golfer, vol 2 no 6 [April 1896], p. 169). 

Along with his brother Tom, Arthur Smith was invited to participate in a professional competition at the 

1896 International Golf Championship. The Canadian supporters of the tournament hoped that the prize 

money on offer would attract eight professional entrants, but so eager were people to see the Smith 

brothers in action that the tournament committee was persuaded to go ahead with the professional 

contest even when it seemed there would be just one American-based professional to oppose them: 

The committee this afternoon decided to give the purse for the professional [championship], 

whether the requisite eight professional entries were made or not, as Foulis, the Chicago Open 
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Champion of the United States, and Arthur Smith and [Tom] Smith of Montreal, the two best 

professionals in Canada, have entered and a meeting between these three is greatly desired by 

Canadian golfers. This afternoon, Arthur Smith went around the course in the remarkable score 

of 81 …. (Buffalo Courier, 30 August 1896, p. 16) 

Arthur Smith’s demonstration of his excellent form one week before the professional contest was 

scheduled to take place may have made up the committee’s mind to proceed with the event. Although 

1896 U.S. Open champion James Foulis did not show up in Niagara-on-the-Lake, the prospect of 

watching Arthur Smith play against him must have whetted the appetite of Canadian golf enthusiasts. 

Why was Arthur Smith in Niagara-on-the-Lake on the Saturday before the tournament was to begin on 

Wednesday of the following week? Furthermore, the professional contest was not to occur until the 

following Saturday. Smith had not come to Niagara-on-the-Lake to spend the week preparing for the 

tournament: he returned to Toronto after his remarkable round of golf in August. He did not show up 

again in Niagara-on-the-Lake until the day of the professional contest, and the rough ferry trip that 

brought him to town that day played a big role in the outcome of the event.  

On the one hand, the point of Smith’s visit to Niagara-on-the-Lake may have been to generate pre-

tournament publicity. His scores were reported in several Canadian and American newspapers. And he 

was quoted as declaring that the new golf course was the best in Canada: “The links were put in 

excellent shape for playing and Arthur Smith, the Toronto professional, who went around … in 81 and 

88, pronounces them the finest in Canada” (Boston Evening Transcript, 5 September 1896, p. 4).  

On the other hand, I suspect that he had come to Niagara-on-the-Lake out of an almost proprietary 

interest: he was there precisely to ensure that “the links were put in excellent shape for playing.” On the 

day of Smith’s visit, a Buffalo newspaper reported that “the new Fort George links … have been put in 

the best possible condition” and that “No expense has been spared to have the ground in excellent 

order” (The Buffalo Commercial, 29 August 1896, p. 12). If Smith had indeed received the mandate in 

June to build the “properly laid out” golf course that the editor of The Golfer regarded as the sine qua 

non of the second International Golf Championship, follow-up visits to check on the progress of the new 

links would have been par for the course, so to speak (The Golfer, vol 2 no 1 [November 1895], p. 7). He 

may have been on site in July for the same purpose: “The new 18-hole course was laid out in June and is 

now in excellent condition and the greens are receiving special preparation for the tournament” (Buffalo 

Courier, 25 July 1896, p. 9). 
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To the relief and gratification of everyone associated with the new layout, golfers agreed with the 

verdict of the Democrat and Chronicle: “The links are in first-class condition and are far superior to those 

used last year” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 2 September 1896, p. 11). 

In Smith’s declaration that the new eighteen-hole layout at Niagara-on-the-Lake was the best golf 

course in Canada, there was probably an element not just of self-congratulation, but also of self-

promotion. He will have noticed that Willie Dunn, Jr., the golf professional regarded as the best course 

designer in North America in those days, and certainly the most prolific, was quoted in newspapers 

wherever he went as assuring golf clubs that they had given him excellent land upon which he would 

build them the best golf course on the continent.  

All ambitious architects adopted this mantra. 

The Country Club of Rochester was certainly paying attention to Smith’s work at this time. At the end of 

August, just before the International Golf Championship was to begin at Niagara-on-the-Lake, the club 

hired Arthur Smith precisely to layout their first eighteen-hole golf course. 
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Rochester’s Triple Bogey Men 

Arthur Smith had been the talk of several towns in advance of the International Golf Championship.  

He had drawn the special attention of Rochester golfers, particularly the president of Rochester’s Thistle 

Golf Club, John Harry Stedman (1843-1922), who was shopping for a golf professional who would lay out 

a proper eighteen-hole course in Rochester. 

In competitions played against the Buffalo Country Club, Rochester 

golfers had discovered that they far preferred the Buffalo golf course 

to their own. The Rochester men seem to have complained that 

their golf course was too difficult – the holes were too long, the 

holes were all the same length, the scores for a round of golf were 

too high – whereas at the Buffalo course, not only were scores 

lower, but there was also an interesting and enjoyable mix of long 

and short holes.  

Stedman had published an article in the local newspaper at the 

beginning of August comparing and contrasting the courses at 

Rochester, Buffalo, and Shinnecock Hills, his purpose apparently 

being to explain and justify (and reconcile his members to) the fact 

that the course record at Rochester was 111, as compared to 88 at Buffalo and 84 at Shinnecock Hills 

(Democrat and Chronicle, 1 August 1896, p. 14). 

By the end of the month, however, he had not only accepted that the existing golf course was deficient, 

but he had actually hired someone to build Rochester an eighteen-hole golf course just like the one in 

Buffalo, and that person was Arthur Smith.  

Smith brought architectural know-how to Rochester, and he also brought Colonel Bogey with him. 

Stedman, president of a local steam heat company (and later the inventor of the streetcar transfer 

ticket, as well as the fuzzy pipe cleaner still produced today), had been one of Rochester’s golf pioneers. 

In the fall of 1894, he had been one of the first persons in Rochester introduced to the game: 

Golf was first brought directly to the notice of Rochester people a year ago by the late William 

S. Kimball, who took several local men down to his links at Nantucket. The autumn months of 

Figure 64 John Harry Stedman (1843-
1922). 
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last year saw the South Park links laid out and called into use by Mr. Kimball, Frederick P. Allan, 

J.H. Stedman, W.W. Webb, Josiah Anstice, and a few others. These links proving unsatisfactory, 

when the Country Club took possession of the Bloss-Parsons property on East Avenue, an effort 

was made to have one laid out on the club grounds. (Democrat and Chronicle, 22 November 

1895, p. 15) 

The layouts of late 1894 and early 1895 would have shocked our modern understanding of what a golf 

course should be.  

In a field across Brighton Road (also known as East Avenue), which ran in front of the clubhouse, there 

were nine holes averaging 350 yards each, “making a total distance of something less than two miles” – 

that is, about 3,500 yards (Democrat and Chronicle, 5 July 1895, p. 8). An average length for nine-hole 

courses today, this would have been the longest nine-hole course in North America at that time. More 

interesting to today’s golfer is the fact that instead of “erecting ‘bunkers’ of earth and sod,” Rochester’s 

first golfers had “bunkers and hazards built of fence rails” (Democrat and Chronicle, 14 November 1895, 

p. 15). 

Yet one ought not to be shocked by such golf architecture in the mid-1890s. A few years later, for 

instance, the early American golf club manufacturing company Wright & Ditson published advice on 

building a golf course that recommended precisely this sort of architectural strategy for land that had no 

natural hazards: “Where nature, by some oversight, has forgotten to provide hazards or bunkers, they 

should be built by man”; try “wooden hurdles with sloping sides” (although “the ball often strikes them 

and bounds over on the other side”); or try “building hedges of branches, such as are used in hurdles of 

steeple-chasing” (although “the ball is apt to be lost in them or creep into such a nook as to be 

unplayable”) (Guide to American Golf [Wright and Ditson, 1895; second edition 1897], pp. 29-35). 

Fortunately, Rochester golfers would not have to face fence-rail hazards for long. 

At the end of the summer of 1895, at the inaugural International Golf Championship at Niagara-on-the-

Lake, two things taught Stedman that the understanding of golf prevailing in Rochester at that time was 

primitive. On the one hand, he learned what golf could be by following hole-by-hole what Willie Dunn, 

jr., declared to be the best golf match yet played in North America: the championship final between 

Canada’s best amateur golfer, A.W. Smith, and America’s best amateur golfer, Charles Blair MacDonald. 

On the other hand, he saw on the nine-hole links laid out on the Fort Mississauga and Fort George 

commons the nature and variety of hazards prevailing on a state-of-the-art golf course in 1895. He 
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returned home determined that Rochester golfers should have two things: a proper golf course and 

instruction in the art of the proper golf swing.  

And so, back in Rochester, he founded a golf club, and then hired a golf professional.  

“The Thistle Club of Rochester” was born 28 September 1895 (Democratic Chronicle [Rochester], 29 

September 1895, p. 15). Stedman was elected president. Apparently, “The golf fever had been steadily 

spreading during the late summer months, but not till after the international tournament at Niagara-on-

the-Lake … did it become epidemic”:  the “enthusiastic report” brought back by those who were at the 

event was identified as “the provoking cause” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 22 November 1895, 

p. 15).  

The golf professional hired shortly afterwards was Thomas Gourlay, a “a well-known Scottish 

professional golfer” (Courier and Argus [Dundee, Scotland], 12 August 1897, p. 4). He had been born in 

St Andrews in 1857, learning how to play golf on the “Old Course.” He played in the 1885 Open 

championship at St. Andrews, but by the late 1880s he had gone south to work as greenkeeper at Royal 

Wimbledon, where he will have met Alfred Ricketts. In 1890 he was appointed “as professional and 

green man” at the new nine-hole golf course laid out at Llandrindod Wells in Radnorshire, Wales, by the 

Royal Wimbledon golf professional Alexander Patrick (Field, no 1963 [9 August 1890], p. 212). By the fall, 

however, he had been hired at the new Bowden Golf Club near Altrincham, England, where he was to 

bring a new eighteen-hole course into play: “The council of the club have recently engaged T. Gourlay, 

formerly of St. Andrews and latterly of Wimbledon, as professional and greenkeeper, and under his care 

the new and enlarged course opened in September has largely improved” (Field, no 1977 [15 November 

1890, p. 736). Gourlay set the course record the following summer. In the spring of 1894, “The 

committee of the [Didsbury] Golf Club … engaged Gourlay, late of Bowden, as greenkeeper,” but just 

over a year later he was off to Rochester (Golf [London], vol 7 no 182 [9 March 1894], p. 412). 

By November of 1895, Gourlay had laid out a new nine-hole course to replace the unsophisticated 

layout that had done service at the beginning of 1895: “There are ten men at work on the links of the 

Country Club at present, getting the ground in better condition. They are erecting ‘bunkers’ of earth and 

sod, which will be a great improvement over the old bunkers and hazards built of fence rails” (Democrat 

and Chronicle [Rochester], 14 November 1895, p. 15).  

As can be seen on the scorecard produced below, the golf course comprised nine holes ranging in length 

from 215 to 400 yards (given that the drive of a good player in those days was understood to travel 
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around 175 yards, we can see that none of the putting surfaces was intended to be reachable in one 

shot). 

Like the original nine-hole course, Gourlay’s layout used the field across Brighton Road in front of the 

clubhouse, but it also used a field to the side of the clubhouse: “The result is that [a] links with nine 

holes, covering some thirty acres, occupies the property on both sides of East Avenue [or Brighton Road] 

in front and rear of the club house” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 22 November 1895, p. 15). 

Gourlay touted his achievement and promised an even better course if more money were spent upon it: 

Mr. Gourly [sic], the “greens keeper,” said yesterday to a Democrat and Chronicle 

representative: 

Figure 65 Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 10 May 1896, p. 15. Image modified and enhanced. 
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“Rochester golfers have what may be made one of the best links that I have ever driven a ball 

over. As it is, few equal it, but the judicious expenditure of a little money in constructing more 

bunkers and thereby increasing the difficulties of play would be a great advantage. Especially is 

a bunker needed to guard the home hole.” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 22 November 

1895, p. 15) 

Play commenced at a tee in front of the clubhouse, proceeding right of the building and away from the 

road, and then the second hole reversed the direction of play, paralleling the first fairway and returning 

toward the road. (The photograph of the clubhouse below seems to have been taken from the first tee.) 

As can be seen on the map below, the Gourlay layout required that two shots be played across the road 

running in front of the clubhouse seen above: after the tee shot on the second hole, one had to play 

across the road to reach the field where the course from the spring of 1895 had been laid out; similarly, 

Figure 66 Country Club of Rochester clubhouse (from 1895 till its destruction by fire in 1902), as seen from the first tee. 
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one on the ninth hole, one had to play back across this road from the field in question to reach the final 

green beside the clubhouse. (Note that roads were regarded as proper “natural’ hazards of the day.)  

Gourlay’s ten-man crew built four bunkers (highlighted in purple on the map above), but not the one 

that he wanted for the ninth hole. Gourlay also referred to “embankments and ditches which have been 

constructed in different parts of the field,” and he indicated that he had used “fences,” “trees,” and “the 

East Avenue roadbed” as hazards “to increase the difficulties of making a round and thus call a player’s 

skill into use” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 22 November 1895, p. 15). The seventh and ninth 

fairways crossed each other, leading the newspaper to report: “The course doubles upon itself, but this 

is not felt to be a serious defect” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 22 November 1895, p. 15). 

Figure 67 Democrat and Chronicle, 10 May 1896, p. 15. 
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Gourlay left the Country Club of Rochester at the end of the 1895 season and moved on to Baltusrol, 

leaving the Thistle Golf Club without a professional until early in May of 1896. And much work remained 

to be done on the golf course he had laid out. In fact, the work was not regarded as done until Rochester 

welcomed rivals from Buffalo to a competition in July of 1896: 

The first match of the season on the grounds of the Country Club will take place on Saturday 

when the golf team of the Buffalo club will meet the representatives of the Thistle Golf Club of 

this city. Work on the links of the Thistle Golf club has been going on for many weeks and the 

whole new course will probably be in first class condition for the tournament on Saturday…. 

The visitors will certainly find a course of unusual perfection in the one on the Country Club 

grounds, and the entire length of it, [excepting] perhaps a hundred yards, will be in view from 

the piazza of the Country Club house. (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 9 July 1896, p. 15) 

The person supervising this work on the Gourlay layout was the golf professional hired in May. 

Since Gourlay had left Rochester for Baltusrol in the fall, the question of who would succeed him had 

hung in the air. Indeed, the Thistle Golf Club was still discussing the “very important” matter of “the 

engagement of a greens-keeper” at a club meeting called by Stedman at the end of April the next year 

(Democrat and Chronicle, 22 April 1896, p. 1). Only in May of 1896 was it announced that a new man 

had been found: 

Thistle Golf Club’s Professional 

David Honeyman, from St Andrews, has been engaged as the professional for the Thistle Club 

for the season.  

This means that he will be the professional greens-keeper of the Thistle Club’s course at the 

Country Club’s grounds.  

He will also instruct members in the game. (Democrat and Chronicle, 5 May 1896, p. 5) 

Like Gourlay, David Honeyman was from St Andrews and learned his golf on the Old Course. His 

greenkeeping lineage was impeccable. He was the son of Old Tom Morris’s long-time assistant, David 

Honeyman, sr., who has by some historians come to be regarded as the co-greenkeeper of St. Andrews 

in those days (given how often Old Tom was away laying out other courses and competing in 

professional matches).  
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As a young amateur in the spring of 1875, David Honeyman, jr., was a member at St. Andrews of the 

Rose Golf Club, comprising writers, clerks, drapers, and so on – young men who did not want to play 

with the working-class men of the Mechanics Club but who were not yet eligible for membership of the 

venerable Thistle Golf Club of St. Andrews. Other members of the Rose Golf Club included A.W. Smith 

(Canada’s best golfer from 1882-1901), Davie Strath, Jamie Anderson, Willie Fernie, and Young Tom 

Morris (who had died at Christmas). Until late in the 1870s, David Honeyman retained his amateur 

status and, along with his brother John, represented the St. Andrews club in matches against other 

Scottish golf clubs. In 1880, he was on the same St. Andrews team with George Fernie in a match against 

a team from Carnoustie. By 1882, however, he had become a golf professional (alongside George Fernie) 

at the Leven Golf Club of Scotland.  

Honeyman arrived in the United States, where he would spend the rest of his life, in the fall of 1895. 

Having no appointment yet at an American club, he engaged to play for $100 at Christmas, 1895, at 

Lakewood, New Jersey, against the local golf professional: “a professional golf match will be played on 

the Lakewood links, on Christmas day, between Willie Norton, of the local club, and David Honeyman, of 

the St. Andrews Club, Scotland” (Vogue [New York], vol 6 no 26 [26 December 1895], p. iv). Alas, 

Honeyman lost 5 and 4, but he was not without resources for much longer, as we know, for the fact that 

he was available for appointment to an established golf club became known to Stedman. 

Yet Honeyman’s tenure at the Country Club of Rochester was not much longer than Gourlay’s: hired in 

May, Honeyman completed the Gourlay course by July, and then he was replaced at the end of August 

by the Toronto Golf Club golf professional, Arthur Smith. 

This high turnover-rate in the appointment of golf professionals in Rochester is not surprising or 

unusual. Golf was booming in the United States from the mid-1890s onward, with dozens and dozens of 

new golf courses being laid out each year, and dozens and dozens of new golf professionals arriving 

from Scotland and England each year. And so, there were lots of positions from which golf professionals 

could choose, and there were lots of golf professionals from which clubs could choose. In the 1890s and 

early 1900s, golf professionals were moving from club-to-club in what seems in retrospect to have been 

a game of musical chairs: few sitting in one pro shop in the fall of the year were not sitting in a different 

pro shop in the spring of the next year. 

Stedman seems to have secured the services of Arthur Smith on a short-term basis: he would work at 

Rochester for just the fall of 1896; by the spring of 1897, he was back as usual at the Toronto Golf Club. 
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The latter had already loaned their golf professional to other golf clubs for short periods. The Hamilton 

Golf Club, for example, had secured his services for a couple of weeks in the spring of 1895 and for a 

couple of weeks in the spring of 1896. He probably also laid out a new nine-hole course for the Hamilton 

club at the end of the summer of 1895. And, as I have argued above, Smith seems also to have laid out a 

new eighteen-hole course for Rosedale in June of 1895. 

News of Smith’s impending employment at Rochester emerged at the 1896 International Golf 

Championship at Niagara-on-the-Lake.  

Although the 1896 U.S. Open Champion James Foulis of Chicago had initially entered the professional 

tournament, he was unable to play, so the Smith brothers ended up facing two other U.S. professionals: 

“Tomorrow, the big professional match will be played, for a purse of $200 cash, between William Tucker 

of St. Andrews [Yonkers, New York] and H.W. Rawlins of Utica [New York], and Arthur Smith of Toronto 

and [Tom] Smith, the Montreal crack. Betting stands about even on Rawlins and the Montreal man” 

(Chicago Tribune, 5 September 1896, p. 7). 

There had been a professional exhibition match at the 1895 tournament (“Foulis, of Chicago, easily beat 

Tucker, of the St. Andrews Club” [Montreal Daily Herald, 7 September 1895, p. 2]), but the prospect of 

serious competition among four accomplished professionals at the 1896 tournament led local golf 

enthusiasts to expect that they would witness the best golf every played in Canada: 

There is considerable excitement over the professional match, which will occupy the whole of 

tomorrow. William Tucker of St. Andrews and Harry Rawlins of Utica, the two best men in the 

Eastern States, came to Niagara thirsting for revenge on Foulis of Chicago, who had entered 

but who finds it impossible to be present owing to the Chicago tournament, which begins on 

Monday. Against Tucker and Rawlins will be arrayed Arthur Smith of Toronto and [Tom] Smith 

of Montreal. Eighteen holes will be played in the morning … and eighteen in the afternoon …. 

While either Rawlins or Tucker is expected to win, there is a strong feeling that Arthur Smith 

may surprise people, as he has been making some wonderful scores for the Niagara links. 

(Buffalo Courier, 5 September 1896, p. 6) 

The Buffalo Courier described Horace Rawlins, winner of the U.S. Open in 1895, and Willie Tucker, the 

nephew of Willie Dunn, jr., as “the two best men in the Eastern States,” and the newspaper then made a 

timid prediction: “On form, Rawlins or Tucker should win, but Arthur Smith has been doing the links in 

good style and should have a good chance” (Buffalo Courier, 4 September 1896, p. 6).  
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Two days before the scheduled contest, “Tucker of St. Andrews went around the links … in ninety-five” 

and he declared himself “as confident of receiving the prize as are the two favorites [Horace Rawlins and 

Tom Smith]” (Chicago Tribune, 5 September 1896, p. 7). Recalling that a week before this contest was to 

take place, “Arthur Smith went round the course in the remarkable scores of 81 and 88,” the Buffalo 

Courier wisely alerted readers (particularly those of a betting disposition) to the prospects of the 

Toronto golf professional (Buffalo Courier, 30 August 1896, p. 16). 

But, alas, Arthur Smith made a costly mistake before play had even begun. Although Tucker, Rawlins, 

and Tom Smith had shown up early in Niagara-on-the-Lake for a day or two of practise on a golf course 

that was new to them, Arthur Smith came to Niagara-on-the-Lake on the morning of the event. The 

problem was not that he lacked experience on the course: he had played it many times and he was in 

good form. The problem was that he decided to travel to Niagara-on-the-Lake by ferry: this decision 

would lead to his undoing. 

The weather on the day of the contest was miserable, there being “a disagreeable, drizzling, chilly rain”; 

consequently, “the links were in bad condition, and nearly all the greens were muddy”; and so, “none of 

the players felt like playing” (Chicago Tribune, 6 September 1896, p. 6). But people had turned out 

expecting to see a great contest, and so the match went ahead, and “A large number of spectators 

followed the players despite the rain,” witnessing what the Democrat and Chronicle called “great golf 

play by professionals” (6 September 1896, p. 15). 

The bad weather, however, had made the ferry crossing from Toronto to Niagara-on-the-Lake one of the 

worst of the season, and it cost Arthur Smith his chance of first prize: 

In the morning, H. Rawlins … and Arthur Smith of Toronto started the 

ball rolling.  

Smith arrived this morning from Toronto and when the game opened, he 

was in bad form. He came by water, and the lake was rough. Smith was 

seasick, and it was no surprise that he was defeated.  

The first hole, on the first drive, Smith sent the spere over the fence to 

the left of the links and got a bad lie in the long grass. It took him eight 

strokes to do the first hole, and Rawlins did it in four. (Chicago Tribune, 6 

September 1896, p. 6) 

Figure 68 Horace 
Rawlins, 1895, wearing 
his USGA medal. 
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The Toronto man played the next eight holes in two strokes less than Rawlins, but “Smith could not 

recover the lost ground at the start and was two behind on the first nine. The second nine holes were 

played faultlessly by both, the strokes being forty-two each” (Chicago Tribune, 6 September 1896, p. 6). 

Willie Tucker became the talk of the tournament:  

Tucker was in grand form and made the first nine in forty. He avoided all bad lies and created a 

sensation by his phenomenal plays …. 

The afternoon round was started with only four strokes 

between all the players, and it was anybody’s game. Tucker 

and “Tom” Smith began the round and Tucker again put up a 

grand game. Tucker did the first nine in forty-two, while Smith 

took forty-six. On the second nine Tucker’s work was uniform 

throughout. He made the first six in the nominal score of four 

strokes each, winning out in forty, a new record for the 

Niagara links. Tom Smith played well but took forty-four to do 

the first nine holes and finished in ninety. Arthur Smith 

redeemed his morning form by beating Rawlins by one stroke, 

finishing in eighty-five, while Rawlins took eighty-six. (Chicago 

Tribune, 6 September 1896, p. 6) 

Tucker won easily: he shot 168, Rawlins shot 174, Arthur Smith shot 175, and Tom Smith shot 178. But 

everyone recognized that if Arthur Smith had not been suffering from wobbly legs and an indisposition 

of stomach as he began play, the contest between him and Tucker would have been close: “Arthur 

Smith … showed himself a player of the highest ability …. and can be looked for in the future” (Ottawa 

Daily Citizen, 7 September 1896, p. 3). 

Reports of Arthur Smith’s good play also noted that “He has been engaged by the Rochester Club” 

(Ottawa Daily Citizen, 7 September 1896, p. 3).  

Smith was certainly on site at Rochester in the fall, as we can see from an account of “the annual 

handicap tournament of the Thistle Golf Club” at the beginning of November: “as this is one of the most 

important events of the season, it is probable that the attendance will be large. A. Smith, the new 

greens-keeper, will give an exhibition” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 3 November 1896, p. 15). 

Figure 69 William H. Tucker, circa 
1900. 
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He had been brought to Rochester to create the Country Club’s first eighteen-hole golf course, and it 

seems that implicit in his mandate was the requirement to create some shorter holes.  

A few weeks before hiring Smith, Stedman seems to have faced grumbles from club members who had 

played against the Buffalo Country Club at the end of July. A week after the Buffalo match, we find him 

publishing an article in the Democrat and Chronicle in which he observes that “the unexpected shortness 

of these [Buffalo] links was rather a handicap to the local team which played the Bisons on Saturday 

last” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 1 August 1896, p. 14).  

Since all golfers were playing the same holes, it is not clear how a short hole per se could have favoured 

the Buffalo team, but we can read between the lines to see that Stedman felt somewhat defensive 

about the lack of short holes on his own golf course. Recall that the nine-hole Gourlay course had no 

hole shorter than 215 yards – that is, no hole that could be reached with the initial drive, for, as 

Stedman acknowledged, “the maximum length of a drive varies between 175 and 200 yards for the best 

performers” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 1 August 1896, p. 1).  

At Rochester, in other words, there were no holes that a golfer could expect to complete in three 

strokes. 

By contrast, the Buffalo golf course had eleven holes that were well under 200 yards in length – that is, 

eleven holes potentially reachable with the initial drive! Ignoring eight of these holes, Stedman 

concentrated his criticism on Buffalo’s three shortest holes: “A study of the [scorecard] … will show that 

in the three short links [holes] of 71, 89, and 95 yards, the Buffalo club has a great advantage in placing 

the course record lower than” at Rochester (Democrat and Chronicle, 1 August 1896, p. 1). 

Accepting that the Country Club needed a new layout, and apparently having acceded to members who 

wanted an easier course with shorter holes than Gourlay had designed, Stedman presumably 

communicated to Smith that it would be good if the new layout had some shorter holes than before – 

but not too short! 

Smith was certainly not expected to make an eighteen-hole course comprising long holes exclusively. 

After all, he was confined to the same space in which Gourlay had laid out nine holes. To make his 

eighteen-hole course, Smith only added about 1,300 yards to the original nine-hole course, as can be 

seen below from the version of the scorecard for his layout that was published in the Democrat and 

Chronicle, but he divided several of the original holes in half to make two short holes out of one long 

one.   
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Smith kept the (renamed) first hole the same.  The long second hole was made into two: one on the 

clubhouse side of Brighton Road (or East Avenue); the other, on the other side. The third hole 

(“Meadow-lark”) became the new fifth (still called “Meadow Lark”). The fifth (called “Stonewall”) 

became the new seventh (still called “Stone Wall”). And the sixth (called “The Hickory”) became the new 

eighth (still called “Hickory”). The original ninth hole, “Homestead,” seems to have become the new 

eighteenth, also called “Homestead,” having been shortened from 295 yards to 213 yards. 

Smith did not introduce any holes that were as short as the three that Stedman had criticized at Buffalo, 

but he introduced seven holes measuring less than 200 yards – holes potentially driveable in one stroke.  

Yet perhaps Smith’s most important contribution to Rochester golf culture was his introduction of the 

concept of Bogey: “The Bogey score of this course is seventy” (Democrat and Chronicle, 2 October 1897, 

p. 18). This is the first time the word “Bogey” appears in the Democrat and Chronicle as a description of 

a golf score.  

Arthur Smith seems to have become the Johnny Appleseed of Bogey around Lake Ontario – 

disseminating knowledge of Colonel Bogey to Toronto, Rosedale, Niagara, Hamilton, and Rochester. 

Like Gourlay, however, Arthur Smith did not stay at Rochester to see the building of his golf course 

through to completion. He returned to the Toronto Golf Club, as it had probably been understood all 

Figure 70 Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 5 August 1897, p. 11. 
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along that he would. Unlike Gourlay, however, Smith himself arranged for his replacement: arriving at 

the Country Club of Rochester late in April of 1897 would be his older brother, Harry W. Smith. 

Arthur Smith must have facilitated the negotiation of a contract between the Country Club of Rochester 

and his brother, for Harry Smith arrived in Halifax in April of 1897 indicating that his future was set: 

when he crossed the border into the United States, he informed immigration authorities that his 

occupation was that of a “Prof. Golf Teacher” and that his destination was the “Rochester Golf Club”; his 

last permanent residence had been “Great Yarmouth,” and he intended to stay in the United States 

permanently.  

 

Figure 71 United states immigration card for Harry W. Smith. 

Harry Smith’s first job at Rochester was to put the finishing touches on his brother’s new layout and to 

bring it into play. Less than a month after he arrived, “The Thistle Golf Club team defeated the Toronto 

Golf Club team … on the links of the Country Club. There was a good attendance, fine weather, and the 

greenskeeper had the links in fine condition” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 23 May 1897], p. 15). 

And the report at the height of the summer was that “The links are in exceptionally good shape this 

season” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 17 July 1897, p. 15).  

His second job would have been to help the club’s handicap committee understand the Bogey score that 

his brother had accorded the layout (we can infer from the local newspaper’s explanation of the term 
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that the course had been accorded a Bogey score at the time of its construction, rather than in relation 

to Bogey competitions, since the latter were not introduced at Rochester until 1898). In the following, 

some of the unusual idioms suggest that we can perhaps hear Harry Smith’s own voice in the 

newspaper’s explanation of the concept of Bogey: 

Handicaps in golf are figured from a Bogey score. Colonel Bogey is an imaginary opponent, and 

is a first-class player, being able to make the links in as few strokes as possible, barring 

miracles. The Bogey score of this course is 70, and if a man gets a handicap of twenty, it means 

that with good consistent golf (as he plays it), he should do the course in ninety. If he plays 

better than he usually does, he would come – when his handicap is taken from his gross score – 

below the seventy, and the man doing his best work, considering his previous play, will be the 

lowest in net score. (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 2 October 1897, p. 18) 

As the glowing reports above on the state of the golf course would have been provided to the 

newspaper by the club secretary, the Country Club of Rochester seems to have been quite happy with 

Harry Smith’s work. Yet Smith did not stay at Rochester for the 1898 season. Instead, he went to the 

Hamilton Golf Club and was replaced at Rochester by our old Bogey friend Alfred Ricketts.  

These changes of position seem to have occurred only at the beginning of 

the 1898 season.  

On the one hand, we read in Golf (New York) that Ricketts was at Albany 

until the end of April of 1898: “Much to the regret of all members of the 

club, A. Ricketts, the professional, leaves at the end of the month for 

Rochester to take charge of the golf club there. Albany’s loss is Rochester’s 

gain, for in him they get one of the most painstaking and obliging men in the 

business, a clever instructor, and a corking good player” (Golf [New York], 

vol 2 no 4 [April 1898], p. 45).  

On the other hand, the Montreal Herald reported in June of 1898 that Harry 

Smith had “lately taken the position of professional to the Hamilton Golf 

Club” (Herald [Montreal], 17 June 1898], p. 6).  

It may be that Rochester had not wanted to lose Smith anymore than Albany 

had wanted to lose Ricketts and that just as Rochester sought out Ricketts, 

Figure 72 Harry W. Smith, 
1901, Portage Golf Club, Akron, 
Ohio. Akron Beacon Journal, 22 
June 1950, p. 41. 
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so Hamilton had sought out Smith to serve as its first full-time golf professional. 

When Ricketts left Ottawa at the end of 1895, he became the golf 

professional at the Albany Country Club for the 1896 and 1897 seasons. 

In addition to redesigning the golf course, which he “much improved,” 

he immediately introduced Colonel Bogey to the club members (Official 

Golf Guide for 1899, p. 205). The club’s best player, Harry Roy Sweny (a 

high finisher in U.S. Amateur Championships, an inventor of new golf 

club designs, an author of a guide to playing golf, and a designer of a 

golf course in the Adirondacks), was so impressed by what he learned of 

Colonel Bogey that he immediately commissioned a trophy to be 

awarded in his name: “The ‘Colonel Bogey’ trophy offered by Harry Roy 

Sweny for the lowest score made by any member [of the Albany 

Country Club] by the last of November will be awarded on Thanksgiving 

Day” (Boston Evening Transcript, 17 October 1896, p. 7). 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the first thing that Ricketts did at Rochester 

was to organize a Bogey competition. Whereas at Ottawa, after the 

announcement in May of 1893 that there would be a new method of play that season called Bogey 

competition, it had taken virtually the whole season to prepare members for the Bogey competition 

itself in November, at Rochester, because the Smith brothers had previously introduced club members 

to the concept of Colonel Bogey and the idea of proper Bogey scores for each hole, Ricketts was able to 

introduce Bogey competition in the first tournament of the year: 

The first handicap of the season was played by the Country Club of Rochester on the home 

grounds yesterday afternoon. It was by a new style of play to the Rochester men, being hole 

play, a handicap match [by] hole. In it, every man plays, not against the man he is playing with, 

or to see in how few strokes he can make the eighteen holes, but against Colonel Bogey, an 

imaginary opponent, who is supposed to play perfect golf, and the player’s ambition is to win 

holes from him by making the holes in as few strokes as the Colonel is supposed to take. Of 

course, that would be impossible for the ordinary player, so every man is allowed a certain 

number of strokes, according to his ability as a golfer, which strokes he is allowed to take off his 

score at specified holes, giving him a chance with his allowance to down the colonel. (Democrat 

and Chronicle [Rochester], 8 May 1898, p. 19) 

Figure 73 Harry Roy Sweny, Keep 
Your Eye on the Ball (Albany, New 
York: James B. Lyon, 1898), p. 11. 
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Although Ottawa’s first Bogey competition produced unusual scores, the result of Rochester’s first 

competition was quite typical of results produced at English golf clubs at this time: “The Colonel held his 

own against the thirty men who tried their fortune against him yesterday, beating them from three to 

seventeen holes in the round…. The new style will, it is thought, become popular as the season 

advances” (Democrat and Chronicle, 8 May 1898, p. 19). 

Rochester’s first Bogey competition at the beginning of May of 1898 had been played on a new golf 

course designed by Ricketts: “The new links are rapidly being toned and will be in fine shape for the 

game between Toronto and the local club on the 21st of this month [May]” (Democrat and Chronicle, 8 

May 1898, p. 19). The scorecard that appeared in the local newspaper is shown below. 

From the Smith course, Ricketts kept the first hole dating back to Gourlay, renaming it “Horse Shoe.” 

And he kept the second hole, renaming it “Big Tree.” Smith’s fifth to seventh holes were unchanged as 

they became Ricketts’ seventh to ninth holes.” Ricketts shortened the tenth, “Apple Tree,” by 70 yards. 

Figure 74 Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 30 June 1898, p. 12. 
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He lengthened the fifteenth, “The Orchard,” by 39 yards, and he made it his thirteenth (with the same 

name). Smith’s sixteenth to eighteenth holes were retained as Ricketts’ sixteenth to eighteenth, “Grape 

Vine” lengthened by 62 yards, “The Lane” lengthened by 85 yards, “Homestead” (renamed “All Over”) 

lengthened by 15 yards.  

The only known image of Alfred Ricketts shows him on Rochester’s seventeenth hole – named the “The 

Lane” on both his course and Smith’s course – and so the image is called “Driving the Lane.” Seen below, 

the image seems to be a sketch drawn from a photograph, a technique used by newspapers in the 1890s 

and early 1900s as an alternative to the more difficult and costly technology at that time of publishing 

photographs themselves. 

Overall, Ricketts lengthened the eighteen-hole Smith course by 504 yards and increased the Bogey score 

by five strokes. 

Incidentally, club members initially chafed at this Bogey score. They regarded it as practically 

unachievable: none of them could break 80 on the course. But shortly after having completed the new 

Figure 75 Alfred Ricketts "Driving the Lane," Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 28 October 1923, p. 38. 
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layout, having nominated its Bogey score as 75, Ricketts went round the course in 74 – one less than 

Bogey (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 30 June 1898, p. 12). 

So much for that! 

It was undoubtedly the Smith brothers and Ricketts who introduced and established Bogey culture at 

the Country Club of Rochester. And it was by pitting himself against the Bogey scores established by the 

Smith brothers and Ricketts that one of the young caddies later taught by Ricketts – Walter Hagen – 

began a golf career that would see him win eleven Major championships, second all-time only to Tiger 

Woods and Jack Nicklaus. 
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Hamilton’s Golf Smiths 

In Hamilton, efforts were underway throughout the summer of 1894 to gauge interest among the city’s 

sportsmen in the idea of organizing a golf club. An August newspaper headline – “To Form a Golf Club” – 

announced that a critical momentum had been achieved: “A movement is on foot to organize a golf club 

in this city. A couple of meetings have been held, and grounds are now being looked for” (Hamilton 

Times, 27 August 1894, p. 8). 

On Friday afternoon, 28 September 1894, the men behind the movement met in downtown Hamilton to 

appoint an organizing committee: 

A Golf Club 

Yesterday afternoon, at a meeting held in the Canada Life building, it was decided to form a 

golf club. Mr. A.G. Ramsay presided, and, as a result of a lengthy discussion, a committee was 

appointed, consisting of Messrs. [F.G.]H. Patterson [Pattison], T.H. Macpherson, P.M. Bankier, 

F.H. Mills and A.D. Stewart, to secure suitable grounds. Mr. W.F. Burton was appointed 

provisional secretary, and he will transact all business until the election of a Board of officers. 

(Hamilton Times, 29 September 1894, p. 7) 

So far, the meetings had been private, involving only the network of known golf enthusiasts. And at 

every meeting, the question arose as to where a golf course might be built. Possible locations had been 

discussed in August – “grounds are now being looked for” – but at the end of September the search had 

become serious: “a committee was appointed … to secure suitable grounds.” 

In less than a week, the committee had done its 

work, a site was located, and a meeting officially to 

create a golf club was advertised in the Hamilton 

Times. The golf enthusiasts were going public, and 

they were inviting the public to join them. (See the 

image to the left). 

An item drawing attention to this advertisement 

appeared elsewhere in the same issue of the 

newspaper: “It will be seen by an advertisement Figure 76 Hamilton Times, 4 October 1894, p. 8. 
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elsewhere in these columns that a meeting of persons interested in the formation of a Golf Club is to be 

held … tomorrow afternoon. The gentlemen who are endeavoring to form a new club are confident of 

success, and old players who are desirous of seeing this favorite sport established in Hamilton are 

cordially invited to attend the meeting” (Hamilton Times, 4 October 1894, p. 1). 

The newspaper account of the meeting shows that the organizers were ready to roll:  

The Golf Club 

Many of the enthusiastic gentlemen who assembled at the Board of Trade rooms yesterday 

afternoon for the purpose of establishing a club for the practise of the royal and ancient game 

of golf were, perhaps, not aware of its great antiquity, although many of them had frequently 

taken part in or watched a game on some of the many golf links in old Scotland. It is an 

amusement peculiar to Scotland, and in Edinburgh, the public golf links are as well known as 

those of St. Andrews…. The following gentlemen, in pursuance of a notice calling a public 

meeting, gathered at the Board of Trade rooms between 4 and 5 o’clock yesterday for the 

purpose of forming a golf club: Messrs. A.G. Ramsay, A.D. Braithwaite, W.F. Burton, T.H. 

Macpherson [Board of Trade President], A.D. Stewart [Hamilton Mayor], Major MacLaren, H.C. 

Baker, F.H. Mills, J.J. Stuart, S.C. Newburn, C. Ferrie, Dr. Osborne, J. Crerar, J. Pottinger, and G. 

Hope. Upon motion, the Mayor [Stewart] was elected Chairman, and Mr. W.F. Burton acted as 

secretary. The object of the meeting was shortly explained, as well as the proposition to use the 

property of the Fair Association adjoining the Jockey Club as temporary grounds upon which to 

establish golf links. Mr. Crerar moved the appointment of Hon. [Senator] D. McInnes as 

President of the club, and Mr. Ramsay, in a few well-chosen remarks, seconded the resolution, 

which was carried. Mr. Macpherson moved the appointment of Mr. Ramsay as Vice-President, 

and the same gentleman, seconded by Mr. Burton, proposed Mr. G. Hope as Secretary-

Treasurer of the club. This, as well as a motion appointing a [management] committee 

consisting of Messrs. Stewart, Braithwaite, Bankier, and Pattison (Grimsby) was carried. 

Previous to the election of officers, Mr. Braithwaite [had] proposed that a golf club be formed, 

and Mr. Burton moved that the same be called “The Hamilton Golf Club.” It was decided to 

adopt the rules of “The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews.” And after some minor 

details, the meeting adjourned, having launched into existence a new organization for the 

development of the game of golf by the lovers of sport in this city and neighborhood. (Hamilton 

Times, 6 October 1894, p. 7) 
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The ground secured at the beginning of 

October for the laying out of 

Hamilton’s first golf course (“the 

property of the Central Fair Association 

adjoining the Jockey Club”) was well-

known and convenient to electric 

railway service: “The links can be 

reached by the Barton or Sherman 

Avenue cars, which run frequently” 

(Hamilton Times, 15 December 1894, p. 

1). Furthermore, the building owned 

and maintained by the Jockey Club 

would serve as the golfer’s clubhouse. (See the photograph above.) 

The club’s first course was immediately laid out – perhaps by some of the “old golfers” who had become 

club members: 

Twelve holes have been laid out as follows: 

No. 1, “All’s Well”; No. 2, “Bunker Hole”; No. 3, “Trouble Hole”; No. 4, “Railway Hole”; No. 5, 

“Short Hole”; No. 6, “Ladies’ Drive”; No. 7, “Paradise”; No. 8, “Turning Hole”; No. 9, “Orchard 

Hole”; No. 10, “Purgatory”; No. 11, “The Hide-and-Seek”; No. 12, “Homeward Ho.” 

The links are well supplied with hazards so that the game can be well and easily learned even 

by the veriest beginners. (Hamilton Times, 23 October 1894, p. 7) 

The official opening of the new club was promoted by the promise of a special match to be contested by 

golf experts: 

The grounds or “links” of the Hamilton Golf Club, which adjoins the Jockey Club premises, are to 

be formally opened tomorrow (Wednesday) afternoon at 3 o’clock. No admission fee will be 

charged, and the Committee of Management will be glad to see any ladies or gentlemen 

present who are interested in the game or who care to look over the course…. 

The grounds will be opened by a four-handed match, in which the players will be Senator 

McInnes and Mr. F.G.H. Pattison, on one side, and Messrs. T.H. Macpherson and A.D. Stewart, 

Figure 77 Clubhouse of the Hamilton Jockey Club, 1893. 
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on the other. As these gentlemen are all good players, the game will no doubt attract a large 

attendance. The ladies present will be afforded an opportunity of trying their skill with club and 

ball at the conclusion of the match, and the committee confidently hopes to see a large and 

representative turnout. (Hamilton Times, 23 October 1894, p. 7) 

As was generally the case in Canada from the 1870s to the 1890s, most of the Hamilton organizers were 

“gentlemen who had played the game in Scotland,” and the four club members named above who 

would demonstrate the game to the curious spectators of Hamilton were no exception (Hamilton Times, 

10 August 1898, p. 5). 

Consider the team of Stewart and Macpherson: they were not duffers. 

Alexander David Stewart, born in Edinburgh in 1852 

(his father the Reverend Dr. Stewart, his mother a 

daughter of Lord Cockburn) was trained as a medical 

doctor at the University of Edinburgh, but he never 

practised medicine. As a teenager, he became a 

member of the Honourable Company of Edinburgh 

Golfers, playing regularly in its matches on the 

Musselburgh Links in the early 1870s. He immigrated 

to Toronto later in the 1870s, initially working in the 

city as a bank clerk, but he soon joined the Hamilton 

police force, becoming chief from 1879 to 1886. On 

behalf of the Dominion Government, he was sent to 

Regina in 1885 to charge Louis Riel with “levying war 

against her Majesty the Queen at Duck Lake” (New 

York Times, 8 July 1885, p. 5). Afterwards, back in 

Hamilton, he was elected Alderman and Mayor for 

two terms – the years 1894 and 1895 when the golf 

club was established. In 1898, he joined an 

expedition to the Yukon gold fields where he died of scurvy one year later.  

Thomas Henry Macpherson (1842-1903) learned to play golf in Perth, Scotland, where he had been 

born. After attending local schools, he continued his education in London, England.  

Figure 78 Alexander David Stewart (1852-1899), circa 1885. 
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Macpherson immigrated to Canada in 1871 after receiving his 

early business training on the London Stock Exchange. In 

Hamilton, he became in the 1870s a partner in various wholesale 

grocery firms, but by the mid-1880s he had become the head of 

his own firm, which he ran until his death in 1903. He was greatly 

respected in the local business community, serving as the 

president of the Hamilton Board of Trade, the Hamilton Provident 

and Loan company, and the Federal Life Assurance Company. In 

1896, after having served as the president of the Hamilton Liberal 

Association, Macpherson would be elected the Member of 

Parliament for Hamilton, serving until 1900. When in Ottawa, he 

would play golf at both the Ottawa Golf Club and the Victoria Golf 

Club. In 1880, he married a Hamilton woman named Mary Ferrie; 

she and two of her brothers (Campbell Ferrie and Ewing Ferrie) 

would join her husband as members of the Hamilton Golf Club. 

The odds, however, must have favoured the other team, comprising the club president McInnes and a 

Grimsby fruit farmer named Pattison. 

Donald McInnes (1824-1900) was born in Oban, Scotland, arriving 

in Canada with his family in 1840, where his father set up as a 

farmer in the Hamilton area. McInnes established a dry goods 

business that became very successful, allowing him to branch out 

into woollen mills and clothing manufacturing. In due course. he 

became president of the Cotton Manufacturers Association. As a 

wholesaler, he also became interested in railway transportation, 

investing in railway companies, and becoming a significant figure 

in railway politics in Canada. He also recognized early on the 

importance of a sound banking system to Canada’s business 

development and so he became the president of the Bank of 

Hamilton. He was appointed to the Canadian senate in 1881. As 

we know, he was elected the first president of the Hamilton Golf 

Club. 

Figure 79 Thomas Henry Macpherson (1842-
1893), circa 1896. 

Figure 80 David McInnes (1824-1900), circa 
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Ferdinand Grut Handasyde Pattison (1858-1928) would prove to be the club’s best golfer. Within four 

years of the Hamilton club’s founding, he would finish second to George S. Lyon in the 1898 Canadian 

Amateur Championship, having defeated the man universally acknowledged to be Canada’s best golfer, 

A.W. Smith, and the 1897 amateur Champion, W.A.H. Kerr, along the way. He would also represent 

Ontario in interprovincial matches against Quebec and he would represent Canada in international 

matches against the United States.  

Pattison had been born in Edinburgh in 1858, where he attended the 

Edinburgh Academy. But his schooling in golf was more interesting: “He 

learnt golf at Musselburgh as a boy, under the tutorship of Willie Park, who 

took great interest in him” (The Globe [Toronto], 30 September 1898, p. 8). 

Fulfilling Park’s expectations of success, “He was second at North Berwick in 

’72 for boys” (The Globe [Toronto], 30 September 1898, p. 8). Later, while 

attending Cambridge University in the late 1870s and early 1880s, he joined 

A.H. Doleman as a member of the Cambridge University Golf Club (Robert 

Forgan, The Golfer’s Handbook [London: Marcus Ward and Co., 1881], p. 73). 

Famously, Pattison “in 1879 headed his team against Oxford and defeated by 

five holes the redoubtable Horace Hutchinson. In 1880, he also played 

against Mr. Hutchinson, the match ending all even” (Calgary Herald, 18 May 

1918, p. 18). Although he had originally designed to study law (he had been 

admitted to Lincoln’s Inn), Pattison came to Canada in the autumn of 1881 and became a fruit farmer 

(he would deliver learned and expert – and sometimes humorous – papers to the Ontario Fruit Growers 

Association for the next forty years), but he played no golf again until the formation of the Hamilton Golf 

Club. 

Of course, these four guys, some not having played golf for many years, did not show up at the golf 

course cold turkey on the afternoon of October 24th. Since the word had been put out that they were 

good golfers, it is important to note that the newspaper announced in mid-October that “The Hamilton 

Golf Links are now open”: we can be confident that the four gentlemen had played a good many 

practise rounds over the new course before their vaunted – but rusty – skills were to be put on display. 

And the match did not disappoint the large throng of spectators who followed the four men around 

each hole of the course: 

Figure 81 F.G.H. Pattison 
(1858-1928), Official Golf 
Guide for 1899, ed. Josiah 
Newman (New York: privately 
printed, 1899), p. 312. 
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The Golf Links Opened 

The links of the Hamilton Golf Club were formally opened yesterday afternoon under the most 

favorable circumstances. The feature of the afternoon was a foursome match played between 

Hon. Senator McInnes and Mr. F.G.H. Pattison, on one side, and Mayor Stewart and Mr. T.H. 

Macpherson, on the other. There was a large and fashionable turnout, and over a hundred 

spectators followed the players, watching with interest the subtle play. The match proved a 

close one, but Messrs. Stewart and Macpherson eventually won by three holes.  

A number of ladies present tried their skill at the new game and professed themselves delighted 

with it. 

It is safe to say that the game will soon become popular here. 

At the conclusion of the match, tea was served [by] the ladies of the Hamilton Jockey club, and 

altogether a most enjoyable afternoon was spent. (Hamilton Times, 25 October 1894, p. 1). 

The enthusiasm for golf among the new Hamilton golfers was palpable. During the club’s first season, 

matches were played until mid-December. In the hope of recruiting more members just before 

Christmas, Secretary-Treasurer George Hope informed the newspaper that “A friendly game of golf was 

played yesterday afternoon on the links of the Hamilton Golf Club between Messrs. A.H. Harris, of 

Montreal, and W.F. Burton against Messrs. T.H. Macpherson and H.T. Bunbury. The game was closely 

contested, but resulted in 2 up for Harris and Burton…. Parties desiring to join can procure all 

information from Mr. Geo. Hope, secretary of the club” (Hamilton Times, 15 December 1894, p. 1). 

The three-month golf season of the Hamilton Golf Club’s first year was undoubtedly a success. 

At the club meeting at the beginning of the 1895 season, however, great dissatisfaction was expressed 

concerning the existing twelve-hole course: 

There was a fair attendance of active members…. Considerable discussion arose as to the 

advisability of removing from the present grounds adjoining the Jockey Club to a more suitable 

field in the west end, and at one time the discussion was very warm, as the meeting was fairly 

divided in opinion, Messrs. Bristol, Braithwaite, Burton, Macpherson, Bunbury, Ramsay and 

Hope taking part in the discussion. Finally, however, it was decided for the present year to 

continue to use the present field. (Hamilton Times, 10 May 1895, p. 7) 
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It seems to have been understood from the beginning, however, that the original golf course was not to 

be the club’s course for long: one of the objects of the first meeting had been to vote on “the 

proposition to use the property of the Fair Association adjoining the Jockey Club as temporary grounds 

upon which to establish golf links” (Hamilton Times, 6 October 1894, p. 7, emphasis added).  

The declaration at the club’s founding meeting that the grounds adjoining the Jockey Club were 

“temporary” may have been a concession to people who were not happy with this property from the 

beginning. 

Given the “very warm” discussion about whether to relocate the club and build a new golf course, one 

should note that two days after this contentious meeting, the club announced that the Toronto “Golf 

Expert” Arthur Smith was in town and would be spending another ten days at the golf course: 

A Golf Expert 

The Hamilton Golf Club has been fortunate in securing Mr. Arthur Smith, the professional of the 

Toronto club, for a short engagement. Mr. Smith is now here and will remain until May 19th, 

when he starts with the Toronto club again. Members of the Hamilton club may avail 

themselves of his presence by communicating with or seeing Mr. P.M. Bankier, the club’s 

secretary. Smith learnt the game in the celebrated Yarmouth links in England. (Hamilton Times, 

9 May 1895, p. 1) 

Smith was available to instruct members in the art of the golf swing and to take orders for golf clubs. 

Since Smith was already in Hamilton before the club secretary informed the 

newspaper of the fact (and used the newspaper announcement of Smith’s 

presence to invite members to avail themselves of the golf professional’s 

services), I assume that he had come to the club to perform a service for the 

executive committee before meeting with members at large. As we know, 

Toronto’s new golf professional was the first to be hired in Canada east of 

Montreal and Ottawa, and he had apparently just a few weeks before this 

finished laying out for the Toronto club the first eighteen-hole golf course in 

Canada. I suspect that the Hamilton Golf Club invited him down to advise it on 

golf course matters. On the one hand, he was presumably asked for his 

opinion of the existing golf course. Was it adequate? If not, could it be 

improved to the standards required? On the other hand, certain members are 

Figure 82 Arthur Smith 
putting. Dayton Herald, 6 
October 1916, p. 27. 
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likely to have asked also for his opinion of a “west end” field that some thought might be more 

“suitable” for golf. 

Whether a specific “more suitable field in the west end” had been identified – and whether Smith 

inspected it – is not clear. By the end of the summer, however, arrangements had been made to lay out 

a golf course on a west-end field more suitable for golf: “arrangements were made with Duncan McNab, 

a dairyman and tenant of Paradise Farm, for use of the property in the area south of Aberdeen, near 

Dundurn Street” (Historicity [Hamilton Historical Board, 205], p. 19). 

The new course was in play by the first week of October: 

New Golf Links 

The Hamilton Golf Club has secured new grounds on the line of the H. & D. Railways, just under 

the mountain near the Aberdeen Avenue crossing of the T.H. & B. Railway. The links are now 

ready for practice and the club expects to put a good deal of life into the game in this city this 

fall. The sport is exceedingly popular in other places, and the only reason why it is not so here, 

the members think, is because it is not understood. (Hamilton Times, 3 October 1895, p. 7) 

The fact that the course was ready for play at the beginning of October suggests that it was laid out at 

least several weeks before this, and that arrangements to use this property were made some weeks 

before that – presumably no later than the beginning of September. 

Who designed the new course? 

It seems reasonable to assume that since the Hamilton Golf Club had secured the services of Arthur 

Smith for two weeks in May of 1895 to serve as its instructor and club maker, it would have had no 

hesitation in asking to borrow him for a few days at the end of the summer to lay out a new nine-hole 

golf course. Furthermore, since the Hamilton club wanted to be taken seriously by (and was ambitious 

to compete with) golf clubs such as Toronto and Rosedale, each of which now had eighteen-hole courses 

(apparently laid out by Smith), it is unlikely to have left the design of the new layout to its own amateur 

members. 

That the relationship of the Toronto Golf Club’s golf professional with the Hamilton Golf Club was an 

ongoing one is confirmed by the announcement in the newspaper of his return to the club in the spring 

of 1896: 
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A Golf Professional 

Hamilton golfers and those who wish to join the club and learn the game have an opportunity 

this week of seeing the game as it should be played.  

The management has secured the services of Mr. Smith, the professional of the Toronto club, 

and he is at the Hamilton grounds, which are on the line of the H & D Railway, near the rifle 

ranges, today….  

The grounds are already in good condition. (Hamilton Times, 13 April 1896, p. 1) 

The 1898 description in the Hamilton Times of what I take to be the new Smith layout dating from the 

late summer of 1895 suggests that it presented a proper test of golf in terms of the length of its holes, 

the elevation changes incorporated into the design, and the hazards that faced certain shots. 

Furthermore, it seems to have been aesthetically pleasing: 

The Hamilton Golf Club is particularly favored in the matter of links. There are other clubs in 

Canada which play on links that are, by nature, almost fitted for bowling lawns, and which 

have to be artificially rutted to give the bunkers which are necessary for the uncertainty of the 

game, but the Hamilton links are by nature provided with hollows, shrubs, and trees and a 

rather too profuse sprinkling of stones which at times are apt to try the patience of the most 

expert golfer.  

The links are situated between the H&D electric road and the mountain, and in making the 

circuit, one ascends almost halfway up the mountain and from “Pisgah’s” summit [that is, the 

fifth hole’s summit] has a magnificent view of the city, bay, lake and country for miles around. 

(Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5) 

I quote below the newspaper’s paragraphs about the golf course, arranging them for the sake of clarity 

under hole-by-hole headings. 

First hole: “Rubicon” 

“In front of the clubhouse, on the opposite side from the railway landing, is a beautiful and well-kept 

lawn, and in front of it is a ravine, now quite dry, but in the spring and fall sometimes having a rushing in 

fore, making the first stroke the play: the game is to drive the ball safely across this ravine” (Hamilton 

Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 
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Just as Caesar began his military campaign to overthrow the Senate in Rome by defiantly crossing the 

Rubicon River in northern Italy, so golfers in Hamilton felt that when they began their round of golf, they 

were beginning their campaign with a water crossing that was also fraught with danger and that also 

required courage and determination:  

“A timid stroke, a miscalculation, or a twist of the driver may drop the ball into the bed of the waterway, 

and then you are done for. Hence, the first step to playing a game on the Hamilton links is to ‘cross the 

Rubicon’ …. Starting from the club house lawn, you ‘cross the Rubicon” and ascend gradually rising 

ground until you reach the first hole, a distance of 367 yards. A good player will make 175 to 200 yards 

with his first stroke; [and he] will generally take two more strokes to reach the putting green and one or 

two more to sink the ball” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

In the photograph below, three golfers are near the putting green on the first hole. The tee is in front of 

the clubhouse, visible to the left of the tree in the centre of the photograph. The sandy slope of the drop 

down into the ravine in front of the clubhouse and the first tee can also be seen. 

Figure 83 The clubhouse of the Hamilton Golf Club circa 1898, as seen from its "beautiful and well-kept lawn." Official Golf Guide 
for 1899, ed. Josiah Newman (New York: privately printed, 1899), p. 314. 
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From the description above of the three shots to be played on the first hole, we can see that by 1898 

club members understood how the first hole was to be played by Colonel Bogey: three strokes to reach 

the putting green, then two putts to hole the ball.  

Arthur Smith may well have explained the strategic requirements of this hole to the executive 

committee in these very terms when laying out the course late in the summer of 1895; Harry Smith will 

have reinforced this understanding of Bogey play on the course when he arrived for the 1898 season. 

Second Hole 

“The next hole is 195 yards away, still uphill, with hollows on either side” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 

1898, p. 5). 

Third Hole 

“And the next is 136 yards, also uphill, and with a clump of trees on one side and a deep ravine close 

behind it, so that a stroke that is a little too strong means the loss of the hole, and perhaps the loss of a 

ball as well” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5).  

Figure 84 A detail from one of the two photographs called "Golf Links" in William H. Carre, Artwork in Hamilton (privately 
published, 1899), n.p. Golfers play the first hole. A golfer is about to play an approach shot to the first green (out of sight to their 
right), while a third person (either a golfer or caddie) looks for a ball in the rough. The clubhouse is visible in the background. The 
first tee was located between the clubhouse and the bank of the ravine that can be seen descending to the seasonal creek at the 
bottom of it. 
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Raised on weekly readings of the Bible, the primarily 

Scottish members of the Hamilton Golf Club called 

the highest point on the golf course “Pisgah.” This 

was not only the Hebrew word for “summit,” but 

also the word in the Old Testament for the name of 

the mountain top from which Moses was granted a 

view of the “Promised Land.”  

Moses would never reach the “promised land,” but 

golfers have always had high hopes of doing so – and 

the Hamilton club members were no different. 

Fourth Hole 

“Then the links take a right angle turn to the west, 

with a downhill tendency and obstacles in the shape 

of underwood and trees. The hole is 233 yards off 

and is at the foot of the rather steep ascent to 

Pisgah” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

Fifth Hole: “Pisgah” 

Appearing immediately above is the illustration on the Hamilton Golf Club’s fifth hole – apparently 

called “Pisgah” – from the hand of the sketch artist of the Hamilton Times. 

The green of the fourth hole was next to the fifth tee, where golfers began “the rather steep ascent to 

Pisgah” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

The Hamilton Times’ description of the view from this hole and the account of its challenges makes it 

clear that it was what we would today call the golf course’s “signature hole”: “It is rather a ticklish job to 

go up the hill. If you keep a straight course and do not strike stones, you will be lucky, but if you go to 

either side, you may be worse off than before you started” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

The celebrated view back down Hamilton Mountain from near the green of the fifth hole, “Pisgah,” 

appears in the photograph below. The steepness of the ascent to this high point of the layout is 

suggested by the view of the building at the left shoulder of the man in the white sweater (it is possible 

that this building is the clubhouse far below). 

Figure 85 Illustration, called "Ascending Pisgah," showing 
the fifth hole of the Hamilton Golf Club. Hamilton Times, 10 
August 1898, p. 5. 
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 Sixth Hole: “Long Hole” 

“From Pisgah’s height, you start for a hole 430 yards away. A veteran at the game will drive his ball clean 

from the top of the hill over a deep hollow and to the high ground 225 or 250 yards beyond, in which 

case he will have reached good ground for a second long drive. But he may just reach the foot of one hill 

and have another, though a smaller one, to ascend. 

The ‘long hole’ should be made in anywhere from five to seven shots but is apt to take more and is often 

done in less.” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5, emphasis added). 

Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Holes 

“The three remaining holes are on somewhat level but difficult ground, and the respective distances are 

220, 252, and 322 yards” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

Total Length 

“The total length, in the shortest possible course for the nine holes, is 2,325 yards, or over a mile and 

five-sixteenths” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

Figure 86 One of two photographs called "Golf Links" from William H. Carre, Artwork of Hamilton (privately published, 1899), 
n.p. Two golfers play up the steep slope to the green of “Pisgah,” the fifth hole. In the background is the view to the north-east 
toward Hamilton and Burlington Bay. The clubhouse of the Hamilton Golf club may be visible next the to left shoulder of the 
golfer in the white sweater. 
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Such a length was the standard for nine-hole courses laid out by golf professionals in Canada and the 

United States in the 1890s and early 1900s. 

Square Greens 

“At irregular distances 

around the links are 

‘putting greens,’ which are 

spaces about 60 feet 

square, smooth and well 

kept” (Hamilton Times, 10 

August 1898, p. 5). 

In the 1890s and early 

1900s, greens were 

generally level sections of 

land that were rolled or 

pounded flat in a square 

or rectangular shape. Such 

was the case at Hamilton, 

and such was still the case at the Ottawa Golf Club when the Thomas Bendelow course was opened in 

1904 (as seen in the photograph above). 

The sketch artist of the Hamilton Times depicted 

putting on one of these square greens in 1898, as seen 

to the left. 

At Hamilton, as was customary on many golf courses in 

the 1890s and early 1900s (including the Ottawa Golf 

club), grazing animals were allowed to roam the golf 

course: cattle and sheep kept the grass low. To make 

the grass on the putting green lower than the grass of 

the fairway, a greenkeeper might put a bit of salt on 

the green to encourage sheep, in particular, to graze right down to the ground. 

Figure 87 A photograph showing one of the square greens at the Ottawa Golf Club shortly 
after the course designed by Thomas Bendelow in the spring of 1903 was opened for play in 
May of 1904. 

Figure 88 Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5. 
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 At the Hamilton Golf Club’s annual meeting before the 1897 season, however, the question was raised 

whether the putting surfaces should be protected from the grazing animals: “The committee was 

authorized to have the putting green fenced if thought advisable” (Hamilton Times, 17 March 1897, p. 

3). 

Scores 

“A player who can make the one circuit in less than 50 strokes may count himself a pretty good golfer, 

but experts … can do it in about 43 to 48, and at that they will travel more than two miles to make the 

nine holes” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5).  

By the end of the 1898 season, however, F.G.H. Pattison had lowered the “Amateur record” to 40 

(Official Golf Guide for 1899, ed. Josiah Newman [New York: privately printed, 1899], p. 313). 

Note, incidentally, the habit in the 1890s of describing the length of golf courses in terms of miles: “the 

total length … [is] over a mile and five-sixteenths,” but golfers “will travel more than two miles to make 

the nine holes.” Golf was promoted as good exercise: it was a long walk over green grass in fresh air. 

And so, we can see how the famous witticism attributed apocryphally to Mark Twain came to focus on 

golf as a walk: “Golf is a good walk, spoiled.” 

Walking a new golf course on a new golf ground, Hamilton golfers now needed a place in which they 

could dress for the game and (just as importantly) a place in which they could relax afterwards and talk 

about the game: a proper clubhouse. And so, in the spring of 1897, at the conclusion of the annual 

meeting in March, club Captain George E. Bristol asked to speak to the members about the matter: 

After the meeting, Mr. George E. Bristol, the Captain, laid before the 

members a scheme for the organization of a joint stock company to 

build a club house.  

The idea met with instant favour, and it was decided to organize, with 

a capital of $2,000.  

A club house, with caretaker’s quarters, will be built, at a cost of 

$700.  

More than that amount was subscribed last night. (Hamilton Times, 

17 March 1897, p. 3). 

Figure 89 George E. Bristol, 
Hamilton Times, 10 August 
1898, p. 5. 
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In dues course, we read: “The Hamilton Club House Company has been incorporated, with a capital 

stock of $2,000, in $10 shares. The incorporators are: -- Messrs. Geo. E. Bristol, E.H. Browne, J.J. 

Morrison, P.M. Bankier, and J.S. Hendrie” (The Globe [Toronto], 11 May 1897, p. 10). 

The clubhouse project was enabled not just by this successful incorporation. Equally important was the 

generosity of the landowner: Thomas Barnes.  

At the annual meeting in March of 1897, right after Bristol had proposed the building of a clubhouse, the 

contributions of Barnes to the early success of the Hamilton Golf Club were warmly acknowledged by a 

number of club members: 

Mr. Thomas Barnes, who owns the grounds, wrote consenting to the erection of the building 

and the use of the grounds, free, and making other concessions. 

Mr. Barnes’ kindness was the subject of many complimentary remarks. He has certainly done 

much for the club, and the members fully appreciate his actions. (Hamilton Times, 17 March 

1897, p. 3) 

Just days after Bristol’s address to club members at the annual meeting 

in mid-March, the clubhouse corporation hired an-up-and-coming 

twenty-seven-year-old architect, William Walter Lachance (1870-1950), 

to design the building: “Architect W.W. Lachance has prepared plans for 

the club house to be built for the Hamilton Golf Club. It will be an artistic 

and cozy building. Work will be begun right away” (Hamilton Times, 5 

April 1897, p. 8). Lachance would design buildings in Hamilton, Welland, 

Cleveland (Ohio), and Saskatchewan, eventually developing a specialty in 

school-house design.  

Construction started right away, and so, in May, the newspaper 

reported: “The new club house is nearly completed” (Hamilton Times, 10 

May 1897, p. 8).  

In fact, however, it took several more months to complete construction and to furnish the building, but 

when it was indeed finished in September, it was time to show it off: “The Hamilton Golf Club has sent 

out invitations to its members and friends to the opening of the club house tomorrow afternoon. The H 

Figure 90 William Walter Lachance 
(1870-1950). 
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& D trains at 2:15, 3:15, and 4:15 will take passengers right to the club house” (Hamilton Times, 10 

September 1897, p. 8). 

The club house was a hit, and it became a source of pride for members.  

The Hamilton Times subsequently referred to it as “the beautiful and cozy little club house which now is 

the admiration of all who pass on the H&D cars” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

Note that in the specifications for the club house mentioned by Captain Bristol in March of 1897, he 

referred to “caretaker’s quarters.” In the 1890s, the word “caretaker’ was another word for 

“greenkeeper,” so one can see that however many times from 1895 to 1896 the club had made do by 

borrowing Arthur Smith from the Toronto Golf Club, Hamilton golfers aspired to have their own resident 

golf professional.  

With the clubhouse ready by the end of the summer of 1897 to host a golf professional, it was time to 

find one.  

And it is possible that in September of 1897, a week before the clubhouse was officially opened, a seed 

of an idea was planted at the Niagara-on-the Lake International Golf Championship that would lead to 

the hiring of Harry Smith as the first full-time golf professional of the Hamilton Golf Club. 

Figure 91 The architectural sketch, with floorplan, drawn by W.W. Lachance for the Hamilton Golf Club corporation, Hamilton 
Times, 8 April 1897, p. 3. 
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Since there was no better display of golf prowess to be found anywhere else 

within hundreds of miles, Hamilton Captain George Bristol had by 1897 made a 

habit of attending the International Golf Championship held annually at 

Niagara-on-the-Lake since 1895.  

In 1896, he had gone to the tournament in the company of golf-mad Hamilton 

Golf Club member John Crerar, a long-time King’s Counsel in Hamilton and one 

of the three golf-playing partners in the prestigious Hamilton law firm Crerar, 

Crear, and Bankier. (Peter Duncan Crerar and Patrick Macindoe Bankier were 

also members of the Hamilton Golf Club, the latter serving as Secretary.) 

While at Niagara-on-the-Lake, Bristol struck up 

an acquaintance with Rochester’s Thistle Golf 

Club president John Stedman, and in fact 

played with Crerar as partner in a match 

against Stedman and his fellow Rochester 

golfer C.B. Hudson on the new eighteen-hole 

Niagara-on-the-Lake golf course.  

Although Hudson was one of the best golfers in 

Rochester (he would make it to the semi-finals 

of the 1898 International Golf Championship, 

losing to eventual champion A.W. Smith), the Rochester pair lost to Stedman and Crerar. 

In September of 1897, then, Stedman and Hudson were ready for a re-match, but this time they faced 

Bristol and John Crerar’s equally golf-mad brother, Peter Crerar: 

Hamilton Won A Foursome 

Messrs. Geo. E. Bristol and P.D. Crerar returned on Saturday night 

from the golf tournament at Niagara-on-the-Lake.  

That day they played an annual “foursome” with Stedman and 

Hudson, of Rochester, and the Hamilton men won it as they did the 

previous year, when Messrs. Geo. E. Bristol and John Crerar were 

the players. (Hamilton Times, 6 September 1897, p. 8) 

Figure 92 John Crerar, 
Hamilton Times, 9 May 
1904, p. 1). 

Figure 93 C.B. Hudson (right) alongside Donald J. Ross at a golf 
tournament in Pinehurst, North Carolina. Boston Globe, 1 January 
1910, p. 5). 

Figure 94 Peter Duncan 
Crerar, circa 1897. 
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At the tournament in Niagara-on-the-Lake in 1896, we recall, it had been announced that Arthur Smith 

had just been hired by the Country Club of Rochester. Stedman had engaged him, of course, to lay out 

the Thistle Golf Club’s first eighteen-hole golf course. And in the spring of 1895 and the spring of 1896, 

as we know, Smith had been engaged for a short period by the Hamilton Golf Club.  

As the movers and shakers at early golf clubs in Canada and the 

United States enjoyed nothing more than discussing with each other 

the hard work of running golf clubs, Bristol and Stedman will 

undoubtedly have compared notes about what was going on at their 

own clubs. They will have talked about the work of Arthur Smith. 

Stedman will have told Bristol about Rochester’s new man, Harry 

Smith. And Bristol will have told Stedman of the Hamilton Golf Club’s 

aspiration to hire its own full-time golf professional.  

Given how happy the Country Club of Rochester seems to have been 

with Harry Smith’s greenkeeping work, Stedman seems unlikely to 

have offered his golf professional to Hamilton. But Stedman’s 

expressions of happiness with Smith’s work may well have planted the idea in Bristol’s mind that seeking 

the services of Arthur Smith’s brother might be a good idea. 

And perhaps Arthur Smith – a good friend of the Hamilton Golf Club – could be prevailed upon to help 

facilitate such a development. 

Arthur was no doubt pleased to have Harry nearby. Tom Smith also seems to have been pleased by 

Harry’s appointment in Hamilton. When the Montreal Herald ran a story about Arthur Smith – 

apparently having received its information about him from Tom – the latter made sure to mention the 

latest of the brothers Smith to have been appointed golf professional at a Canadian golf club: 

GOLF 

The Toronto Pro 

Arthur Smith, Fernhill Club, Toronto, who defeated [David] Ritchie, of Rosedale Club, in a home 

and home match, is the professional who broke the record on Fletcher’s Field here, reducing it 

for two rounds to 72 strokes – his brother, Tom Smith, now professional at Dixie, having 

previously put the record down to 74 strokes. 

Figure 95 George E. Bristol, circa 1897. 
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He also carried off first honors in a professional match in the Niagara tournament of three 

years ago, Tom being 4th, though only a few strokes more than the best. [Tom misremembered 

his brother’s placing in this tournament but accurately remembered his own.] 

Another brother of these first-class golfers, club-makers, and golf instructors has lately taken 

the position of professional to the Hamilton golf club. (Herald [Montreal], 17 June 1898, p. 6). 

The Smith boys always enjoyed a close brotherly relationship, and they often worked to engineer a close 

geographical relationship – Tom and Arthur ending up in Pennsylvania together in the early 1900s, and 

all three Smiths working a few years later as golf professionals at clubs in Ohio, where Arthur and Harry 

would spend the rest of their lives. 

In the photograph below, the lone figure standing on the right side of the clubhouse verandah, 

apparently being careful to set himself apart from club members, or perhaps having been directed to do 

so, may well be Harry Smith. 

The golf professional was expected to show great deference to club members (ostensibly, his betters). 

Figure 96 An enlarged detail of the clubhouse photograph shown above as Figure 83. 
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In the 1890s and early 1900s, the golf professional was seen as a working-class tradesman and treated 

that way by the bankers, lawyers, judges, politicians, and businessmen who were the members of golf 

clubs. The golf professional was never a member of the golf club where he worked, and, furthermore, he 

was not allowed in the dining-room or lounges of the clubhouse. He was expected to keep to his living 

quarters and to his professional shop.  

It was only in the mid-1920s that these attitudes began to change, first, when the Prince of Wales (later 

King Edward VIII) insisted that his companion Walter Hagen be allowed to have lunch with him in the 

dining room at Royal Liverpool (otherwise, he threatened, there would be no more “Royal” in the club’s 

name), and, second, when Harry Vardon became the first golf professional admitted to membership at 

the golf club where he worked (Totteridge in south Hertfordshire, England). In Canada, the first golf 

professional made a member of the golf club where he worked – and thereby allowed to socialize with 

members in the clubhouse – was the golf professional who replaced Harry Smith’s brother Arthur at the 

Toronto Golf Club in 1900, George Cumming, and this honour of membership was not bestowed upon 

him until the 1930s. 

Shortly after Harry Smith had been installed in the Hamilton clubhouse, a reporter for the Hamilton 

Times characterized him as a very busy fellow: “Connected with the club house is the professional’s 

quarters, where the club’s professional makes and re-makes balls, and turns out all sorts of clubs for 

ordinary use…. There are left- and right-hand clubs of each sort so that the professional’s outfit must be 

extensive” (Hamilton Times, 10 August 1898, p. 5). 

As the golf professional, in addition to making and repairing golf clubs and golf balls, keeping the green, 

and instructing members, Harry Smith would also have had charge of the caddies. He will have 

instructed them in the rules of the game and explained to them the etiquette to be observed during the 

playing of matches. Caddies who were inattentive or careless could cost a player penalty strokes in 

medal play, or the loss of a hole in match play, if they inadvertently touched a ball, were hit by a ball, or 

allowed a player’s bag or clubs to be hit by a ball.  

Smith will have given caddies authorized to carry bags at the club a badge with a number on it, 

indicating their seniority. He will also have taught them how to play golf, and he will have arranged 

caddie tournaments in which they could sharpen their skills and their knowledge of the game. Caddies 

showing an aptitude for golf were often encouraged to consider becoming apprenticed to a golf 

professional. 
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The photograph below shows nine caddies ranged in front of eight golfers on the clubhouse verandah in 

the late 1890s, the ninth golfer that day presumably being the one who took the photograph. 

By the spring of 1899, Harry Smith had left the Hamilton Golf Club. He had been hired by the recently 

established Grand Rapids Golf Club of Grand Rapids, Michigan. Also known as the Kent Golf Club or Kent 

Country Club, it had at the end of the 1898 season lost its golf professional, David B. McIntosh (a 

recently graduated apprentice of Old Tom Morris’s), to a new Chicago club (Westward Ho!). Harry might 

have learned of this opening through his brother Arthur who had won the final match of a professional 

tournament held on Detroit’s new Grosse Point golf course in October of 1898 against Chicago golf 

professional Alexander Smith, who would have told him of McIntosh’s contract in Chicago and the 

apparent opening in Grand Rapids. Coincidentally, after the professional competition, the Detroit Golf 

Club engaged in a competition with the team from the Hamilton Golf Club, so it is possible that Harry 

Smith was on site as the team’s coach. 

Figure 97 The identities of the caddies are unknown. The person kneeling behind the caddies and in front of the other men is 
F.G.H. Pattison. Back row, from left to right: P.D. Crerar, John Crerar, unknown, George E. Bristol, unknown, J.J. Morrison, 
unknown. At least five of the men are holding tobacco pipes. 
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In Michigan, Harry Smith’s lasting mark during his two-year tenure at the Grand Rapids club was to have 

acted as host in the fall of 1899 of the biggest professional golf tournament yet held in Michigan: 

A Big Tournament at Grand Rapids 

It is announced today that the first golf tournament ever held in this part of the state, and one 

of the few ever held in Michigan, will be held on the links of the Kent Golf Club next 

Wednesday. Some of the best players in the west will be here …. Among the entries already in 

are: Will Smith, Chicago; Alexander Smith, Chicago; [William] Hoare, Dayton; Bernard Nichols, 

Philadelphia; [David B.] McIntosh, Chicago; Arthur Smith, Toronto; Henry Turpie, Chicago; W.H. 

Way, Detroit; Alexander Hurd, Chicago; and Harry W. Smith, Grand Rapids. (Detroit Free Press, 

13 October 1899, p. 6) 

In the event, Arthur Smith was unable to play in what the Detroit Free Press called “the greatest golf 

tournament ever held in this part of the state,” and Harry smith finished seventh, well behind William 

Herbert (Bert) way, who “also had the satisfaction of defeating the American [1899 U.S. Open] 

champion Will Smith, of Chicago” (Detroit Free Press, 19 October 1899, p. 6). 

Harry Smith’s departure from Hamilton, by the way, had not left the golf club in the lurch.  

It is likely that the club’s first full-time golf professional was the one who 

arranged – through his brother, Arthur, no doubt – that the Hamilton Golf Club 

should have as its second full-time golf professional the one who would serve at 

the club the longest of any: an up-and-coming nineteen-year-old apprentice of 

Arthur Smith’s at the Toronto Golf Club, Nicol Thompson (1880-1957). Thompson 

had “spent four years in the same golf club repair shop with … Arthur Smith,” 

who recommended him “as a strong player and conscientious instructor” 

(Pittsburgh Weekly Gazette, 10 February 1902, p. 7) 

Thompson would accumulate a total of thirty-eight years of service at the 

Hamilton Golf Club, and its successor the Hamilton Golf and Country Club.  

Although Harry Smith had stayed in Hamilton for no more than a year, he never 

forgot his time there. When he died in 1962, at ninety-one years of age, after 

more than sixty years of service to the golf community of Akron, Ohio, we can 

see in the retrospective article that an Akron sports journalist wrote about him 

Figure 98 Nicol 
Thompson, late 1890s. 
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that Harry Smith had left people in Akron with the impression that his golf career in North America had 

started not at Rochester, but at the club in Canada where he had worked: 

A native of Great Yarmouth, England, Mr. Smith moved to Canada at an early age.  

He was employed as a golf pro by a golf course in Grand Rapids, Mich., when the golf 

committee of the Portage Country Club offered him a contract. He came here [Akron] in 1901 

when the Portage course was on Perkins Hill …. However, the club was soon to move and Smith 

and a brother [Arthur] … designed and laid out the new course. (Akron Beacon Journal, 9 

January 1962, p. 9) 

Arthur and Harry remained close for the rest of their lives, each building careers as golf professionals in 

Ohio and playing regularly against each other in professional competitions in that state.   
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Conclusion 

I have traced the discrete influence of the Ottawa Golf Club’s introduction of Colonel Bogey to North 

America in 1893 as far as it can be traced, I think:  

Ottawa experimented with Bogey competitions in 1893 and 1894, determining Bogey scores 

for its golf holes as part of that experiment;  

Royal Montreal became curious about Bogey scores and hired Tom Smith in 1894 in part 

because he was trained at the epicentre of Bogey culture in England in 1894, Great Yarmouth;  

the Toronto Golf Club hired great Yarmouth’s Arthur Smith in 1895 to lay out an eighteen-hole 

golf course conceived in relation to Colonel Bogey’s standards;  

Arthur Smith did the same for Rosedale, Hamilton, Niagara-on-the-Lake, and Rochester, 

consolidating an understanding of Bogey culture at Rochester and Hamilton by installing his 

brother Harry as their golf professional.  

By the late 1890s, however, knowledge of Bogey scores was entering Canada and the United States in 

various ways and extending along different lines by all sorts of means:  

more and more golf professionals from England and Scotland who were familiar with Colonel 

Bogey were being hired in Canada and the United States; 

more-and-more members of North American golf clubs were taking golf vacations in Britain 

and returning with their own knowledge of Colonel Bogey; 

golf newspapers, journals, and magazines were proliferating and thereby disseminating 

general knowledge of Colonel Bogey as well as practical information about Bogey competitions 

and Bogey scores. 

And so, by 1900, knowledge of Colonel Bogey had become quite general. Bogey competitions had 

become quite popular, and they would become increasingly popular over the next two decades.  

The Bogey score, however, would increasingly be displaced by the par score as a representation of 

proper golf. Regarded by many as equals in the late 1890s, Bogey and par turned out to have 

irreconcilable differences.  
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In fact, par was promoted above Bogey as the better score, and so, Colonel Bogey found himself 

outranked by General Par. 
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Afterword: Irreconcilable Differences between Bogey and Par 

By the late 1890s, in the mind of most golfers, Colonel Bogey came to represent the standard of proper 

golf.  

And so, when knowledge of the concept of par began to spread through golf clubs in the late 1890s, the 

term “par” was often treated as a synonym for Bogey. For a while, in fact, an unwitting elision of the 

differences between the “proper” golf required for a Bogey score and the “proper” golf required for a 

par score led to an unstable marriage of convenience between the more famous phantom golfer and the 

less well-known and long-neglected concept of par. 

Eventually, however, it was acknowledged that there were irreconcilable differences between them and 

they were divorced. 

 

We can gain insight into an aspect of the earliest engagement between these concepts in the reporting 

of Bogey scores and par scores in the Golfing Annual during the 1890s. As Bogey competition became 

increasingly popular from its invention in 1891 to its ubiquity by the end of the decade, golf clubs began 

to supply the editor of the Golfing Annual with information about these scores.  

After editor David Scott Duncan’s first reference to par in the Golfing Annual for 1889-90, there was no 

reference to par in the next volume (1890-91) – a fact that is not surprising, I suppose, since there was 

still no practical use for the concept of par. And in the next Golfing Annual (1892-93), just one club 

reported a par score: Carnoustie. And it reported this par score not for its grand eighteen-hole 

championship course, but rather for its “new course of nine holes”: “The holes are short, but very 

sporting, the par being 35” (p. 140).  

There had still not been a report of a Bogey score. 

For the 1893-94 edition, however, five golf clubs reported Bogey scores for their golf courses. About fifty 

par scores were reported! Very few new reports of par were offered in the Golfing Annual for 1894-95 

(the number remaining about fifty), and there was a total of just six reports of Bogey scores. In 1895-96, 

three Bogey scores were reported, but there were seventy-one par scores reported. For 1896-97, about 

ten Bogey scores were reported and about 100 par scores. As we can see, by the late 1890s, reports of 

par scores outnumbered reports of Bogey scores by a factor of about ten to one. 
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I suspect that the steady increase in the reporting of par scores was a result of the increasing popularity 

of Bogey competitions, for at many golf clubs the calculation of a score for Colonel Bogey began with the 

calculation for the first time ever of a par score for the club’ s golf course. By 1894, in fact, the editor of 

Golf (London) was implicitly recommending such a process as the normal one for working out a Bogey 

score. In the spring of 1894, for instance, he answered a query about the calculation of Bogey scores as 

follows: 

A “Bogey” score is compiled by taking every hole at its par value, that is to say, in the number 

of strokes that a scratch player at the top of his game will hole them in. Such a scratch score is 

the ideal round of the green, and takes no account of variations in the weather, such as wind 

and rain, or the heaviness of the course. In this lies the defect of the “Bogey” principle, because 

the score is invariable, while the actual competitors are handicapped seriously in playing down 

to a score which is fixed under the most favourable auspices in which the game can be played. 

It is, therefore, better to allow a few more strokes on the gross total of the “Bogey” score to 

meet these variations. (Golf [London], vol 8 no 193 [25 May 1894], p. 197) 

Duncan conflates “the ‘Bogey’ principle” with the Dolemans’ par principle: “the ideal round of the green 

… takes no account of variations in weather, such as wind and rain, or the heaviness of the course.” 

In the fall of the same year, he answered the same question with the same conflation of Bogey and par: 

“‘Bogey’ is the par round of the green, or, in other words, the ideal scratch score. It is always better, 

however, to allow an extra stroke or two; so that, if the ideal round, without a mistake, is 78, ‘Bogey’ 

ought to be fixed at 80 or 81, which would correspond to the very best score of a scratch player” (Golf 

[London], vol 9 n0 229 [30 November 1894], p. 215). 

Golf clubs that reported both a Bogey score and a par score in the Golfing Annual for 1893-94 seem to 

have followed this practice of adding strokes to par scores to come up with Bogey scores: one reported, 

“The bogey score is 37, and the par of the green, when at full length, 35”; another reported, “Par of the 

green – 33; Bogey score, 36” (pp. 260, 288). Note, mind you, that for an eighteen-hole round of golf on 

these courses, the Bogey score was not the “extra stroke or two” above par recommended by the editor 

of Golf (London) but rather four to six strokes extra. 

We can see, then, that with the invention of Bogey Competitions in 1891, there was now a practical 

reason to calculate a par score for one’s golf course, even if one had no other use for it than the 

calculation of a Bogey score. And so, with each year that passed, there were more par scores ready-to-
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hand for club secretaries to report to the Golfing Annual. But although virtually all of them also had 

Bogey scores ready-to-hand, there was not necessarily a reason to report them to the Golfing Annual. 

Since Bogey scores were not as fixed and stable as par scores (“allow a few more strokes” to the “’Bogey 

score” above the “par round of the green,” says the editor of Golf [London]), club secretaries reporting 

information about their golf clubs presumably found that providing a par score was a sufficient 

indication of the challenge provided by their golf course and that there was no need to commit to print 

a Bogey score that moved upward or downward “a few strokes” as occasion demanded. 

And so, the invention of Bogey stimulated widespread talk about the proper score for one’s golf course, 

about the proper score for each of the holes on one’s golf course, and about the proper shot for each of 

the strokes making up the Bogey score for a particular golf hole. We recall that Bogey scores had been 

used in this educational and aspirational way at the Royal Montreal Golf Club and the Quebec Golf Club 

since the mid-1890s. 

But as we can see in the descriptions of Bogey scores by the editor of Golf (London) this talk of 

calculating a Bogey score often involved a contradiction: on the one hand, there was a conflation of the 

terms Bogey, par, and scratch score (“‘Bogey’ is the par round of the green, or, in other words, the ideal 

scratch score”); on the other hand, one should always add “a few more strokes” to the par score or 

scratch score to come up with a Bogey score.  

 

By the mid-1890s, then, the word “par” had become part of the conversation about how many strokes it 

should take to complete a golf course, but many people otherwise quite knowledgeable about golf did 

not understand the significant differences between the two concepts. They simply absorbed the new 

term into their understanding of Bogey scores without appreciating that the “proper” score for Bogey 

play was higher than the “proper” score for par play. 

In 1899, for instance, Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine characterized the disdain of Scottish golfers for 

Bogey as arising from their perception of the sameness of the concepts of Bogey and par: “We do not 

recognize the golf Bogey. He is a bastard English invention. We really have the same idea ourselves and 

call it the par score, but we never play with it. Why should we play against abstractions when there are 

so many fellow mortals for whom defeat is a salutary experience?” (Blackwood’s, vol 48 [September 

1899], p. 389). Similarly, the year before, The Sportswoman’s Library also defined the terms as 

synonyms: “Besides match and medal play, another species of competition has of late years been 
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started, namely, ‘Bogey.’ This is simply a score fixed for each of the eighteen holes, the same as the par 

of the green” (vol 1 [London: Archibald and Co., 1898], p. 294).  

And when two Toronto Golf Club members (Stewart Gordon and W.H. Blake) wrote a hole-by-hole 

description of their eighteen-hole golf course for Golf (New York) in the spring of 1898, they not only 

used the terms interchangeably, but they also made Colonel Bogey’s limited abilities the determiner of 

what they mistakenly said was “par”: 

In the 7th hole (410 yards), there is an awkward bunker consisting of two roads and fences to 

clear from the tee…. After the tee, with straight play, there are no hazards, but Colonel Bogey 

has to be allowed 6 for this hole. 

The eighth hole, the “Casci,” is 260 yards, has a very pretty hazard in the second shot, and the 

green cannot be reached in the second shot unless the drive is of reasonable length and well 

placed. It is a little beyond Colonel Bogey’s powers to drive the requisite distance and the “par” 

is placed at 5. (Golf [New York], vol 2 no 6 [June 1898], p. 10) 

According to the par standards of 1898, a 260-yard hole would have been accorded a par score of 4. 

Toronto Golf Club members Gordon and Blake have heard of the new term “par,” and they acknowledge 

its newness by putting the word in quotation marks, but they do not understand the differences 

between a par score and a Bogey score. Bogey is all they know.  

For many golfers, confusions of this sort occluded for a while the differences between Bogey and par – 

but these differences were soon brought out by the problems that Bogey scores created for 

handicapping.  

 

Since each golf club established its own Bogey score according to its own standards, golf courses of 

similar length could have widely divergent Bogey scores. Although the par scores defined by the 

Dolemans were to be determined objectively (by measuring the length of a hole, dividing the total 

length by the distances first-class players would hit golf balls until the putting green had been reached, 

and then adding two strokes for putts), determining the number of strokes to be added to a par score to 

come up with a Bogey score was less the result of an objective calculation and more the result of 

subjective opinion.  

Recall W.L. Watson’s complaint about how committees determined Bogey scores in the 1890s: 
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The bogey score is not a score at all; it is the product of … the predilections of the club 

committee.  

It is usually arrived at by count of hands.  

If a majority decided that any particular hole is too difficult for four, they make it five.  

Approaching the matter from the other point of view, they may resolve that it would be too 

easy in five, and so make it four.  

That is bogey: he is really not a bogey at all, but merely a mild-mannered abstraction of votes 

and opinions, ready to change his play at any committee’s bidding, and hole out in any number 

of strokes they may suggest….  (Reprinted in Golf [New York], vol 5 no 6 [December 1899], p. 

398) 

This fact was not a problem when each golf club kept to itself, or when matches between golf clubs 

pitted players against each other at scratch, but when handicap matches involved players from different 

clubs handicapped according to the Bogey score of each golf club’s course, problems soon presented 

themselves.  

When golfers from one club with handicaps based on its generously high Bogey score competed against 

golfers from a club with handicaps based on its more stringently low Bogey score, there was significant 

inequity – as well as embarrassment and hard feelings. Golfers of the same ability would face each other 

with significant disparity in their handicaps; golfers of significantly different abilities would face each 

other with the same handicap. As W.L. Watson observed: 

Let a man have a handicap, however small, and he can finesse it a little, explaining, if it be 2, 

for example, that after all it is “2 at Mudbury.” Everybody knows Mudbury and can appreciate 

that 2 at that “drive-and-iron” place does not betoken deadly accuracy over a course where a 

long second shot is for the most part demanded.  

But the moment the word “scratch” is attached to a man’s name the qualification “at 

Mudbury” loses half its force, for “scratch” is a very serious term indeed and carries with it a 

claim that admits of no abatement.  

As a consequence, the Mudbury champion gets sadly knocked about at times …. [A] day arrives 

when he leaves his beloved Mudbury and journeys to the Longcarry links, where the hazards 
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cannot be dodged, but must be fairly driven; where the grass is unfamiliar, the tee-sand of 

strange quality, the caddies contemptuous, and the putting greens billowy.  

Behold, he is scratch no longer; nay, he is not within nine strokes of it.  

All that he can pretend to is “local scratch,” and although Mudbury may be proud of him and 

he of it, he stands as a monumental warning of a wrongly-framed bogey score, a defective 

standard of handicapping, and probably a short and badly laid out course. (Golf [New York], vol 

5 no 6 [December 1899], pp. 397-98) 

Many agreed with Watson that what was needed was a system of handicapping that would make 

handicaps calculated at Mudbury equitable when Mudbury golfers played matches against the golfers 

from Longcarry.  

Rather than tolerating the inaccuracies and inequities produced by allowing each club to establish its 

own Bogey score according to the ability of its best player (who might not be very good), and perhaps 

according to the egos of its most influential players, should golf clubs not agree to apply universal 

criteria in determining the scores to be used for determining handicaps? 

Could the concept of par help to create a more accurate and more equitable handicapping system? 

 

The first golf organization to take on this problem was the Ladies Golf Union, formed in London in the 

spring of 1893. One of its founding resolutions was that “a reliable basis of handicapping would be 

established” (Gentlewoman, 29 April 1893, p. 27).  

Handicappers for women’s inter-club matches and tournaments were as frustrated as handicappers for 

similar men’s events: 

Hitherto the handicaps of many clubs have been utterly misleading, as managers of open 

meetings have found to their dismay. Thus, some very nearly scratch players send in their 

handicap as 18 or 19, because that is what they play with on long links against men. On the 

other hand, players who would want six strokes from a really scratch player send in their 

handicap as scratch because, being the best players in a small club, with short links, their best 

score is considered the par of the green. (Louie Mackern, Our Lady of the Green: A Book of 

Ladies Golf [London: J.P. Lippincott, 1899], p. 17) 
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Gentlewoman magazine reported on the Golf Union’s objectives: 

There exists at present great difficulty of handicapping…. By the adoption of a uniform system 

of handicaps, sanctioned by the various clubs forming the Union, and recognised as the 

seemingly best method of handicapping, we should at least obtain a fairer method of 

handicapping in the competitions open to all…. As a tribunal and court of reference on points of 

uncertainty the Union would be an authority for which all affiliated club committees would be 

thankful…. It would form a check on innovations, which are rife in Scotland as well as England.  

(Gentlewoman, 29 July 1893, p. 16) 

One of the “innovations” to be checked was presumably the Bogey score. 

Given that the Doleman brothers were ever ready to talk about their method of calculating par by 

means of a hole’s measured length (enabling the determination of a proper par score for every golf hole 

in the world), it is interesting to note that the inaugural women’s Golf Championship was staged by the 

Ladies’ Golf Union in 1893 at A.H. Doleman’s club, Lytham and St Anne’s.  

In fact, the day after the tournament, the 

champion, nineteen-year-old Lady Margaret 

Scott, played “a match on level terms with 

Mr. A.H. Doleman, and beat him easily by 

three up and two to play” (Field, no 2114 [24 

June 1893], p. 918). Doleman seems to have 

used the presence of the executive 

committee of the Ladies’ Golf Union at his 

golf club to press upon them the usefulness of 

par as “a reliable basis of handicapping.” 

In February of 1895, we read that “The most 

interesting item for discussion” by the Council 

of the Ladies’ Golf Union “will be the proposal 

for a system of universal handicapping, for 

which the scratch score of each links must be 

fixed by calculating the lowest number of 

strokes required for a first-class player to 
Figure 99 Lady Margaret Scott. Lytham and St. Anne’s Golf Club, 
1893. 
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reach each green. The proposal is that two strokes should then be added to hole out, i.e., if a good 

player takes a drive and an iron or brassy to reach the green” (Gentlewoman, 2 February 1895, p. 29). It 

seems that “The handicapping scheme proposed by Miss Issette Pearson met with general and hearty 

approval” (Gentlewoman, 9 February 1895, p. 37).  

In addition to calculating the lowest number of 

strokes required for a first-class player to reach 

putting greens, the scheme proposed by 

Pearson, the Secretary of the Ladies Golf 

Union, involved inspecting both record scores 

and average scores at various golf clubs, 

considering whether the scores were made on 

a men’s course or a ladies’ course, and 

calculating handicaps based on the women 

club members’ performances relative to these 

records and averages.  

Perhaps most important was a process of fine-

tuning these handicapping methods through 

experimentation and communication: “the 

experimental handicapping was as successful 

as it could be on a first trial, though the 

Wimbledon, Blackheath, Ashdown Forest, and 

Cheltenham ladies were somewhat under-

handicapped. I shall be glad to receive any 

communications ….” (Gentlewoman, 29 

December 1894, p. 24).  

A fellow member of the Ladies’ Golf Union, 

Louie Mackern, explained the system that had emerged from this process by 1899: 

Find the true par of the green as scored by a really scratch player, allowing two putts on each 

green, and, as a rule, counting a hole under 120 yards in length a 3; one under 240 a 4; and one 

under 320 a 5.  

Figure 100 Issette Pearson, The Sportswoman's Library, Volume I 
(London: Archibald Constable and Company, 1898), p. 329. 
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Of course, the position and frequency of hazards, and the lies to be found through the green, 

have to be considered, and two or three strokes allowed for bad luck or misadventure, over and 

above the actual score for the eighteen holes.  

The handicap of each member is then arrived at by taking the best score returned by that 

member and doubling it, [and] adding the next best score. The average of these three scores is 

then struck, and the difference between it and the par of the green is that member’s handicap. 

(Our Lady of the Green, pp. 17-18) 

A.H. Doleman had lost his match against Lady Margaret Scott after the inaugural Ladies’ Golf 

Championship of 1893, but his method of calculating par had won the day in his engagement with the 

woman who had also lost to Lady Margaret – Miss Issette Pearson, who “It is only right to say … seemed 

thoroughly tired out with her previous rounds, and also with the hard work she had had to do as 

honorary secretary of the Ladies’ Golf Union” (Field, no 2113 [24 June 1893, p. 918). Allowing Doleman 

to bend her ear must have been tiring, but it was worth it. 

In England and Scotland, however, there was no such central golf authority in the men’s game as the 

Ladie’s Golf Union. Although there was a men’s Golf Union in Ireland as of 1891, and a men’s Golf Union 

in Wales as of 1895, the men’s Golf Union of Scotland and the men’s Golf Union of England were not 

formed until 1920 and 1924, respectively. And so, in Scotland and England, each golf club’s unique 

definition of Colonel Bogey’s play on its own golf course continued to be the basis of handicapping until 

the 1920s, 

Although it would be men’s golf associations in the United States that would lead the way in establishing 

par as the foundation of handicapping in the men’s game, the handicapping system adopted by the 

U.S.G.A. in 1911 would be a system very similar to that developed by the Ladies’ Golf Union between 

1893 and 1899. 

 

At its January meeting in 1897, the U.S.G.A. decided it would bring par out of the shadow cast by Colonel 

Bogey and make it the criterion for judging the ability of amateurs aspiring to enter the U.S.G.A. 

Amateur Championship.  

It made the following proposal: “Clubs belonging to this association shall handicap their members on the 

following basis of scratch: Distances from tee to hole under 165 yards, three strokes; 165 and under 300 
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yards, four strokes; 300 and under 450 yards, five strokes; 450 yards and over, six strokes” (Democrat 

and Chronicle [Rochester], 30 January 1897, p. 15). Although not yet settled was “the exact degree of 

skill a player must show on his home links in comparison with the … par score,” it was expected “that 

those who are not within six strokes will be ruled out of the championship” (Democrat and Chronicle 

[Rochester], 30 January 1897, p. 15). 

The U.S.G.A. knew that its proposal was ground-breaking: “To fix a par score that, formulated on 

distance alone, will be an automatic index to ‘form’ on every links in the United States is a difficult and 

delicate task, yet the executive committee has weighed the matter with the utmost care and is content 

to abide by the practical results” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 30 January 1897, p. 15). 

When faced with the bloodless measurement and math that produced the U.S.G.A.’s par score, 

however, the top amateur golfers in the United States rebelled: “the standard score sent out by the 

Executive Committee of the U.S.G.A. …. was based on distance alone, and players would not accept it” 

(The Sun [New York], 27 June 1898, p. 9). Their objection was simple: “the U.S.G.A. standard is only 

based on distance, while in fixing the club bogie [sic] scores, the lay of the land is a factor always 

considered” (Democrat and Chronicle [Rochester], 30 January 1897, p. 15). So, although even the best 

amateur golfers in the United States had suffered defeat regularly at his hands, Colonel Bogey retained 

their allegiance. 

This resistance to the proposal to replace Bogey for handicapping purposes with a universal standard of 

par was quite general:  

On general principles, club handicapping does not seem a difficult task. In most cases the bogie 

[sic] score is the basis of the handicapping. This, as a rule, is a score based on what the scratch 

players of the club can do when they are “on their game.” In fact, Col. Bogie [sic] is not infallible 

and is often beaten on some holes, but seldom on the full round.  

It [i.e. the bogey score], or the scratch score, is a sound basis to handicap on.  

This much cannot be said of the “par” score, the newest thing in golf statistics.  

In making up a par score, the length of the holes is calculated according to the driving powers 

of a first-class player, adding a stroke for the approach and two strokes to hole out in on each 

green. The result is an ideal score that is from six to ten strokes better than bogie [sic], and, 

from its very perfection, of no value whatever to the handicapper.  
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The trouble is that distance alone is never a true test of golf, for the heart of the game is in the 

difficulties, and not the mere length, of each hole. (The Sun [New York], 27 June 1898, p. 9) 

The greatest virtue of the Bogey score was that it took into account the peculiar lay of the land at each 

golf club, and the difficulties peculiar to each golf hole. 

Still, for all the disdain that might have been expressed for the idea of a universal par standard, a better 

knowledge of the concept of par began to circulate both through the pages of golf publications and 

through conversations in clubhouses. 

 

In 1897, the U.S.G.A. had abandoned the attempt to replace Bogey with par, but the effort was soon 

taken up again by the Metropolitan Golf Association (an association of golf clubs within fifty-five miles of 

downtown Manhattan). The M.G.A. advocated a plan that had emerged from the New Jersey Golf 

Association.  

The latter’s most influential member, Walter J. Travis (golf architect, 

author of books and articles on golf, and winner of the amateur 

championships of both the United States and Britain), argued in Golf 

(New York) that Bogey should be dispensed with for handicapping 

purposes in favour of par: 

Par golf, it may be remarked, is perfect golf, determined 

according to the distance of the holes and with two strokes 

allowed on each green, while bogey simply represents the score 

of a good player who occasionally makes a mistake, not very 

glaring, but sufficient to make a difference in the round of four 

or five strokes. Bogey is an elastic quantity, however, so much 

so, indeed, on some courses, as to furnish no true criterion of 

the game of the player who now and then beats the Colonel. 

(Golf [New York], vol 9 no 1 [July 1901], p 20) 

By the beginning of 1903, the New Jersey handicapping plan was ready 

for prime time: 
Figure 101 Walter J. Travis. 
Spalding's Official Golf Guide (New 
York: American Sports Publishing 
Co., 1898), p. 56. 
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A meeting of the Executive Committee of the New Jersey Golf Association was held yesterday 

…. The plan of adopting a general par score system for golf courses, doing away with the 

individual bogey scores, was presented and met with unanimous favor. This plan aims to 

simplify the old bogey score system, making one plan for all courses, so that holes of equal 

distances will have the same par score and not vary as is often the case now when different 

clubs fix their own scores, regardless of other club methods. A communication was read from 

Walter J. Travis offering to lay it before the Metropolitan Association. (New York Times, 7 

January 1903, p. 6) 

But any handicapping scheme that hoped to overcome the widespread bias in favour of Colonel Bogey’s 

unique way of playing each golf course would have to demonstrate more sensitivity to the unique 

conditions prevailing from golf course to golf course than the U.S.G.A.’s 1897 plan had.  

And so, the New Jersey plan significantly recalibrated the 1897 par scores of the original plan, and it did 

so in two ways.  

First, because golfers were hitting the ball much further than the best were able to do in 1897 (both 

because swing techniques had improved and because the new rubber-wound, solid-core ball invented 

by Colburn Haskell in the late 1890s was now being mass-produced and achieving distances 20% longer 

than the virtually obsolete gutta-percha golf ball), the distances marking the boundaries between the 

four categories of par needed to be revised upward.  

Second, because these new, expanded boundaries between pars created too many in-between holes, 

the “half par” was invented.  

Recalling the U.S.G.A.’s calibration of par distances in 1897 – “Distances from tee to hole under 165 

yards, three strokes; 165 and under 300 yards, four strokes; 300 and under 450 yards, five strokes; 450 

yards and over, six strokes” – we can see that a golf course with a relatively large number of long par 5 

holes with distances of around 440 yards (almost too long for a par of 5, but too short for a par of 6) 

would skew upwards the handicaps of the members. Similarly, we can see that a golf course with a 

relatively large number of par 4 holes with distances around 170 yards (too long for a par of 3, but 

almost too short for a par of 4), would skew downwards the handicaps of the members.  

New Jersey’s scheme of new par and half-par distances was immediately adopted by the Philadelphia 

Golf Association (which agreed with Travis that Bogey scores were too “elastic”), but the debate in 

Philadelphia about the New Jersey plan was “hot”: 
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Philadelphia golfers are in the midst of a hot discussion on handicapping. They are not in 

sympathy with the present method. The scheme which they will likely adopt is on the “par” 

basis. They claim that some clubs have no scratch players, but base their handicaps on the 

[club’s] amateur champion [nonetheless], and others again on theories known only to 

themselves. All these systems are inaccurate and inadvisable from a handicap committee’s 

point of view because a bogey is altogether too elastic. Par is based entirely upon the playing 

length of the hole, and it is recommended that the “par score” for distance be officially rated as 

follows: 

Distance up to 200 yards …  3 is par 

Distance 201 yds to 250 yds  3 ½ is par 

Distance 251 yds to 375 yds  4 is par 

Distance 376 yds to 425 yds  4 ½ is par 

Distance 426 yds to 510 yds  5 is par 

Distance 511 yds to 600 yds  5 ½ is par 

Distance 601 yds to 650 yds  6 is par 

(Montreal Herald, 19 February 1903, p. 10) 

Reading between other lines in this report, one recognizes a strategy for placating lovers of Colonel 

Bogey: “The par score is only intended for the Handicap committee of the various clubs in order to 

enable them to handicap their players on a standard basis,” we read; “It is not intended that the present 

bogey of the various courses shall in any way be changed, or that new scorecards for ordinary play will 

be necessary” (Montreal Herald, 19 February 1903, p. 10). 

Ignoring the fact that these new handicapping schemes in the United States were intended to institute a 

universal par standard to replace Bogey scores in handicapping, influential English golf writer Henry 

Leach recommended that British green committees co-opt the idea of half pars for Bogey competitions: 

It is a point worth thinking over as to whether the bogey system of play could not be 

considerably improved upon. Thus, in America they have adopted an idea which looks excellent 

but which does not seem to have come across the Atlantic yet. They use half-strokes in bogey. 

You often have holes which you feel are neither bogey 4’s not yet 5’s; that is to say, they are 
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too easy as 5’s and too difficult as 4’s. For ordinary players, an average hole of about 370-yd 

length would come under this description. 

In America – not everywhere, but at some of the best clubs – they would make it 4 ½, so that a 

man who took 4 to [do] it would win it, as he would deserve to do, and the man who took five 

would lose it. The more you think about this idea, the better you will like it (“The Game of Golf: 

Old Colonel Bogey,” The Tatler and Bystander [vol 27 no 342 [15 January 1908], p. 4) 

Others were left cold by the abstraction of a half par.  

Recalling that in 1891 some golfers could not take seriously the idea of competing against a phantom 

named Colonel Bogey instead of a living and breathing opponent, one is not surprised that in the early 

1900s many golfers were turned off when they saw an unreal, unachievable par of 3.5 or 4.5 on a 

scorecard. In Toronto’s Saturday Night magazine, the sportswriter who encountered such par scores 

opined that Colonel Bogey had merely been replaced by an equally fantastical “General Par”: “The 

performances of Gen. Par are quite beyond most of us, and how the mischief he thinks he did the tenth 

hole in 4 ½ is more than most of us can make out. Was it golf he was playing, or something else? At all 

events, nobody but this mythical person can do a hole in so many strokes and a fraction” (Saturday 

Night, vol 21 no 50 [26 September 1908], p. 8). 

As Dean Knuth points out, however, the idea of the half par began to address the real problem in 

handicapping of accounting for “in-between” holes (Dean Knuth, “This One’s a Par 4 1/2,” Course Rating, 

Pope of Slope, https://www.popeofslope.com/courserating/par4.html). In fact, a descendent of this 

half-par strategy is present today in North America by means of golf course par ratings that are 

calculated down to decimal points. For handicap purposes, the par scores of golf courses today are rated 

as 69. 6, 71.4, 73.1, and so on. 

Knuth says of the concept of the half par that “it seems to have been developed by the top amateur of 

the day, Walter J. Travis, at his home club, Garden City G.C., on Long Island. Travis had a monthly 

column in Golf [in 1901] and showed a great interest in handicapping” (Dean Knuth, “This One’s a Par 4 

1/2,” Course Rating, Pope of Slope, https://www.popeofslope.com/courserating/par4.html). Yet we find 

that the concept of the half-par was much older than that, for it was circulating at Royal Montreal by the 

summer of 1898, and it was used there self-consciously as a way of distinguishing between the level of 

difficulty of the club’s “Long Hole” in relation to its Bogey score, on the one hand, and its lower par 

score, on the other: 
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Golf 

A New Record 

Rev. Mr. McCuaig, when playing … at Dixie last week, broke the record for the long hole (420 

yards). [On the scorecard, the hole was named “Long.”] He was on the green in two strokes and 

holed out in three. 

Par value of this hole is 4 ½ strokes; Bogey, 5. (Gazette [Montreal], 4 August 1898, p. 5) 

Perhaps Willie Dunn, jr., had brought to Montreal this avant-garde knowledge of the concept of “par 

value” and of the score of “half par,” for he was at the club at the end of April and beginning of May 

adding nine holes to the Tom Smith course at Dixie to give the club its first eighteen-hole layout. 

Whatever the case may be, we also find the phrase “par value” used later the same year in a Montreal 

review of a book by U.S. Amateur Champion Andrew Whigham: “All current golfing topics, except ‘Par’ 

value of holes, are handled” by Whigham (Gazette [Montreal], 17 November 1898, p. 2). Clearly, there 

was an early and sophisticated engagement with the concept of par at Royal Montreal. 

And so, whether in the decisions of a golf union, or in the articles of golf writers, or in the apparently 

mundane news of a good score at Royal Montreal, awareness of the differences between Colonel Bogey 

and General Par was spreading from 1897 onward, and so, too, was an awareness of General Par’s 

potential to solve certain handicapping problems. 

 

Emerging from New Jersey beginning in 1903 was influential 

work on handicapping by Leighton Calkins, chairman of the 

Plainfield Country Club in New Jersey, secretary of the 

Metropolitan Golf Association, and member of the executive 

committee of the U.S.G.A. Under Calkin’s direction, the M.G.A. 

handicap committee had been handicapping “on a strict par 

basis” since at least 1904 (Golf [New York], vol 17 no 6 

[December 1905], p. 360). In 1905, his committee awarded Travis 

a handicap of plus 1, the next best handicap being minus 2, a 

decision he explained as follows: “we have decided to place him 

at plus 1, entirely confident that he is at least one stroke better 
Figure 102 Leighton calkins, circa 1909. 
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than par, when averaging his best form, on any links in the world. Of course, we might have put him at 

scratch and raised everybody’s handicap one stroke, but that would not be handicapping on the basis of 

par. That would be handicapping on Travis” (Golf [New York], vol 16 no 5 [May 1905], p. 281). 

Calkins introduced a revolution into handicapping not just by encouraging universal par scores as the 

basis of handicapping, but also by changing understanding of handicapping culture generally. 

When the man who would win the 1893 club championship at Royal Montreal as a scratch player, Fred 

Stancliffe, joined the club as a person new to the game in the spring, he was accorded the highest 

handicap allowable (as was the convention at the time) and promptly won virtually every handicap 

competition held that season. Calkins argued that no player has a right to a handicap but rather must 

earn it by recorded rounds of golf – even when new to golf. Concerning what scores should count in the 

handicapping process, he argued that for each player, one begins with “not his average game, but his 

average best game, as no player should have a chance of winning a handicap event unless he is playing 

his best game” (Huddersfield Examiner and West Riding Reporter, 27 November 1909, p. 2). And 

concerning how handicaps should be lowered when new best scores were produced, Calkins again 

introduced a new idea: 

[In] Mr. Calkins’ system … “If an allowance of a certain number of strokes is to be made to the 

less skillful player because he cannot play as well, some allowance ought to be made to the 

more skillful player because he cannot improve so much.” In other words, a man whose 

average is 90 for the round can improve far more materially than the man whose average is 80. 

For this reason, Mr. Calkins takes the ground that when the 90 man returns 88, his handicap 

should be out more strokes [that is, lowered more strokes] than [that of] the 80 man who 

hands in 78. (Montreal Star, 18 April 1905, p. 2) 

In Caulkins’ work, there was a mathematical and moral sophistication never before applied to the 

calculation of handicaps. 

Most importantly from the point of view of this essay, concerning the tension between those enamored 

of Bogey scores and those promoting the new par scores, Calkins’ system effectively squared the circle, 

combining the abstract mathematical purity of par measurements with an acknowledgement of the 

importance and relevance to handicap calculations of certain local golf course conditions. And so, in 

1909, to his table explaining the yardages for holes with pars of 3, 3 ½, 4, 4 ½, 5, 5 ½, and 6 (the 

yardages were the same as those of 1903 cited above), there was a note appended:  
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Due allowance should be made for any peculiarity in the configuration of the ground or unusual 

conditions, as for example: a bunker guarding a putting green on a hole 230 yards long would 

make the hole par 4; a 375 yard hole up a steep slope would be par 4 ½ or 5; or a 450 yard hole 

down hill might be a par 4 (Huddersfield Examiner and West Riding Reporter, 27 November 

1909, p. 2) 

Here was an implicit acknowledgement of precisely the kind of local knowledge that golfers appreciated 

in their club’s calculation of a Bogey score – knowledge that they had not seen accounted for in the 

earliest schemes for calculating par by distance alone. 

For Calkins, however, there was a key distinction between the way this knowledge was applied in 

determining a Bogey score and the way it would be applied in determining a standard par score: for 

handicapping purposes, no golf club would be allowed to decide that its uphill 375-yard hole would be a 

par five or that its  downhill 450-yard hole would be a par 4; that authority would reside with the golf 

association to which a golf club belonged. 

In 1911, the U.S.G.A. adopted Calkins System of handicapping. 

 

From 1905 onward, more 

and more Canadian 

golfers became aware of 

Calkins’ work, whether 

through clubhouse 

conversations, articles in 

newspapers and golf 

journals, or Caulkins’ own 

book.  

And the Royal Canadian 

Golf Association began to 

work with his ideas at this 

time, too. 
Figure 103 Golf [New York], vol 17 no 6 (December 1905), p. 369. 
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Before Calkins, handicaps at Canadian clubs were from the late 1890s to the early 1900s increasingly 

made by reference to a Bogey score. The publication in the spring of 1905 of the handicap list at the 

Ottawa Golf Club shows the result: 

The handicap committee of the Ottawa Golf Club … have fixed the following handicaps for 

medal play, subject to revision from time to time…. 

The Handicaps 

The figures accompanying each name indicate the handicap allowed the player: 

Col. Bogey, official core, 84; handicap, zero. 

A – Agar Adamson, 28; Thos. Ahearn, 36; W.A. Allan, 36 …. 

(Ottawa Citizen, 11 May 1905, p. 8) 

This handicap list proceeded alphabetically through hundreds of Ottawa Golf Club members (the lowest 

handicap being the 2 awarded to stalwart A.Z. Palmer). In the spring of 1906, Toronto’s Lambton Golf 

Club became the latest to adopt this process: “Handicapping at Lambton this season has all been 

standardized on a basis of bogey” (Ottawa Citizen, 18 May 1906, p. 8). The Bogey score at Lambton was 

85, and Lambton’s (and Canada’s) best amateur golfer, George S. Lyons, was forced to concede strokes 

to Colonel Bogey: Lyon’s handicap was “plus 6” (Ottawa Citizen, 18 May 1906, p. 8). 

As we know, however, the Bogey score of 84 at Ottawa and the Bogey score of 85 at Lambton were not 

determined by universal standards. And so, by 1906, the R.C.G.A. was receiving more and more 

complaints about problematic results in handicap competitions involving entrants from different golf 

clubs: handicapped according to different standards, players of the same ability had significantly 

different handicaps, and players of significantly different ability had the same handicaps. There were the 

first rumblings of a movement to drop altogether the handicap competition that had been part of the 

annual national amateur championship since 1895. The R.C.G.A. therefore decided it would experiment 

with a standardization of golf course Bogey scores: 

The most important feature which came up for discussion was the standardising of a bogey 

score in order to arrive at a uniform handicap among the clubs belonging to the association. To 

do this it was agreed that a certain number of strokes should be allotted for holes of certain 

distances and a request made that all clubs adhere to this as closely as possible. This will 
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enable clubs throughout the country to handicap their players on a uniform basis and avoid any 

dissatisfaction at open meetings. (Ottawa Free Press, 4 July 1906, p. 11) 

Although the newspaper report referred to “the standardising of a bogey score,” we can see that the 

R.C.G.A. was acceding to the imperative (at the heart of both the original Doleman system of par and 

the more sophisticated Calkins System) “that a certain number of strokes should be allotted for holes of 

certain distances.” 

The R.C.G.A. found it difficult to take a decision in this matter, as we can see from an account of its 

annual meeting in 1907: 

How to standardize Canadian golf courses for handicapping purposes proved a big question. 

The matter had been under discussion for a year without definite action. Last night, the 

meeting recommended that the incoming executive address the president and officers of the 

Royal and Ancient St. Andrews Club, asking what principle is followed by that body.  

The general opinion is that the Canadian Association should handicap from Bogey other than 

follow the par system used by the United States Association. Bogey is a good general average, 

allowing for accuracy, and without mistakes, while par represents the best possible, calling for 

almost perfect golf.  

As an example, George Lyon, who is plus 6 to bogey at Lambton, would be about plus one to 

par over the same course. (Montreal Star, 3 July 1907, p. 6) 

At its meeting in the spring of 1908, however, the R.C.G.A. took the plunge: 

The executive of the Royal Golf Association, at their meeting in Montreal last week, after 

careful deliberation, decided to take definite steps regarding the standardization of handicaps, 

and, in furtherance of their decision to adopt Calkins’ system of calculating handicaps based on 

“par,” a handicap report was mailed to every golf club in the dominion, which, when filled in 

and returned, will enable the association to handicap each member of a club for any 

competition held on any links whatsoever. (Edmonton Bulletin, 28 March 1908, p. 9) 

The ambivalence with which this new initiative was received by club golfers is represented by an article 

published near the end of the 1908 season by the sportswriter for Toronto’s Saturday Night magazine: 
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One finds, on reading the British press, that “Colonel Bogey” is still in the golf game, 

notwithstanding the fact that his records are no longer regarded in Canada. Here we attempt 

to keep a line on our play by measuring our performances against the incredible scores of 

another military personage, “General Par.”  

Of the two, I must say, after a season’s experience, I am prepared to join with those who 

express a preference for our old friend Col. Bogey.  

The performances of Gen. Par are quite beyond most of us, and how the mischief he thinks he 

did the tenth hole in 4 ½ is more than most of us can make out. Was it golf he was playing, or 

something else? At all events, nobody but this mythical person can do a hole in so many strokes 

and a fraction, and such being the case, the miracle score Gen. Par made does not serve as a 

guide to the golfer, as was the case with Bogey’s more modest performance. 

It would be idle to deny that there is merit in the par system – in that it enables courses to be 

standardized and handicaps equalized for tournaments and such purposes. But why not par all 

the courses in the Canadian Golf Association for the purposes of the organization of its annual 

meetings, and par all the contestants so that an exact line can be got on them, while for the 

ordinary club and inter-club purposes retaining the older and simpler bogey method of 

handicapping?  

I say simpler, but the advantage in the bogey method consists not only in its simplicity, but in its 

reasonableness. The score is one that the common sense of the average player recognizes as 

just and reasonable. The par score is, for the average player, unattainable. The bogey score he 

can keep in mind every time he plays and seek to beat it. The par score does not concern him. It 

may inspire the club professional: it is of little use as an inspiration to club members. 

Many golfers will agree that such merit as is to be found in the par system could be sufficiently 

turned to account in the club’s books, where the par standing of each member could be 

recorded for reference when wanted. But for ordinary everyday use, players should be 

handicapped against bogey and privileged, once again, to try conclusions with their old 

antagonist, the “Colonel.” (Saturday Night [Toronto], vol 21 no 50 [26 September 1908], p. 8) 

By the 1910 meeting of the R.C.G.A., the Calkins’ system enjoyed the strong support its executive 

committee, but the Bogey system still retained many stubborn adherents, producing a good deal of 

foot-dragging at Canadian golf clubs when it came to determining their par scorers: “not all the clubs 
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have paid proper attention to the par system” (Montreal Star, 7 July 1910, p. 4).  The Toronto Golf Club 

was a leader of resistance to par: “At the meeting, the Toronto representative said his club wanted to 

resume the bogey system, adding that if the Association maintained the Calkins system, the club would 

also use bogey for their own purposes” (Montreal Star, 7 July 1910, p. 4).   

And so, accession to the preferences of the R.C.G.A. was slow, hesitant, and fitful. The tipping point 

seems to have been reached only in 1918, when Lambton entered George S. Lyon in the national 

championship with a Calkins’ system handicap of 3: 

The splendid example set by Lambton finally clinches the 

Calkins System for Canada.  

No club can afford to send representatives rated at scratch 

to a tournament in which the amateur champion … is 

entered … with a handicap of three.  

The only reason why the Calkins System was not introduced 

long ago into Canada was largely the ambition of the best 

players of the local clubs to figure as “scratch” men – a 

position that not one of them was entitled to.  

Golf is too big and too important a game nowadays to cater 

to little local ambitions. Players must be rated according to 

their ability from a dominion standpoint – not from a petty 

parish one. (Calgary Herald, 10 August 1918, p. 16) 

The Calkins system ultimately won the day in Canada and the United States. But, my goodness, its 

triumph was fitful and long delayed. Until the mid-1920s, the R.C.G.A. was till badgering golf clubs to 

measure their golf courses according to par standards and submit a record of the best three scores 

made by their members. The R.C.G.A. secretary sent the following letter to golf clubs in the spring of 

1924: 

Careful handicapping is important for the general good of golf. It affects club medal contests, 

inter-club matches, tournaments, and promotion of good fellowship among players in general. 

Figure 104 George S. Lyon, beside the 
Olympic Golf trophy for 1904. 
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We commend the following as a simple method of applying the Caulkins System which is the 

official system of the Royal Canadian Golf Association and the United States Golf Association. 

Please not carefully the following directions:  

Ascertain each player’s average best score. This implies his best average game. Trace down the 

column showing the best score average and the handicap is ascertained in the corresponding 

vertical column headed “Par.” The table will give you the proper handicap. If you have not a 

copy of the table, we shall be glad to forward one on request. 

Par distances are as follows: 

Holes up to 250 yards in length, par 3 

Holes from 251 yards to 445 yards, par 4. 

Holes from 446 yards to 600 yards, par 5. 

Holes over 600 yards, par 6. 

Measure from the centre of tee to centre of green. Due allowance should be made for any 

peculiarity in the figuration of the ground or for unusual conditions. 

Experience has proven that the best way to get the average scores is to send a postcard to each 

member – if they do not return them, telephone and ask them their three best scores. This 

should be done at least twice a year. (Canadian Golfer, vol 10 no 1 [May 1924], p. 86 

But in this matter of reticence in abandoning Colonel Bogey as the handicapping standard, Canada’s 

example was the rule, and not the exception,  

Back in 1907, we recall, after a year of experimenting with “the standardising of a bogey score” by 

recommending “that a certain number of strokes should be allotted for holes of certain distances,” a 

gun-shy executive committee of the Royal Canadian Golf Association had agreed to “address the 

president and officers of the Royal and Ancient St. Andrews Club, asking what principle is followed by 

that body” (Montreal Star, 3 July 1907, p. 6). As we know, however, it would not be until 1924 that the 

Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews convened a conference of British golf authorities to address 

the question – long after the great advances in North America made by the Caulkins System, which had 

been very favorably reviewed by golf writers in British newspapers and journals well before World War I. 

Perhaps an incentive in Britain to take the matter in hand was the upset caused British golfers by the 
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growing habit of using the word Bogey to mean a score of one stroke more per hole than an American 

aimed to take!  

 

Bogey competitions remained extremely popular throughout the first third of the twentieth century, 

and they are still part of the annual fixtures list at many golf clubs today, but Colonel Bogey is a ghost of 

his former fantastic self – having suffered not only a complete loss of rank, but also the loss of the 

capital letter that marks a name: today, he is merely bogey. 

O, how the mighty have fallen!  

Once regarded by many as the equal of par, bogey now marks a failure to achieve par. And there is 

virtually no limit to the degree of failure that can be associated with bogey simply by the addition of a 

hyphen, for there is double-bogey, triple-bogey, quadruple bogey, and so on.  

Yet despite a century of disrespect done to his memory, the ghost of Colonel Bogey still walks the golf 

course today, for the practical wisdom that each golf club’s green committee had used 130 years ago in 

determining Colonel Bogey’s score endures today in the calculations producing the course rating and 

slope number printed on the scorecards we carry with us. That is, experts who determine a par rating 

take into account precisely what the green committee took into account when it decided Colonel 

Bogey’s score: the unique nature, number, and disposition of hazards and obstacles on the golf course in 

question.  And those deciding the slope rating of a golf course take into account what was at the heart 

of the green committee’s discussion in imagining Colonel Bogey’s play: the different way that the 

number, nature and disposition of hazards and obstacles on the golf course in question would affect 

play by a scratch golfer, on the one hand, and play by a golfer with the limitations of Colonel Bogey, on 

the other.  

So long as golf requires a par rating and a slope factor, then, it is hard to imagine that the ghost of 

Colonel Bogey can ever be laid to rest. 
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Appendix I: Tom Smith Post-Montreal 

Tom Smith married Alice Lowes in Montreal in 1898. Daughter Elsie was born in 1899 and daughter 

Isabel, in 1901. Since his children were Canadians, Tom Smith seems to have regarded himself as 

Canadian. It is not just that when he returned to the United States from abroad in 1919 he told U.S. 

immigration authorities that he was Canadian; it is also that when living in Brooklyn, New York, he 

enlisted in the Canadian Expeditionary Force for overseas service during World War I. 

Before Smith left Montreal for the 

United States, the highlight of his 

golf career was a match that he 

played in Montreal against golf’s 

first superstar, Harry Vardon, in 

September of 1900, near the end 

of Vardon’s extraordinarily 

successful first tour of North 

America. Smith was the partner 

of George Cumming, golf 

professional of the Toronto Golf 

Club, in a match-play contest 

against Vardon, each playing his 

own ball and the best score 

between Smith and Cumming 

being pitted against Vardon’s 

score. Vardon lost by one hole. 

Smith shot 79 to Vardon’s 77, and he finished just one down to Vardon with his own ball. 

Smith enjoyed his association with Vardon, often talking of an incident that occurred after the match: 

Comment was made on Vardon’s large wrists, and they were measured by Dr. Andrew McPhail 

of Montreal. The doctor happened to look at Smith, who was standing near. 

“Why I believe here’s a pair of wrists that will match Vardon’s,” said the doctor. 

Figure 105 Left: Harry Vardon at the Rosedale Golf Club two days before playing 
Tom Smith in Montreal. Saturday Night [Toronto], 29 September 1900, p. 6. Right: 
George Cumming, Canadian Magazine, vol 17 [May to October 1901], p. 346. 
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So, Smith’s were measured and found to be the same size as Vardon’s. (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 8 

November 1920, p. 18) 

Tom Smith followed his brother Arthur to Pennsylvania in 1902 and became the golf professional at the 

Westmoreland Golf Club. Later that year his brother Harry came from Akron to play against Tom (as well 

as the best local amateur golfer) on the Westmoreland links (Harry finished one up on Tom and tied the 

local amateur).  

There is no news of Tom in 1903, however, and he next makes his appearance in October of 1904 at the 

Western Pennsylvania Open where he represents the new Oakmont Country Club, established the year 

before by Henry Clay Fownes. In 1903, the latter had organized the new club, bought the land for its golf 

course, and set about designing eighteen holes himself in the fall of 1903. Given Tom Smith’s sudden 

emergence in 1904 as Oakmont’s first golf professional, it is possible that Fownes had hired Smith in 

1903 to assist him in laying out and building this famous eighteen-hole course. Years later, when 

explaining his early career to a newspaper reporter, Smith casually implied a connection between his 

first and second jobs in Pennsylvania: “On coming to the States in 1900 [actually, 1902], Smith went to 

the old Westmoreland Club in the Pittsburgh district. After several changes, this club eventually became 

merged in the present Oakmont Country Club” (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 8 November 1920, p. 18). The 

Westmoreland Country Club ceased to exist in 1904 (Pittsburgh Daily Post, 20 November 1904, p. 15). 

Whatever the case may be with regard to his affiliation with Oakmont, Tom Smith left Pennsylvania in 

the spring of 1905, moving to the Arlington Country Club of Columbus, Ohio, thereby placing all three of 

the Smith brothers in Ohio at the same time (Pittsburgh Press, 2 July 1905, p. 22). The next year, he 

moved to Marietta, Ohio, representing the Marietta Country Club in the Ohio Open at Canton in 1906, 

where he found himself leading after the first round (he ultimately finished fifth, one place behind 

Arthur, but two places ahead of Harry). By 1909, he was playing out of the Springfield Country Club. By 

1910, he had moved again. He was now in the northern part of the state, serving as the golf professional 

at the Inverness Golf Club of Toledo. 

He moved back east with his family sometime before World War I.  

He is next associated with the Baltimore Country Club. The club brought in a new head golf professional 

in 1915, Alexander (“Nipper”) Campbell, which may have led Smith to feel he had been demoted. When 

he left in 1916, the New York Sun observed that “Tom Smith has been helping out Nipper Campbell at 

the Baltimore Country Club” (Sun [New York], 30 March 1916, p. 9). 
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In 1916, his status rose when he was “appointed professional at the Hackensack Golf Club” in New 

Jersey (New York Times, 30 March 1916, p. 10). New York’s Evening World suggests that he was quite a 

catch for the club: 

The Hackensack Golf Club has secured Tom Smith for its professional. Already the Jersey 

members are figuring how much the newcomer will improve their game. Smith comes to 

Hackensack well recommended. He learned his golf in England, then went with the Royal 

Montreal golf club, the oldest golf club in North America. Smith was last with the Baltimore 

Country Club. (Evening World [New York], 2 May 1916, p. 14) 

Although club members may have looked forward to his instruction, Smith was probably also brought in 

to help with remodelling the golf course: “it is planned to increase the length and difficulty of the links 

during the coming season” (New York Times, 30 March 1916, p. 10).  

He became well known in New Jersey and New York as a swing instructor. In 1916, he was one of six 

area golf professionals who were asked to provide their best piece of swing advice for readers of the 

Brooklyn Daily Eagle:  

In driving, be sure to keep the left shoulder down and look at the ball over this shoulder while 

making the stroke. Don’t, under any circumstances, look up before the ball is hit. Old advice, of 

course, but it is seldom heeded. Get your wrists into the shot if you expect to get any distance, 

and be sure to finish on the left leg, showing that you have put the full power of your body into 

the blow. (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 25 July 1916, p. 22) 

Preparing an article on golf for Vanity Fair in 1918, writer H.B. Martin, asserting that “there is only one 

great and important thing to remember if you wish to become a par-wrecking player,” consulted “a 

number of the leading professionals of the world as to just what this crucial point really is” and recycled 

Smith’s 1916 advice verbatim (Vanity Fair, January 1918, p. 57).  

Shortly after the Vanity Affair article appeared, however, Tom Smith was no longer available to give golf 

instruction – he had enlisted in the Canadian Expeditionary Force in New York City: 

Another Golf “Pro” Enters Service 

Tom Smith Enlists in Canadian Army …. 
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Tom Smith, another professional golfer well known in this country and Canada, has joined the 

service. He appeared at the British and Canadian recruiting mission in west Forty-second Street 

yesterday, passed the physical, and was accepted for the Canadian army. (Sun [New York], 30 

April 1916, p. 15) 

Although he told the newspaper reporter that he was forty-two years of age, he was actually forty-five.  

Thomas Smith was soon sent 

overseas. He sailed to England 

as a Sapper in the 6th Canadian 

Battalion of Engineers (sappers 

built roads and bridges, laid 

and cleared land-mines, and so on). Smith served on the battlefields of France until the spring of 1919.  

He was demobilized and discharged in Montreal at the end of May in 1919, 13 months after enlistment 

(and 25 years after he had arrived in Canada to begin his job as golf professional for the Royal Montreal 

Golf Club). When he returned to his family in Brooklyn, New York, later that month, he declared to US 

Immigration authorities that his nationality was Canadian. 

During the 1920 season, he returned to Canada for a final 

time to serve as the golf professional of the Brantford Golf 

Club. The Globe thought the news was worth a headline: 

“‘Tom’ Smith Tutors Brantford Golfers” (The Globe 

[Toronto], 11 May 1920, p. 16). 

Although the advertisement to the left suggests that Smith 

was still trying to staff his grounds crew in the middle of 

the summer, his greenkeeping work on the golf course was 

celebrated in the local newspaper: “The course is in 

excellent shape under the vigilant eye of professional Tom 

Smith” (The Expositor [Brantford], 4 September 1920, p. 9).  

An item about the fundamental value for beginners of 

receiving instruction in the art of the golf swing from Smith 

also appeared in the newspaper. It seems to have been contributed by Ralph Reville, the editor of 

Canadian Golfer, who was the Brantford club’s leading member: 

Figure 107 The Expositor [Brantford], 12 July 1920, 
p. 2. 

Figure 106 Signature of Thomas Smith on enlistment document. 
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Many embryo golfers are noticeable on the links these days, playing with all the enthusiasm of 

us old timers. We would like to see more of these new members taking advantage of 

Professional Tom Smith’s services. Faults once contracted are difficult to eliminate. It pays to 

start right. The true enjoyment of golf depends on the kind of game one plays. Do it now. (The 

Expositor [Brantford], 12 June 1920, p. 19) 

Reville, who had played golf regularly with Smith (and perhaps just as regularly lost money to him), was 

sorry to see him go:  

Tom Smith, the pro. of the Brantford Golf Club this season, left last week for Brooklyn, N.Y., 

where his family resides. He will not return to Canada next season, as he expects to secure a 

good position in the States. He is a thoroughly good, all-around man and, from a Canadian 

golfing standpoint, it is to be regretted he will not be here in 1921. (Canadian Golfer, vol 6 no 6 

[October 1920], p. 462)  

Whether or not Smith secured the “good position” in the United States of which he was confident is not 

clear. He told a newspaper reporter in 1918 that “most of his time has been occupied as professional at 

different clubs,” but “latterly [he] specialized on course construction” (Sun [New York], 30 April 1918, p. 

15). He may have continued to work on golf course construction in the early 1920s, or he may have 

settled into the role of an unaffiliated swing instructor.  

He seems to have had an apprentice working under him for a number of years, for we find the young 

man seeking a position of his own in 1921: “Wanted – Position in Canada as professional and 

greenkeeper. Thoroughly capable instructor. The best of references, formerly with Tom Smith, 

professional of The Royal Montreal, Brantford and other well known golf clubs. Write E. Porter, … Utica, 

New York” (Canadian Golfer, vol 6 no 11 [March 1921], p. 806). 

At this time, Smith became something of a minor golf writer and something of a minor golf celebrity. He 

wrote letters to editors of newspapers and golf magazines about topical issues in golf, he was a source 

of anecdotes for golf writers in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle (such as William Everett Hicks), and he 

published short articles on a variety of topics in Canadian Golfer. 

He was a devoted reader of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, following with an eagle-eye any discussion of golf’s 

hot topics. He complimented the editor in 1924 for an article exposing the fact, in Smith’s words, that 

“many of our so-called amateurs today are super-pros or specialists in the pastime of golf” (Brooklyn 
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Daily Eagle, 17 January 1924, p. 26). In 1921, the editor celebrated “Mr. Smith and other golfers who 

believe in the game in its purity uncorrupted by freak clubs”: 

Golf Pro Says Freak Clubs Kill Cut Shot 

Tom Smith, the well-known professional golfer, writes to The Eagle commending the article on 

Sunday, Jan’ 23, which recommended that the British bar the ribbed or fluted iron golf clubs 

used in the United States. Mr. Smith was one of the first British-bred pros to come to North 

America more than twenty years ago, having arrived in Canada as a youth to take a 

professional berth in Montreal. 

His letter follows: 

Editor, Brooklyn Daily Eagle: 

Am just writing to say that your article in last Sunday’s Eagle relating to ribbed iron clubs is O.K. 

Their total elimination is absolutely necessary if a high standard of skill is to be maintained in 

the game. Since their introduction, scoring has been simplified for all classes of players using 

them. They have made the imparted cut on the ball superfluous and that cut is one of the 

richest tests of skill to be found in the game. The cut shot must be restored to its old position, or 

it will become obsolete. 

TOM SMITH (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 30 January 1921, p. 50) 

Articles would appear in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle based on his anecdotes: 

Tops Opponent’s Ball? 

Ask Golfer Tom Smith 

Don’t tell Tom Smith, the golf pro. recently arrived from Canada, that the “breaks” in the game 

don’t amount to much. He’ll spring this, which ought to silence all objection: 

He was playing the other day at Forest Park links and was approaching to the green of the Long 

Tom hole, or fifth, starting from the Myrtle Ave. side. 

He played the shot perfectly, but his rubber core struck on top of his opponent’s ball and 

bounded off to the right of the green among the trees. 
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“I have topped many a ball myself,” said Tom after the match, “but that was the first time I 

ever knew of a player topping his opponent’s ball.” (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 23 January 1921, p. 

57) 

Smith was an important resource for golf writer William Everett Hicks when the latter wrote an article 

for the Brooklyn Daily Eagle investigating why golf professionals changed clubs so frequently.  

Hicks wondered whether it was just a question of club members getting tired of the golf professional 

and the golf professional getting tired of club members. He quoted Smith as proof that a change of golf 

professionals could save club members from dire consequences: 

Tom Smith, the pro. formerly at Brantford, Ont., tells about going to a club once where he 

found players all using clubs with handles of “fishing rod” length, as his predecessor had been 

obsessed with the belief that length in the shaft was necessary to get distance. 

The club was a new one and the fishing rod pro had been the first instructor. He was starting 

the members all wrong and, but for the change to Smith, might have ruined the future of them 

all. 

As it was, Smith found it pretty hard work to make some of the older players renounce their 

long clubs, for now and then they would hit the ball a tremendous distance and that seemed to 

make up for all the times they foozled. (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 30 July 1921, p. 13) 

Smith shared with readers of Canadian Golfer highlights of his long conversation with Harry Vardon and 

Ted Ray at the end of their North American tour of 1920: “Had quite a chat with Ray. He thinks 

Hollywood Deal, New Jersey’s course, is the best he has played over, similar to English sand dune 

courses. He givers Inverness, Toledo, second place, and Scioto, Columbus, Ohio, third place, Vardon 

concurring with him in this choice. Played over 95 matches, I think he said, and are both about sick of it” 

(Canadian Golfer, vol 6 no 7 [November 1920], p. 488). 

From an article that he submitted to Canadian Golfer, we can see that he was a deep thinker about the 

physics of the golf swing: 

The Follow Through 

(By Tom Smith, formerly pro. of the Royal Montreal and Brantford Golf Clubs) 
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We are hearing that two of the most distinguished English champion celebrities [presumably, 

Vardon and Ray] are repudiating the follow through. The question then will be asked, “Is the 

follow through at all important in the drive?" It does seem a decision so rendered by them must 

necessarily carry some weight. It is perhaps a rather complex problem to decide and there may 

be considerable diversity of opinion on this subject among authorities now going on. However, I 

will venture to express my views, gathered chiefly from observation, and the conclusion 

reached bearing confirmation as to its being a great factor, not only in giving direction to the 

ball’s flight, but also in obtaining distance. 

The speed in which the club is travelling is at its greatest velocity at the point of impaction with 

the ball, which does not permit one to see the connection made, but one can safely conjecture 

that the club-head and the ball are speeding through at equal rapidity to a certain point, and 

are not separated from each other until that point is reached where the club loses it. I assume 

that the direction of the ball’s flight is dependent upon the course the club-head is following. If 

it continues along through following the parallel line with your stance, assuming it is a square 

one, the results should be satisfactory. Whereas a slight deviation either way from off the 

parallel line is sufficient to give another direction to its flight. There is no player that I ever saw 

whose club stops when hitting the ball; that would be a physical impossibility unless it became 

impeded by cutting deep into the turf. 

Then what is the true significance of the follow through that has been propounded into the 

minds of golfers from almost the beginning of the game’s origin? It simply means that the 

club’s propulsion must not be checked, so consequently the club does follow the ball to at least 

a foot forward or more then loses it, as the continuity of the swing describes its graceful finish 

in conjunction with the body’s momentum and the turning on the ball of the right toe. This, at 

least, has always been considered orthodox and now some heterodoxical theorists are 

disclaiming the follow through as superfluous. Why not give us an intelligible, scientific 

explanation in substantiation of their new discovery, which would be of incalculable assistance 

towards the evolution of the game. 

It has always been evident to me that the majority of good players, both amateur and 

professional, have cultivated a good follow through, especially in driving. What is more 

beautiful than a perfect symmetrical swing? (Canadian Golfer, vol 6 no 8 [December 1920], pp. 

572-73) 
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Smith seems to have become notorious among his students for coaching them in similarly strident 

scientific terms, as we can see from the tongue-in-cheek explanation by one of his former Brantford 

students, J.K. Martin, as to how the latter made his first hole-in-one (eleven years after taking lessons 

from Tom Smith!): 

Of course, everybody is asking, “How did you do it?” …  

As old Tom Smith would say, in order to make a good golf stroke, you have got to thoroughly 

understand the fundamental principles of the golf swing …. 

It was the centrifugal force of my club-head coming in contact with the ball at the psychological 

moment and forcing the ball through the air for 220 yards with a low trajectory, and the hole 

happening to be in the way of my ball, that did the trick. (Canadian Golfer, vol 17 no 5 

[September 1931], p. 354) 

Whatever Tom 

Smith was doing as 

a golf professional 

for the first half of 

the 1920s, he 

returned to the 

ranks of the club 

professionals in 

1927 when he was 

awarded the 

position of golf 

professional at the 

Granliden Hotel on 

Lake Sunapee in New Hampshire. In charge of greenkeeping and instruction of hotel guests, he held this 

position in 1928 and 1929, as well. 

The original nine-hole course of the Granliden hotel was laid out in 1905 by Alex Findlay, the pre-

eminent architect in the Northeast in those days. But the design had become quite dated by the mid-

1920s, so famous architect Walter J. Travis was called in to re-design the course between 1924 and 

Figure 108 Postcard showing the Granliden hotel, Lake Sunapee, New Hampshire, circa 1920. 
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1925. His work revived interest in the golf course, and the Granliden Hotel subsequently became an 

important hub of summer resort golf in the Northeast. 

Now in his mid-fifties, Tom Smith occasionally played in exhibition matches here:  

An interesting golf match will take place on Sunday on the golf course of the Granliden Hotel, 

when Mr. William McPhail, well known amateur in Massachusetts, and Mr. Thomas Smith, the 

Granliden professional, will play Mr. James Soutar, professional at the Claremont Club, and Mr. 

John Jack, professional at the Newport Golf Club. Eighteen holes will be played in the forenoon 

and eighteen in the afternoon. (Hartford Courant [Hartford, Connecticut], 29 July 1928, p. 51) 

More than 250 spectators followed this thirty-six hole four-ball match around the course in 1928: “Bill 

McPhail and Tom Smith were the winners, 2 up and 1 to play” (Boston Globe, 30 July 1928, p. 8). 

His third season at the course began auspiciously: “Tom Smith, of Brooklyn, is again in charge of the 

Granliden golf course and is kept busy coaching the many guests now at the hotel. The Granliden course, 

which is one of the sportiest and most picturesque in this region, was designed by the late Walter J. 

Travis. It is now in fine shape for the season” (Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 7 July 1929, p. 69). 

Figure 109 The Travis golf course can be seen running up the hillside through the woods to the right of the Granliden Hotel. The 
final green is close to the back of the hotel, guarded (as one approaches it in descending the hill) by a bunker in front and a 
bunker to the right. 
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But I do not think that Smith returned for the 1930 season. 

What he did in the 1930s is not clear.  

But wherever his golf interests took him – whether he was working at Granliden, building golf courses, 

or offering golf instruction – Tom Smith and his family maintained their residence in Brooklyn. Daughter 

Elsie moved out in 1922, when she married a salesman from Manhattan (she died in 1989 at ninety 

years of age, having had one child – a daughter named Marilyn). Isabel remained single all her life, 

working as a secretary in a bank. Tom, Alice, and Isabel lived together until at least mid-century, with 

Isabel perhaps supporting her parents in their old age.  

In every census from 1920 to 1940, Tom indicated that his employment was in “professional golf,” but 

he never indicated any golf club as his place of employment. In his own mind, he had not retired even 

when he was in his sixty-eighth year, for he told the census taker in 1940 that he was a “professional 

golfer.” In 1950, however, with Tom, Alice, and Isabel still living together in Brooklyn, forty-nine-year-old 

Isabel still working as a bank secretary, seventy-seven-year-old Tom Smith for the first time left blank 

the space where he was to indicate his employment.  

I believe that he passed away in New York in 1967, in his ninety-fourth year. 
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Appendix II: Arthur Smith Post-Toronto 

Born 7 January 1874 in Great Yarmouth, Arthur Smith had caddied as a teenager 

at the Great Yarmouth Golf Club alongside his brother Tom, and they had then 

apprenticed together under the Fernies.  

As we know, after a year in Montreal with Tom, he spent five productive years at 

the Toronto Golf Club, which also included stints at the Rochester Country Club 

and the Hamilton Golf Club, and probably Rosedale, as well. 

In 1900, however, he left Toronto for Pittsburgh’s Edgewood Golf Club where he 

became the best golf professional in Western Pennsylvania for two years, after 

which he moved on to the Columbia Golf Club of Washington, D.C., for three 

years.  

Smith improved the Edgewood golf course with the addition of bunkers and the 

design of a new hole. He set course records several times over the course of two 

seasons there.  

He became widely respected and influential, arranging for his Toronto apprentice, Arthur Logan, to 

become the golf professional at Westmoreland Country Club in 1901 (Arthur’s brother Tom would 

replace Logan at Westmoreland in 1902). And when he left Edgewood at the end of 1901, he arranged 

for his replacement (as he seems often to have done): “Smith’s engagement with the Columbia club 

[Washington, D.C.] begins January 1. He is endeavoring to secure another professional for Edgewood 

and is at present in communication with Nicol Thompson, the professional of the Hamilton Golf Club” 

(Pittsburgh Weekly Gazette, 22 November 1901, p. 8). 

While in Pennsylvania, he frequently arranged exhibition matches in which he played for significant 

stakes against other Pennsylvania golf professionals to promote the game. He continued his habit begun 

in Canada of sending newspaper clippings of his golf achievements in matches like these back home to 

his father in Great Yarmouth, who showed them to the local newspaper editors. 

Probably his most famous match involved one of America’s most famous golfers in the early 1900s, 

Bernard Nicholls, who had beaten Harry Vardon twice during the latter’s 1900 tour of North America, 

when no one else could: 

Figure 110 Arthur W. 
Smith (1874-1944), 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 
5 September 1901, p. 7. 
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Pittsburgh Has Champion Golf Player 

Pittsburgh, Sept. 5. – Arthur Smith, champion golf player of Western 

Pennsylvania, yesterday defeated E. Bernard Nicholls, of Boston, who 

holds the golf championship of France, and has twice defeated Harry 

Vardon.  

The match was played on the Edgewood Golf Club course and resulted in 

Smith’s favor by 8 up and 7 to play.  

(Sentinel [Carlisle, Pennsylvania], 5 September 1901, p. 1) 

In 1902, Smith moved to the Columbia Golf Club of Washington, D.C., where he immediately set about 

improving the putting greens:  

The green committee last fall laid out an entirely new set of greens and as they have already 

been tenderly nourished and cared for during the winter, the prospects are that they will be 

almost perfect when the regular season opens. The course is in charge of Arthur Smith, who 

came here from Pittsburgh, and as he is one of the best experts in the country, all the little 

details have been looked after with untiring interest. He has had the entire course rolled in the 

most thorough manner, and the roller will be kept continuously at work up until the last 

moment. Mr. Smith has a most congenial temperament, and every member of the club has 

voted him a splendid fellow. (Evening Star [Washington, D.C.], 22 March 1902, p. 9) 

The idea that in regard to greenkeeping he was “one of the best experts in the country” presumably 

reflects information and opinion about him contained in his letter of reference from Toronto. 

In Washington, Smith had the opportunity of avenging indirectly his defeat at Niagara-on-the-Lake in 

1896 by Willie Tucker, for in 1902 he played a well-advertised match against Willie Tucker’s younger 

brother John Dunn Tucker: 

Professional Golf 

Arthur Smith, the Columbia Coach, Defeats John Tucker 

Avery interesting, although one-sided, golf match was played yesterday afternoon over the 

Columbia Club course between Professionals John Tucker of the Dumbarton Club and Arthur 

Smith. Mr. Smith is the Columbia Club professional and, of course, had the advantage of 

Figure 111 Bernard 
Nicholls, circa 1897. 
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playing at home, but, notwithstanding being thus favored, his work was unusually brilliant, 

Tucker being defeated 7 up and 5 to play…. 

It seemed as though Smith played perfect golf yesterday, not once slicing the ball on the drives, 

and in approaching he would land the little white sphere almost where he wanted. After 

getting on the greens, Smith’s work was again of the splendid sort, putting out from almost any 

distance and, at an ordinary length from the hole, never going wrong. 

Mr. Tucker, on the other hand, appeared to be 

troubled by the sportiness of the Columbia 

course and was weak in almost every 

department, slicing the ball frequently, 

approaching poorly, and when opportunity 

presented itself for clever work on the greens, 

he seemed to go to pieces. 

Compared to “Colonel Bogey’s” figures, Mr. 

Smith’s score would have won out. In playing 

the first half of the course, or 9 holes, Mr. 

Smith made the distance in 38, one under the 

colonel’s figures. Coming home, Mr. Smith 

continued his good work, covering the last 9 holes in 40, also one under bogey. (Evening Star 

[Washington, D.C.], 12 June 1902, p. 9) 

Smith moved on to the Arlington Country Club of Columbus, Ohio, in 1905, joining his brother Tom there 

for a season (Akron Beacon Journal, 1 July 1905, p. 5). He would spend the next fifteen years in 

Columbus (first, at the Arlington Country Club, and then at the Scioto Country Club), but he maintained a 

pattern established when his brother Harry got his job in Akron in 1901: Arthur and his family spent the 

winter season in Akron. In fact, he was married in Akron a few days before Christmas in 1901. 

Arthur Smith’s connection to the Hamilton Golf Club had led to his acquaintance in the late 1890s with a 

young housekeeper from County Clare, Ireland, named Mary Slattery. Although Arthur was in 

Pennsylvania, their first child, Arthur, jr., was born in Hamilton in August of 1900.  But Mary and Arthur 

did not get married until their first winter in Akron, fourteen months later. Their next child, daughter 

Georgia, was born in Washington, D.C., in 1902. Second son, Horace, was born in 1907. Their third son, 

Figure 112 John Dunn Tucker. Miami News, 13 April 
1958, p. 27. 
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Frank, born in 1911, lived just nine days. (Arthur, jr., and Horace both became golf professionals, like 

their father, working as assistant pros under him until his retirement in 1930.) 

Arthur was the best and most ambitious golfer of 

the three Smith brothers. After his two wins in the 

Western Pennsylvania Open (1900, 1901), Smith’s 

next win was his greatest. Just months after 

arriving in Columbus, he won the 1905 Western 

Open, which was held in Cincinnati. He also 

established a record score for a 72-hole 

tournament (278) that was not equalled until 

James Douglas Edgar matched it at the 1919 

Canadian Open held the Hamilton Golf and 

Country Club’s Ancaster course. On the way to this 

score, an Akron newspaper said that “Smith’s 

playing … was sensational” and “wonderful” (Akron 

Beacon Journal, 1 July 1905, p. 5). A Pennsylvania golf professional who had played in the tournament 

reported that “Smith is playing a wonderful game. In driving, approaching and in [all] the departments of 

the game he is almost invincible” (Pittsburgh Press, 2 July 1905, p. 22). 

In Smith’s day, the Western Open was regarded as having the stature of what today we call a “Major.” 

Perhaps not surprisingly, then, on the basis of Arthur’s winter residence in Akron, his brother Harry’s 

status as golf professional in Akron, and Arthur’s use of a golf ball made in Akron, the Akron Beacon 

Journal claimed the Columbus golf pro for Akron: 

The Western Open Golf Championship came to Akron when Arthur Smith won the 

championship title at Cincinnati Friday. Arthur Smith is a brother of Harry Smith, golf instructor 

at the Portage Golf Club, and lives here with his family in the winter and when not engaged in 

instructing golf. He is a professional golfer who at present enjoys almost as much fame as any 

devotee of the sport in the United States, as he won his laurels Friday after most sensational 

playing, and took the championship from Willie Anderson, a famous golfer who has held the 

Western Open Golf Championship for several years and has been recognized as one of the 

greatest experts in the game. Additional pride is given to the Akron golfers on account of the 

fact that Mr. Smith played with the new pneumatic golf ball made by the Goodyear Tire & 

Figure 113 Arthur Smith, Cincinnati Enquirer, 30 June 1905, p. 
7. 
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Rubber Company of this city, and which is being taken up so generally this summer by players. 

(Akron Beacon Journal, 1 July 1905, p. 5) 

Arthur Smith also played in four U.S. Open Championships, finishing ninth in 1914, tenth in 1905, tied 

for 26th in 1903, and tied for 29th in 1908. 

He also won many minor tournaments and professional challenge matches, sending news of his 

successes back home to newspapers such as the Eastern Daily Press and the Norfolk News. But the most 

interesting exhibition match in which he was involved was the one staged in 1929 between him and a 

local amateur, Leroy von Elm, on one side, and superstars Walter Hagen and Horton Smith, on the other.  

More than 1,000 people watched “Sir Walter Hagen” and “Prince Horton Smith” defeat Arthur Smith 

and his partner two and one (Akron Beacon Journal, 18 July 1929, p. 26). 

Figure 114 Left to right: Arthur W. Smith, Horton Smith (no relation to Arthur Smith), Walter Hagen, Leroy von Elm. Akron 
Beacon Journal, 18 July 1929, p. 26. 
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Smith retired as a golf professional in 1930 when he resigned his position as head pro at the Silver Lake 

Country Club, where he had expanded the course by nine holes in the mid-1920s. Sons Arthur, jr., and 

Horace served under him as assistant professionals. He stayed in touch with the game by operating an 

instructional driving range with his son Horace: they built target greens that golfers could aim at and 

called their range the National Golf Practice Course. He was still helping Horace in 1937 at the Fairlawn 

Heights Golf Practice Course. 

Retirement, however, did not suit Arthur Smith: 

Figure 115 At sixty years of age, Arthur Smith demonstrates his follow-through and his putting posture. Akron Beacon Journal, 
21 July 1933, p. 26. 
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He doesn’t smack his drives with the wallop that he had 30 years ago, but his tee shots are just 

as straight down the middle as ever. 

His short game is just as good as it was when he was in his twenties. There are few who can 

give him any lessons in putting. 

We are speaking of Arthur Smith, sr…. 

Considerably wrinkled now, in his 57th year [actually, his 61st year], but still possessing a pair of 

keen eyes and the ability to play golf like it was born in him, Smith is showing the way to plenty 

of Akron district’s younger divot diggers as he keeps in shape by playing the various local 

courses these fine days. 

We ran into Smith at Sunnybrook the other day just after he had finished playing in the Akron 

Public Links Association’s pro-lady event. 

He’s eager to get back into the harness of a professional after a retired life of a few years since 

he wound up his par-preaching at Silver Lake Country Club. 

“Oh, I still do some teaching,” he said, when asked if he had given up professional work for 

keeps, “but this retired business is too tiring. I’d like to get back at the old work and maybe I’ll 

be back before long.” (Akron Beacon Journal, 21 July 1933, p. 26) 

Arthur Smith continued to play golf until the day he died, but he did not return to the ranks of Akron’s 

golf professionals. Instead, for the last six years of his life he became a general helper at the Coca Cola 

bottling factory in Akron. 

His wife Mary having predeceased him, Arthur Smith died of organic heart disease in August of 1944: 

“Arthur W. Smith, … a former golf professional, died suddenly here Monday after he collapsed while 

walking …. He had played golf Sunday…. He won the 72-hole Western Open at Cincinnati in 1905, when 

he scored 278” (Evening Independent [Massillon, Ohio], 15 August 1944, p. 3). 

He would have liked the fact that this newspaper report about him concluded with a reference to his 

Western Open victory. When he had been interviewed ten years earlier about his life in golf, the 

newspaper reporter had noted: 
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A typical Englishman, Smith likes to have friends talk with him about his 72-hole score of 278 

which won the Western Open championship way back in 1905 at Cincinnati Golf Club, a score 

which has been beaten only once and tied only once since. 

It was one of the greatest competitive scores ever made. He put together rounds of 69-69-66 

and 74 in finishing ahead of the field.  

He remembers it as though it happened yesterday. (Akron Beacon Journal, 21 July 1933, p. 26) 
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Appendix III: Harry Smith Post-Hamilton 

Unlike their siblings, Harry William Smith and his older sister Georgiana were not born in Great 

Yarmouth, but rather in Southtown, Suffolk, England. The oldest of the three brothers who became golf 

professionals, Harry was born in 1871. 

Given that he served as the golf professional at four different golf courses within four years of his arrival 

in North America in April of 1897, one might have thought that he was a wanderer, but when he 

received his appointment at Akron’s Portage Golf Club in 1901, he had found his home for the rest of his 

life. 

Before Harry moved to Akron, Ohio, from Grand Rapids, Michigan, however, he was married in the latter 

city to a young woman recently arrived from Market Harborough, Leicestershire, England: Elizabeth 

Dexter. Married in February of 1900, they had three children (Nora, Thelma, and Robert), the first 

having been born when they were living in abolitionist John Brown’s old home, which was used as the 

clubhouse of the Portage Golf Club for the first seven years that Harry Smith worked there (see the 

sketch below). 

Neither his wife, Lizzie, 

not their children ever 

played golf. After he 

had retired, “Smith 

chuckled” about this, 

and observed: “I guess 

I played enough golf 

and talked golf so 

much they probably 

got fed up” (Akron 

Beacon Journal, 24 

April 1949, p. 38). 

Harry Smith was a 

good all-round golf 
Figure 116 Akron Daily Democrat, 1 June 1901, p. 9. 
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professional. And he was a perfect fit for the membership of the first golf club in Akron.  

When Smith arrived in Akron 

in the spring of 1901, his job 

description typified what was 

expected of all golf 

professionals (and no doubt 

reflected what was expected 

of him at the Hamilton Golf 

Club just three years before): 

“The golf pro of his day was a 

jack of all trades. He not only 

gave lessons at $1 per lesson 

but made golf balls and golf 

clubs for members. In the 

days of the gutta percha solid 

rubber ball, Smith 

manufactured all of the balls 

used at the club. Wood clubs 

were made, and iron clubs 

were shafted. Club repairing, 

too, was a part of the job” (Akron Beacon Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 37). 

Although never as good at golf as his younger brothers, he played regularly with them and other local 

golf professionals in golf tournaments and exhibition matches in Ohio and Pennsylvania during the first 

decade of the century – “And, like all other players of his day, Smith used only six sticks – driver, brassie, 

midiron, mashie, niblick and putter” (Akron Beacon Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 38). His prowess in these 

exhibition matches was mentioned in an early newspaper item introducing the new game of golf to 

readers in Akron: “To beat ‘Col. Bogie,’ an imaginary opponent who makes the course with a perfect 

score, is the ambition of every club member. Their instructor does it occasionally, and only last Tuesday, 

in a match with Joe Mitchell, the Cleveland Country Club professional, beat out the bogie by three 

strokes” (Akron Beacon Journal, 22 September 1906, p. 8).  

Figure 117 Harry smith sits on the right, holding a golf club, alongside 1901 club 
members on the steps of the clubhouse that was one the residence of John Brown. Akron 
Beacon Journal, 22 June 1950, p. 41. 
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Although he knew he had no realistic chance of winning, Harry Smith supported the Ohio PGA 

Championship, playing in it as late as 1913 (when he was forty-two years of age). 

He was dedicated to promotion of the game not just in Akron, but also in other towns where clubs did 

not have a golf professional. In the summer of 1905, for instance, he travelled “to Canton about once 

every two weeks and coached the Country Club golfers” (Akron Beacon Journal, 12 May 1906, p. 5). He 

was widely admired both for his knowledge of the game and for his relaxed, friendly manner: 

Many there are, who, until joining the club, have had but a hazy idea of the manner in which 

golf is played. It is to Harry Smith, the genial Englishman who is the club’s professional, that 

they look for instruction, and what this gentleman cannot tell them about golf is hardly worth 

knowing. 

“The general idea of golf which prevails among these people who know so little about it,” 

comments the professional, smiling dryly, “is that if you drive the ball so far that it cannot be 

found, you win.” (Akron Beacon Journal, 22 September 1906, p. 8) 

And for beginners who putted the ball far past the hole and then vented their frustrations in foul 

language, there was a lesson to be learned from Harry Smith’s patience and reserve: “It takes a long 

time, and lots of practice, to acquire such control over oneself as is possessed by Harry Smith, and to be 

content with an emphatic ‘past the lasted ‘ole,’ as is the aforementioned professional. But then he has 

played the game for years” (Akron Beacon Journal, 22 September 1906, p. 8). 

Harry Smith’s attitudes toward golf revealed in the passages above from 1906 also appear in a 1949 

interview about what the newspaper writer called the early days of the “Smith School of Golfology”: 

The three P’s of golf – patience, perseverance, and practice – make up the recipe for a good 

golfer. For that you can take the word of Harry W. Smith, the first golf professional of the 

Portage Country Club, Akron district’s oldest golf club…. 

“Golf fundamentals remain about the same today as in the early days of golf,” declared Smith. 

“The stance, grip, swing and follow-through are about the same. Some professionals differ 

slightly in their teaching methods, but the fundamentals are unchanged.”  

To be a good golfer, he says, one must have a club in his hands at every opportunity. Patience, 

perseverance, and practice, he pointed out, plus a good golf temperament, are the chief 

requirements in the makeup of the golfer. The right disposition is an absolute necessity. 
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“Too many golfers ruin their game by blowing up, with a display of mental fireworks,” he said. 

“My advice to every golfer is to forget the bad shot. Don’t fret and fume over a shot that may 

cost a stroke or two in medal play, or a hole in match play. Forget it and try to make up for the 

slice out of bounds or hook into the woods.” (Akron Beacon Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 37). 

And Harry Smith was also a golf course designer; in fact, in 

the 1930 United States federal census, he indicated that his 

profession was that of “golf architect.” In Rochester, he had 

been charged with completing Arthur’s eighteen-hole layout 

for the Country Club. In Akron, he teamed up with Arthur in 

1907 to lay out a new golf course for the Portage Golf Club, 

where he served as the head pro for another seventeen 

years. He remodelled this course toward the end of World 

War I to create an eighteen-hole layout.  

In 1925, he laid out a nine-hole municipal golf course that 

became known as Turkeyfoot. (At the same time, he opened 

an indoor golf school and concentrated on his inventions for 

enabling practice of the game at home, being awarded 

patents for some of these inventions.)  

In 1927, he became the head pro at the Turkeyfoot Golf 

Course and added nine more holes to the layout. In 1929, he 

laid out a nine-hole municipal course that became known as 

Searlhurst. Appointed head pro, he served in this position for 

a year or two before being replaced by his nephew, his 

brother Arthur’s son, Arthur, jr. He stayed on as an assistant 

and regularly competed with both his nephew and his 

brother in setting course records at Searlhurst. He also laid 

out golf courses called Tuscawara and Airport (Akron Beacon 

Journal, 21 June 1950, p. 27). 

Now in his early sixties, he seems to have retired as a golf 

professional around 1933, but he continued to enjoy playing 

Figure 118 Harry Smith at 67 years of age. Akron 
Beacon Journal, 6 June 1938, p. 15. 
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golf until he was about seventy years of age: “The old legs ain’t what they used to be …. If my legs and 

feet were as good now as they were 10 years ago, I’d still be out playing every day” (Akron Beacon 

Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 37). Thereafter, nostalgia often ruled: “He likes to remember his trips to 

Florida for the winter golf and his fellowship with Akron industrial leaders of another day, over whose 

golfing technique he kept a careful watch” (Akron Beacon Journal, 21 June 1950, p. 27).  

When he was approaching his eighties, the newspaper observed: 

Smith still likes to talk and read about golf…. Although he plays no golf, Smith’s interest in the 

game is as keen as ever.  

He has a pet hobby which keeps him occupied many hours each day in the basement of his 

home…. Smith spends his time manufacturing golf balls …. Hanging in the basement are a few 

thousand balls, waiting to be placed back in the molds for final treatment. (Akron Beacon 

Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 37). 

Time ultimately 

took this golf 

professional from 

the 1890s to the 

1960s, but it could 

not take the 1890s 

out of the golf 

professional:  in his 

retirement, it was 

still his job to make 

golf balls. 

In the last decade 

of his life, Harry 

Smith became 

something of a 

local celebrity: he 

was venerated as 

the last surviving 
Figure 119 Harry Smith instructs in the art of the golf grip on the eve of his eightieth birthday. Akron 
Beacon Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 37. 
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representative of the beginning of golf in Akron. There were glowing newspaper articles written about 

him in the late 1940s and early 1950s, and in 1951, the Akron open golf tournament trophy was named 

after him: 

The Rubber City Open will pay tribute to Harry Smith, Akron’s first golf professional at the old 

Portage Country Club atop Perkins Hill back at the turn of the century. 

Smith, now up in his eighties, no longer plays the game that he loves so well. But he retains a 

tremendous interest in golf [and] reads every line he can find about the game. 

By way of honoring Smith and perpetuating his name, the championship trophy for which the 

pros and amateurs will compete in years to come will be known as the Harry Smith trophy. 

(Akron Beacon Journal, 22 July 1951, p. 42) 

Harry Smith was undoubtedly a true believer in the value of the game of golf, as he affirmed in a 1949 

interview:  

Golf’s a wonderful game – a beautiful game….  

It’s a blessing the poor man can take advantage of it as he does today. To some … golf is a 

social asset only, but … it is still the greatest game that ever was….  

Golf will stand as long as the world goes round. 

(Akron Beacon Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 37). 

And he truly believed that golf was the best thing that ever happened to him: “questioned about what 

he would do if he could start all over again, Smith replied: ‘I would take up golf and become a golf 

professional and do it all over again’” (Akron Beacon Journal, 24 April 1949, p. 37). 
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Appendix IV: The “‘Colonel Bogey’ March” 

Colonel Bogey was also made famous by the “’Colonel Bogey’ March.”  

This musical composition was 

written just before World War 

I by a dedicated golfer, British 

army bandmaster Lieutenant 

Frederick Joseph Ricketts, who 

went by the pen name 

Kenneth J. Alford.  

One of the most famous 

musical phrases in the piece is 

said to have been inspired by 

a golfing companion of 

Ricketts’ – a fellow military 

officer who did not use the 

customary shout of “fore” to 

warn that he was about to strike the ball (as opposed to today’s convention of shouting “fore” only after 

the ball has been struck and it seems that other golfers might be in danger). Instead, Ricketts loudly 

whistled two notes: the two notes of the descending major third interval phrase that begin each line of 

the melody of the “’Colonel Bogey’ March.” 

 

 

Figure 120 The cover for a version of the sheet-music for the “Colonel Bogey” March, 
first published in 1914. 


